ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Black Image – photo or sketch of candidate in black and white

BkR – Black and Red, being the dominant colors of an item

BkW – Black and White, being the dominant colors of an item

BuW – Blue and White, being the dominant colors of an item

Cello – Celluloid backed button or pin

DNC – Democratic National Convention

Flag – Some form, or portion, or bunting of the U. S. Flag

Fob – A thin leather strip, usually looped through a buckle, and appended to which is an inscribed brass token or cello; often the brass token appears without the strip.

GW – Green and White, being the dominant colors of an item


Initials separated by a slash – Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates

Jugate – side by side pictures of the Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates (or the candidate and his spouse) on the same item.

Litho – Lithographed tin button

Mech – A mechanical item—usually brass—that moves by means of a spring; any item that has moving parts.

Medalet – coin like medallion pieces struck to promote or commemorate people and events.

Pres Inaug – Inauguration of a President

RNC – Republican National Convention

RWB – Red, White and Blue, being the dominant colors of an item
RW – Red and White, being the dominant colors of an item

Stud – A lapel stud, usually round in shape like a button, but with a small metal shank on
   The back to hold the item in a button hole

Trigate – side by side pictures of a candidate and 2 other well known persons on the item

YG – Yellow and green, being the dominant colors of an item

++ + + + + + + +

Inventory of Campaign Items for Presidential Candidates and
Hopeful Candidates listed Chronologically by Election Year.

JOHN ADAMS/THOMAS JEFFERSON – 1796 (Federalist) [X]
1- 1799 Adams engraving by Leney, original frame & glass 5 ½” x 6 ½”, Two cracks in frame

ANDREW JACKSON/JOHN C. CALHOUN – 1828 (Democrat) [X]
   /MARTIN VAN BUREN – 1832 (Democrat) [X]
1- 3½” lead paperweight, “Old Hickory Babbitt Metal”
1- 9” dinner plate, “Hero of New Orleans”
1- Andrew Jackson bodkin (sewing needle), “Elected President 1829” on shaft of needle
1- Amber whiskey flask, Jackson and Washington images

MARTIN VAN BUREN/RICHARD M. JOHNSON – 1836 (Democrat) [X]
2 – medalets

DANIEL WEBSTER – 1836 (Whig)
1- 12½” x 16½” oval, brown iron wall plaque with Webster’s bust, trimmed in gold

WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON/JOHN TYLER – 1840 (Whig) [X]
1- 16” x 20” original framed portrait by Chas. A. Wakefield, “Ninth President of….”
1 - silk ribbon, “Harrison Jubilee….”
1 - clock key in the shape of a barrel and log cabin
5 – medalets
1 - clothing button
3 – various sandwich glass cup plates (Hake 3041, 3043, 3044)
1- sulfide brooch with brass frame (Hake 3105)
1 - wooden cane with cider barrel head (Harrison's symbol)
1- Columbian Star 10” blue dinner plate
1- Columbian Star 7” blue dinner plate
1- Columbian Star Log Cabin pitcher, 4 ¾” tall
1 - 14½”x 19½” framed poster, “Vote for Harrison and Divide the Surplus”

JAMES K. POLK/GEORGE M. DALLAS – 1844 (Democrat)  [X]

1- 12” x 16” original framed poster of Polk by N. Currier, “President Elect of the United States”
1- 12” x 16” original framed poster of Dallas by N. Currier, “The People’s Candidate for VP....”
1- 19” cane and metal quirt handle with ivory band, “Glorious Triumph of Democracy, J K Polk P.t, G M Dallas VP of U. States, Nov. A.D. 1844”

HENRY CLAY/THEODORE FRELINGHUYSEN – 1844 (Whig)

1- 12” x 16” original framed jugate poster by N. Currier, “The Nation’s Choice for President & Vice President, Grand National Whig Banner – Onward”  (Hake 3001)
2- sandwich glass cup plates  (Hake 3021)
1- 1½” medalet with bust of Clay
1- silk ribbon, “Pride of America – People’s Choice....”  (Hake 3038)
1- silk ribbon, “Native Americans”

ZACHARY TAYLOR/MILLARD FILLMORE -1848 (Whig)  [X]

1- 16” x 12” original framed jugate poster by N. Currier, “Zachary Taylor, people’s candidate for President!”, “Millard Fillmore Whig Candidate for Vice President”
1- 23” x 15” framed textile, chintze, Taylor on horseback
3 –various blue whiskey flasks, “Gen. Taylor Never Surrenders”  (Hake 3022-3025)
2 - clothing buttons, 1 bust and 1 “Taylor 1849”
1- 13” x 17” original frame of Taylor, by N. Currier, “People’s Choice for 12th President,” surrounded by photos of 11 predecessors

FRANKLIN PIERCE/WILLIAM R. KING – 1852 (Democrat)  [X]

1- 12” x 16” original framed poster by N. Currier, “Democratic Candidate for Fourteenth President”
1- 5” x 12” glass and metal parade lantern, “Pierce” outlined with holes on one side

WINFIELD SCOTT/WILLIAM GRAHAM -1852 (Whig)

1- Brass medalet
1- 15” x 18” original framed poster by N. Currier, “Whig Candidate for Fourteenth President of the United States”
JAMES BUCHANAN/JOHN C. BRECKINRIDGE – 1856 (Democrat) [X]

1- medalet
1- 12½" x 16½" original framed poster by N. Currier, “John C. Breckinridge, Vice President of the United States.”

JOHN C. FREMONT/WILLIAM DAYTON – 1856 (Republican)

1- White silk ribbon (Hake 3006)
1- Blue silk ribbon (Hake 3015)
1- Brass medalet (Hake 3024)
1- 3½" x 6¼" booklet, “The Campaign of 1856. Fremont Songs for the People....”

ABRAHAM LINCOLN/HANNIBAL HAMLIN – 1860 (Republican) [X]
/ANDREW JOHNSON – 1864 (Rep Pres; Dem VP) [X]

1- 16” x 12” RWB Flag bearing names “Lincoln and Hamlin”
1- 3¼ white shaving mug, Black Image, “President Abraham Lincoln,” (Hake 3020)
1- 14” x 12” oval portrait of Lincoln in original, hand carved oval frame
1- silk ribbon, “The People’s Choice Lincoln & Johnson” (Hake 3041)
1- 2” x 3” oval framed portrait of Lincoln
1- Ferrotype, Lincoln (Johnson on reverse) (Hake 3082)
1- Ferrotype, “Lincoln –1864”
1- Ferrotype, Lincoln (Hamlin on reverse) (Hake 3056)
1- Brass medalet with Lincoln bust
1- Medalet, “Lincoln and Liberty....”
1- Cardboard photo in rectangular brass frame (Hake 3092 without the ribbon)
1- Cardboard photo in rectangular brass frame with black mourning ribbon (Hake 3091)
1- 2¼” x 3¾” card with tombstone image, memorial
1- 14” x 19” Poster, “Union Nomination....”

STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS/HERSCHELL JOHNSON – 1860 (Northern Democratic)

1- Ferrotype of Douglas (Johnson on reverse) (Hake 3017)
1- ¾” souvenir medalet (Hake 3033)
1- 1½” medalet with bust of Douglas (Hake 3025)

JOHN C. BRECKINRIDGE/JOSEPH LANE – 1860 (Southern Democratic)

1- 8” x 1 ½” gold horizontal silk ribbon, “Breckinridge”

GEORGE B. McCLELLAN/GEORGE PENDLETON – 1864 (Democrat)

1 - 2” medalet with McClellan’s bust
1 - 1¼” medalet with McClellan’s bust
1 - 1¼” medalet with McClellan’s bust
1 - ¾” brass medalet with McClellan’s bust
HORATIO SEYMOUR/FRANCIS BLAIR, JR. – 1868 (Democrat)
1- 1” brass medalet with Jugate busts of Seymour and Blair (Hake 3049)

ULYSSES S. GRANT/SCHUYLER COLFAX -1868 (Republican)  [X]
/HENRY WILSON – 1872 (Republican)  [X]

1- 15 ½” x 12” steel serving tray with engraved Grant bust & flags, was formerly silver plated
1- 7” bronze bust of Grant mounted on red velvet covered board
1- 3” x 10” “Republican Ticket” with Grant & Wilson and local candidate
1- 8” white plaster bust of Grant
1- 9 ½” x 9 ½” pressed glass dish with bust of Grant, “Patriot and Soldier” (Hake 3007)
1- 16” x 13” framed Currier & Ives portrait of Grant, “The Nation’s Choice for President of U.S.”
1- 15” x 18” engraved portrait of Schuyler Colfax, “Vice President of the United States”
1- 14” x 19” poster “The Working Man’s Banner,” Grant and Wilson (Hake 3002)  (spotted)
1- 8” cast iron profile bust of Grant
1- 7” Stevensgraph silk ribbon, RWB & Brown portrait, “General Grant President” (Hake 3019)
1- 2½” x 4” sepia card of “Gen. Grant and Schuler Colfax”
1- 2” x 1½” metal pin of wreath encompassing name “Grant”
1- ¾” ivory spy glass containing Grant’s photo inside
1- aluminum medalet with Grant’s bust and attached to a spread eagle pin
1- 7/8” clothing button, “Grant”
1- 1” brass medalet with Grant bust (Hake 3133)
1- 1” flowered ivory button holding Grant ferrotype
1- 1” uniface ferrotype of Grant  (Hake 3066)
1- 1” uniface ferrotype of Grant  (Hake 3075)
1- cardboard photo of Grant in rectangular brass frame
1- multicolored 10” large Majolica water pitcher with Grant’s bust on both sides
1- 9½” round pressed glass candy dish with portrait, “Grant Patriot & Soldier”

HORACE GREELEY/B. GRATZ BROWN – 1872 (Democrat)
1- ¾” brass medall, bust of Greeley “The Sage of Chappaqua,” reverse side states “Greeley Brown 1872 Amnesty” (Hake 3037)

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES/WILLIAM A. WHEELER – 1876 (Republican)  [X]
1- 2½” x 4” BkW Stevensgraph Jugate ribbon (Hayes/Wheeler) (Hake 3011).
1- 2¼” x 4” RWB&Bk Stevensgraph jugate ribbon (Hayes/Wheeler)
1- 2½” x 5” white silk ribbon, “For President R. B. Hayes of Ohio....” (Hake 3014).
1- 5” x 1½” yellow horizontal silk ribbon “Hayes”
1- 1½” brass inauguration medalet, Hayes bust

SAMUEL J. TILDEN/THOMAS A. HENDRICKS – 1876  (Democrat)
1- 2¼” x 4” BkW Stevensgraph Jugate ribbon (Tilden/Hendricks) (Hake 3011).
JAMES A. GARFIELD/CHESTER A. ARTHUR – 1880 (Republican) [X]

1- Ferrotype photo set in brass flags & eagle (Hake 3034)
1- 4” x 2½” envelope containing “Garfield Headache Powders”
1- 2” x 5” blue silk ribbon, “Republican Central Campaign Club of New York 1880”
1- 17” x 26” poster, “Garfield’s Eschutchen,” for President
1- 8” porcelain water pitcher (pottery) with Garfield’s image
1- 5” white plaster bust of Garfield
1- Black wooden hexagonal thread spool box with Gen. Garfield’s picture on the cover
1- 8½” x 5” x 2¼” wooden cigar box with Garfield’s image on inside cover
1- 3½” glass tumbler with Garfield’s image on the bottom
1- 10” pressed glass tray with Garfield’s image
1- white porcelain shaving mug; Garfield and wife
1- 8” silver plate candy serving tray with handles and legs, Garfield image, memorial
1- 6” pressed glass plate with Garfield bust surrounded by stars (Hake 3021)
1- 6” pressed glass plate with Garfield bust surrounded by alphabet (Hake 3022)
1- 8¼” BkW plate with gold rim; photo, “For President, James A. Garfield” (Hake 3024)
1- 8 ft. 2 in. x 13 ½” BkW cloth banner “GARFIELD & ARTHUR”
1- 12” tall accordionated paper lantern for candle, images of Garfield & Arthur (fragile)
1- 8” brass plaque, Garfield’s image
1- 20” x 18” red and black Jugate Bandanna (tom) (Hake 3014)
1- 4” x 6” portraits of Garfield & Arthur in glassed frame, Rep. Candidates for Pres & VP
1- 5” x 2” blue and black silk ribbon, “Republican Central Campaign Club of New York, 1880”
1- ¾” brass clothing button, “Garfield & Arthur”
1- 2” x 4” x 1½” box of “Garfield Tea”
1- ¾” medalet, double portrait, pierced

WINFIELD SCOTT HANCOCK/WILLIAM H. ENGLISH – 1880 (Democrat)

1- 8” high clear blown glass bust of Hancock mounted on wood base to contain cologne, labeled “The Hancock Cologne”
1- 5” x 5” x 3½” wood collar box with plastic lid, bust of English. (mate to Hake 3008)
1- 4” x 8½” paper list of candidates, “Democratic Republican Ticket,” Hancock & English & electors
1- 1½” brass Hancock mechanical nose thumber (Hake 3030)
1- 1” multicolored brass pin, “Hancock and English”
1- 1” tin pin with portrait, “For President, W. H. Hancock”
1- 1” brass Jugate medalet (Hake 3025)
1- 16” x 18” framed, Red & Black Bandanna Jugate (fragile)
1- 7” x 2½” purple & gold silk ribbon with image of a Cock, “Hancock”

GROVER CLEVELAND/THOMAS HENDRICKS – 1884 (Democrat) [X]
/ALLEN B. THURMAN – 1888 (Democrat)
/ADLAI STEVENSON – 1892 (Democrat) [X]

1- 16” x 19” silk banner picture of Cleveland
1- 27” x 22” portrait of Cleveland, “Democratic Candidate for President 1884”
1- 27” x 22” portrait of Hendricks, “Democratic Candidate for Vice President 1884”
1- 22” x 28” framed jugate poster, Cleveland & Hendricks, “Victory and Reform”
1- 19" x 15" framed jugate poster, "Democratic Nominees Grover Cleveland our choice A.G. Thuman"
1- 7" silk jugate ribbon, Cleveland and Hendricks (Hake 3099)
1- 5" x 2½" silk jugate ribbon, Cleveland and Hendricks (Hake 3101)
1- diamond shaped brass medalet attached to RWB bowed ribbon (Hake 3277)
1- cello stud, Cleveland photo, (Hake 3257)
1- brass stickpin shaped like a shield "Cleveland"
1- brass clothing button, "Cleveland and Hendricks" (Hake 3177)
1- brass eagle and frames with ferrotype photos of Cleveland & Thurman on RWB ribbon
1- RWB clothing button, "Business Men C & S" (Hake 3258)
1- brass shell stud, Cleveland bust, 1888 (Hake 3130)
1- brass pin with curved spelling of name of Cleveland (Hake 3166)
1- brass pin with curved spelling of name of Cleveland (Hake 3177)
1- red cloth stud "Cleveland" (Hake 3231)
1- red round token charm with white horseshoe, "Cleveland Thurman 1888"
1- medalet "Democratic Candidate for President 1888"
1- enamel on brass octagonal pin, “C H 88” (Hake 3046)
1- 1" brass shell of Cleveland suspended from brass rooster
1- 3¼" x 2¼" tin plate jugate of Cleveland & Stevenson (Hake 3058)
1- 6" x 2½" RWB Stevensgraph silk ribbon, portraits of Cleveland & Stevenson (Hake 3115)
1- 3½" x 1½" RWB Stevensgraph silk ribbon, “Grover Cleveland for President 1892”
1- 3½" x 2¼" tin belt buckle, “C & T”
1- 3½" x 2¼" tin belt buckle, “C & S” (Hake 3062)
1- pair of colored cigar box labels, “President Cleveland” and “Mrs. Cleveland”
2- cigar boxes with images of Cleveland and Hendricks
1- 4" high brown creamer, Cleveland and Hendricks
1- 9" x 6" metal inaugural bust of Cleveland, “March 4, 1893” (Hake 3084)
1- 5 ½" x 5" brass plaque, bust of Cleveland
1- 3" x 3" pressed glass cup with images of Cleveland & Thurman
1- 10" x 5" frosted glass bust of Cleveland (figural bottle for perfume)
1- 3-foot cane with pewter head of Cleveland 3" x 1½” (Hake 3064)
1- 3-foot cane with pewter head of Cleveland 2" x 1” (Hake 3068)
1- 8" dinner plate with Cleveland’s image (in sepia)
1- Red & Black Bandanna jugate, “Our Candidates.....” (Hake 3029)
1- Red & Black Bandanna jugate, “Democratic Tariff Reform” (Hake 3047)
1- 66 page songster, “Cleveland & Thurman” jugate
1- 9" x 7" glass framed Cleveland/Hendricks jugate “Commemorative of the Inauguration”
1- Red & White queen size quilt top, “Cleveland & Hendricks 1884,” with 1,000 squares with scripted names of their supporters
1- framed glass photos of Cleveland, Hendricks, Blaine, and Logan 1884

JAMES G. BLAINE/JOHN A. LOGAN – 1884 (Republican)

1- 5½" x 2½" white silk ribbon, jugate pictures of Blaine & Logan in brown (Hake 3053)
1- 6½" x 2½" cream & black silk ribbon, jugate pictures, Blaine & Logan (Hake 3047)
1- 5" x 2½" red and gold silk ribbon, “Blaine & Logan”
1- 4" x 1¼“ red and gold silk ribbon, Blaine & Logan, “The Woods are Full of ‘em”
1- 3½” celluloid badge suspended from ribbon, “Young Men’s Club Cincinnati, Ohio” (Hake 3073)
1- 3” round wooden medallion with images of Blaine & Logan
1- anti-Blaine metal pig & chain fob with photo of Blaine inside (viewer looks through pig’s rectum)
1- ¾” brass rim cardboard photos, Blaine on front, Logan on reverse (Hake 3101)
1- 1” tin shell with portrait of Blaine (Hake 3111)
1- 1” brass medalet with jugate pictures of Blaine and Logan (Hake 3138)
1- 1” brass medalet with jugate pictures of Blaine and Logan (Hake 3139)
1- 3” brass pin with curved spelling of name “Blaine” (Hake 3119)
1- 9½” x 8½” clear pressed glass tray with glass handles, jugate pictures of Blaine & Logan
2- 9” plates with picture of Blaine (Hake 3026, 3027)
2- 9” plates with picture of Logan (Hake 3028, 3029)
1- 22” x 28” portrait of “Hon. James G. Blaine, Republican Candidate for President”
1- 22” x 27” framed under glass jugate poster, Blaine & Logan, “The Republican Souvenir”
1- 19” x 22” jugate poster “1884 Republican Candidates”
1- 18” x 18” BkW jugate Bandanna of Blaine & Logan (Hake 3017)
1- 14½” x 16” gold framed portrait of Blaine (under glass)
1- cigar box with Blaine portrait
1- 21” x 18” RedBkW jugate Bandanna of Blaine & Logan (Hake 3015)
1- 60 page Blaine & Logan Songster
1- 4½” x 6” 16 page booklet, “Blaine and Peace”
1- 6” x 3½” BkW campaign card jugate of B & L “Complements Muzzy Starch Company”
1- 2” silver miniature canteen, Logan, “We drink from the same canteen”
1- ¾” brass button, “Blaine Logan”

BENJAMIN HARRISON/LEVI MORTON – 1888 (Republican)  [X]
/WHITELAW REID – 1892 (Republican)

4- 3-foot canes with pewter or brass heads of Harrison (Hake 3082, 3083, 3084)
1- Harrison/Morton jugate, cardboard photos, brass-framed pin & eagle on RWB ribbon. (Hake 3211)
1- 2” x 5” RWB ribbon, “Morton Club, Ft. Wayne, Ind.”, with picture
1- 1½” x 3” Stevensgraph ribbon & tassel, “Benjamin Harrison for President 1892” (tom) (Hake 3140)
1- 2” x 4” RWB ribbon with Harrison portrait (Hake 3112)
1- 2½” x 4” RWB ribbon, vertical flag, “Harrison and Morton,” (Hake 3130)
1- 2½” x 5” gold ribbon, “Jewelers Harrison and Morton 1888”
1- 2½” x 7” red ribbon with brass top, “Harrison & Morton Protection Club Bridgetown, N.J.”
1- 2” x 7” silver ribbon jugate, “I vote as I fought....”
1- 2” x 4” white ribbon, “Captain Bond Street Harrison and Morton Club”
1- 4½” x 5” brass horseshoe surrounding Harrison’s face
1- 1¾” circular medalet (medallion) jugate of Harrison & Morton (Hake 3310)
1- log cabin metal watch fob on chain (Hake 3100)
1- bell-shaped metal pin with bust of Harrison
1- ivory Stanhope & letter opener with jugate photos of Harrison & Morton inside (Hake 3046)
1- brass pin with curved spelling of name “Harrison”
1- clear glass hat-shaped toothpick holder, “The same old hat, he’s all right” (Hake 3091)
1- hat shaped brass pin with red ribbon hat band (Hake 3169)
1- 1½” RWB round litho tin badge, portrait, “Harrison and Protection 1892” (Hake 3187)
1- 2” RWB brass pin, “Harrison” over round background, “1888” (Hake 3276)
1- brass octagonal medalet, Harrison bust (Hake 3325)
1- 4” x 2” anvil paperweight, “How is Harrison? He’s All Right”
1- Harrison “Log Cabin Song Book” 1840-1888
6- ¾” brass, cloth, and celluloid lapel Studs (various, including Hake 3196, 3287, 3289)
1- ¾” porcelain stick pin, Harrison, Morten and log cabin
1- brass stick pin, Harrison bust
1- 1 ¼” Harrison & Morton jugate medalet suspended from tin eagle pin (Hake 3319)
1- 2” tin medalet, “Harri son Reed and Protection 1892”
1- 19” x 18” black on white Bandanna, Harrison and Morton jugate, “Protection to American Industries” (Hake 3021)
1- 20” x 20” RWB on white Bandanna, “Protection to Home Industries Tippecanoe & Morton Too” (Hake 3043)
1- 19” x 19” RWB on white Bandanna, crossed flags, “Tippecanoe and Morton Too” (Hake 3030)
1- 19½” x 20½” RWB on white Bandanna, Flag, “Protection vs. Free Trade, aid for Free Schools, Pensions for Soldiers” (Hake 3031)
1- 5½” x 7½” colored photo of Harrison in 2 inch corrugated brass frame
1- full size felt beaver GOP campaign hat with jugate of Harrison & Reid inside (Hake 3066)
1- 7” x 11” sepia jugate poster of Harrison and Morton
1- Harrison “Campaign March” sheet music for piano or organ
1- 6¼” x 4¼” brown and black campaign card, jugate photos of Harrison and Reid
1- 22” x 18½” portrait poster of Harrison with manufactured signature
1- 9” plate with picture of Harrison

WILLIAM McKinley/GARRET A. HOBART – 1896 (Republican) [X]
/THEODORE ROOSEVELT – 1900 (Republican) [X]

1- 11” x 8” BkW jugate poster of McKinley and Hobart
1- 16½” x 19” gold framed colored portrait of McKinley [OR]
1- 22” x 29” BkW photo poster, “William McKinley for President”
1- 32” tin convention cane with horn, “Patriotism. Protection. Prosperity”
1- 3-foot cane with pewter head of McKinley, “Protection 1896” (Hake 3043)
1- 3-foot cane with brass knob, on side, images of McK & H, on top a coin “Gold Our Basis” [1
1- blue ribbon with 1½” photo pin, “National Convention Philadelphia 1900”
1- 2” x 7” RWB silk ribbon with jugate of McKinley and Hobart, (Hake 3075)
1- 1½” brass medal McKinley/Hobart jugate in 6-pointed star (Hake 3096)
1- 2” jugate pin, RWB & Black, McKinley and Roosevelt (Hake 3143)
1- 3” RWB ribbon & 1½” celluloid jugate of McKinley & Hobart (Hake 3135)
1- 2¼” sepia cello pin of McKinley (right face)
1- 2¼” sepia cello pin of McKinley (left face)
1- 2¼” sepia cello pin of McKinley (left face)
1- 2” RWB cello pin of McKinley in diamond frame (Hake 76)
1- 1½” RWB cello pin of McKinley in diamond frame with bell attached
1- 1½” Brown & white cello, photos McKinley & Roosevelt, donated by Edmund & Louise Collier
1- 3½” sepia cello pin of McKinley (right face)
1- 2½” brass shell jugate of McKinley/Hobart, “Sound Money and Protection” (Hake 3095)
1- 1½” x 2” brass inaugural pin of McKinley, 1897
1- RWB Flag ribbon with 1¼” cello of McKinley (Hake 3215)
1- brown medal, National Convention 1900, with gold McKinley liberty bell pendant
1- tan RWB ribbon with 2” cello jugate of McKinley/Roosevelt (Hake 3156)
1- 2” RWB gold and black cello jugate of McKinley/Roosevelt
1- 1½” colored cello of McKinley in floral brass frame
1- 3½” RWB ribbon & 1½” brass McKinley medallion, Nat’l Repub. Conv., Philadelphia 1900
1- 5” brass shell McKinley image, “An Honest Dollar” (Hake 3221)
1- 4” diameter, cardboard colored pin, photo with name below “McKinley”
1- 4” diameter, cardboard colored pin, photo with name below “MacKinley” (Hake 56)
1- 3” x 5” brass gold bug paperweight
1- 4” x 4” brass bug horseblanket pin (Hake 204)
1- 2½” x 2” brass gold bug on oval pin
1- 2½” x 5½” blue ribbon and fringe, “Republican National Convention N.J. Delegation 1900”
1- 2½” x 5½” white inaugural ribbon, McKinley/Hobart 1897 “Quigg Legion N.Y.C.”
1- 1½” x 2½” brass medallion McKinley image, 1896, St. Louis, Mo.
1- 1½” x 1½” mechanical brass jugate gold bug (McKinley/Hobart) (Hake 189)
1- 1½” x 1½” mechanical brass jugate gold bug (McKinley/Hobart) (Hake 191)
1- 1” x 1¼” brass gold bug pin (Hake 188)
1- 3” pocket knife, McKinley memorial
1- 3” RWB Flag ribbon with round brass pin & photo of McKinley (“Protection Home Rule”) in brass filigree frame (Hake 3222)
1- 3” x 8” gold silk ribbon, “Captain Jewelers’ McKinley/Roosevelt Club November 3, 1900”
1- 2½” x 8” gold silk ribbon with picture of McKinley, “McKinley Club Hartford,” with clasp reading “Second Vice-President”
1- 3” x 9” pink silk ribbon, “McKinley & Roosevelt Patriotism Above Party November 3, 1900”
1- 2¼” x 7” leather ribbon, “Our Choice William & Teddy Geneseo, Ills 1900”
1- 2¼” sephia cello pin, photo of McKinley & Roosevelt
1- 1½” round pendant with sephia cello of McKinley & Roosevelt, reverse side shows Lincoln
1- 1¾” round brass pendant of McKinley on chain, above “Member McKinley Club, Canton, Ohio”
1- 6” x 6” pink glazed tile with image of McKinley
1- 3” x 3” blue glazed tile with image of McKinley, paper label on reverse (Hake 3057)
1- 6” commemorative silver teaspoon, McKinley assassination, “Temple of Music”
1- 1¼” RWB cello of McKinley on black bow ribbon, commemorative
2- 3¼” cello phabes of McKinley and wife on black ribbon
1- 2¼” statuette of McKinley, commemorative
1- 5½” x ¾” horizontal gold ribbon, McKinley/Hobart
1- 10” x 14” colored jugate print of McKinley & wife under glass (Hake 3004)
1- 6” sephia razor with pictures of McKinley, Roosevelt, and Lincoln
61- various small cellos & studs, McKinley, McKinley/Hobart jugates, McKinley/Roosevelt jugates
1- 13½” x 16½” oval metal tray with colored photo of McKinley (OR)
1- Weller 4½” round pottery plaque of McKinley
1- 4” x 3 ¼” glass slide, colored picture of McKinley for slide projector
3- sephia jugate glass paper weights with photos of McKinley/Roosevelt
14 sephia various design glass paper weights with photo of McKinley
1- 7” x 3½” colored stereopticon card of McKinley and wife
1- 4½” x 3” oval aluminum pintray, jugate of McKinley/Roosevelt on RWB flag-shield
1- 3” x 4½” aluminum pin tray with picture of McKinley, “Our Next President”
1- 4½” x 3” aluminum pin tray, McKinley assassination memorial
1- 7” x 10½” black cast iron wall plaque with McKinley’s bust and name above
1- Helsey glass sugar jar with image of McKinley (Hake 3050)
1- 4” tumbler glass with etched jugate photos of McKinley and Hobart
1- 3¾” tumbler glass with etched image of McKinley, “Protection, Peace, Prosperity”
1- 4” tumbler glass with profile of McKinley on bottom, “Protection and Plenty”
1- 7¼” pressed glass plate with impression of McKinley (Hake 3059)
1- 5” x 7” profile photo of McKinley under glass
1- 3¼” brass standee of McKinley profile
1- paper cut-out puzzle with figures of McKinley and Hobart
1- 4½” x 10” gold bug boot remover, “McKinley”
1- 6” white plaster bust of McKinley
2- brass paperweights, McKinley bust
1- 10” pewter plaque of McKinley
1- 6” brass plaque, McKinley
1- 2” x 2½” brass match safe of McKinley  (Hake 3038)
3- McKinley “soap babies” in original boxes
1- 4½” x 6” 16-page booklet, “McKinley Campaign Ballads”
1- 1½” brass inaugural medalet, McKinley in 6-point star surrounded by wreath in black felt box
3- colored 8” plates with portraits of McKinley, one with wife
1- 5½” round brown metal plaque with McKinley image
1- 4” x 6” colored photo of “Major Wm. McKinley, Republican Candidate for President,” glued to 6” x 8” clear glass and surrounded by chain
1- 16” white linen handkerchief, black jugate images of McKinley and Hobart in corner, paired with Bryan and Sewall
1- white military jacket with McKinley/Roosevelt buttons
1- 9” plate, white & blue, photo of McKinley in center
1- 4½” saucer, McKinley image
1- 10” tin plate, colored pictures McKinley & Hobart, “The Nations choice”
1 – Metal lunch pale with cup

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN/ARTHUR SEWALL – 1896 (Democrat)
/ADLAI E. STEVENSON – 1900 (Democrat)
/JOHN W. KERN – 1908) (Democrat)

1- 18½” x 25” black & white litho of Bryan, “yours Truly”
1- 18½” x 25” black & white litho of Stevenson, “Yours Truly”
1- 18½” x 25” black & white litho of Kern
1- 9” x 13” black framed colored poster with photo between flags, “W. J. Bryan – 1900”
1- 16” white linen handkerchief with black jugate of Bryan & Sewall in corner, paired with McKinley  (Hake 3009)
1- 3-foot cane with pewter head of Bryan, “Free Coinage, Prosperity” paired w McKinley (Hake 3021)
1- 2½” x 8” red silk ribbon, gold fringe, “Alternate Texas Dem National Convention Chicago”
1- 2¼” x 6” red silk ribbon, with RWB US Flag & 1¾” cello of Bryan, “Kansas City Welcome”
1- 3½” x 11” RWB 3pc. Silk ribbon & bow, with dinner pail cello, “Oklahoma National Democratic Convention, Denver, 1908”
1- 1½” x 4” silver silk ribbon with photo of Bryan, “Wm. J. Bryan for President” (Hake 3162)
1- RWB ribbon with brass clip (Delegate Denver July 1908) and brass eagle, Dem Nat’l Conv
1- RWB ribbon with pewter clip (Asst Sgt at Arms, July 1908) and pewter eagle, Dem Nat’l Conv.
1- 2” x 4” white silk ribbon, “Bryan and Stevenson”
1- silver teaspoon with Bryan’s image, “Nebraska”
1- 3½” lead dollar, “Bryan’s Money 1896” reverse “16 to l”
1- 2½” lead dollar, anti-Bryan “Bullion Value 1896” reverse, “Sixteen to One, We don’t Think”
1- 1¾” lead dollar, in a case, “United Snakes of America In Bryan We Trust” reverse, “Free Silver One Dam 1896”
1- Soap Baby in box
1- Clay pipe bust of Bryan (Hake 3025)
1- 13½” x 16” oval metal serving tray with colored picture of Bryan
1- 13½” x 16” rectangular metal serving tray with colored picture of Bryan (Hake 3028)
1. 5" Heisey glass sugar jar, image of Bryan, “The People’s Money” paired w McKinley (Hake 3035)
1. Fob, colored picture of Bryan on brass shield (Hake 3076)
1. Fob, RWB brass eagle, Bryan/Kern (Hake 3082)
1. Fob, rectangular brass, “For President William J. Bryan, 1908” (Hake 3096)
1. Fob, brass shield, “Bryan and Kern 1908” (Hake 3090)
1. Fob, pewter with image of Bryan, “Our Next President, W. J. Bryan” (Hake 3079)
1. Fob, brass bust of Bryan (Hake 3097)
1. Fob, brass shield on leather, “Bryan 1908 Kern” (Hake 3091)
1. Fob, rectangular brass, “Bryan” (Hake 395)
1. Fob, round brass, “Our Choice 1908 Bryan & Kern” jugate
1. Fob, brass horseshoe, 1908 Bryan/Kern (Hake 3086)
1. Fob, brass eagle jugate with cardboard photos of Bryan & Stevenson (Hake 3145)
1. ¾" silver stud, eagle, “Free Silver”
1. 1 ¼" white cello, “Teller Silver Republican 16 to 1 by Uncle Sam Alone”
1. ¾" silver bug lapel Stud
40 various small cello pins, Bryan, Bryan & Sewall, Bryan & Stevenson
1. 5" x 11" silver bug boot jack
1. Rectangular Bryan glass paperweight
1. Rectangular Bryan & Stevenson jugate glass paperweight
1. Ticket to Democratic National Convention, Denver, Colo, 7-7-08
1. 5" clay “Billibois” caricature doll (new condition, in original box, mate to W. H. Taft) (1908)
1. 9" dinner plate with picture of Bryan (Hake 3054)
1. 2 ½" x 2 ½" brown pottery liquor jug inscribed “Bryan & Sewall”
1. 21" baton, stripes and photos of Bryan and Stevenson
1. 18" x 18" white bandana, black photos of Bryan & Sewall, “Free Coinage, 16 to 1, Tariff for Revenue Only”
1. 7 1/2" round milk-glass plate, wht & blue, Bryan bust, flags, eagles, stars
1. 3" x 8" flyer “Bryan and Free Silver 16 to 1”

**THEODORE ROOSEVELT /CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS – 1904 (Republican) [X]**

/HIRAM JOHNSON – 1912 (Progressive – Bull Moose)

1. 13" x 19" black framed jugate poster of Roosevelt and Fairbanks
1. 18½" x 26" white poster with black litho of Roosevelt & Johnson standing side by side
1. 28" x 22" oak framed RW bandana with Bull Moose images (Hake 3027)
1. 23" x 23" RW & Black bandana with picture of Teddy “Progressive Roosevelt 1912 Battle Flag” (Hake 3025)
1. 20" x 20" RW bandana with TR emblems & images of Teddy around border (Hake 3028)
1. 21" x 21" RW bandana, “The Roosevelt Bandana Progressive Party” (Hake 3029)
1. 26" x 16" RW bandana with Teddy’s hat & 1912 in center, and “TR’s,” carrots & sticks & bull moose heads in margin, “National Progressive” (Hake 3026)
1. 16" x 16" white bandana, black photos of Teddy & Fairbanks, “The Right Men in the Right Place 1904”
1. 14" x 16" oval colored litho tin serving tray, Teddy on Horseback (Hake 3008)
1. 14" x 16" oval colored litho tin serving tray, Teddy standing (Hake 3009)
1. 10 1/2" oval pressed glass bread plate, “A Square Deal,” Teddy bears around the edge (Hake 3055)
1. 8 ½" x 10 ½" framed handbill “At Three O’Clock Thursday Afternoon Theodore Roosevelt Will Walk on the Waters of Lake Michigan,” 1912 campaign, Chicago
1-10½" x 14" sepia sheet music, “When Teddy Comes Marching Home”
3- various glass paperweights with Teddy’s photo
1-3 ½" round cello, sepia photo of Teddy with mirror & handle on reverse
1-7 ½" x 5" brass ornamental ash tray with tiger and Teddy’s image
1-3 ¼" x 4 ½" aluminum pin tray, photo of Teddy
1-3 ¼" x 4 ½" aluminum pin tray, photo of Teddy
1-2" x 2" white miniature booklet, photo of Teddy, “Facts About the Candidate” (Hake 3037)
1-4" round brown ash tray with Teddy’s photo
1-2-ft tree branch with label “Teddy’s Big Stick 3-4-05,” cut on Mt. Vernon Estate
1-10" blue Staffordshire plate with photo of Teddy and photos around rim, “26th President of U.S.”
1-9" blue Wedgewood plate with photo of Teddy and quote from Address of 9-7-03
2-9" brass standees of Teddy the Rough Rider, with clocks
1-9" brass standees of Teddy the Rough Rider (no clock)
1-5" x 7" brass doorstop of Teddy’s bust
1-4" x 7" brass plaque of Teddy
1-8½" x 11" framed tributes of Teddy and Fairbanks
1-silver teaspoon with bust of Teddy in handle
1-3" x 6" green on white Stevensgraph ribbon, photo of Teddy, Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904
1-1½" x 3" RWB ribbon with brass “Welcome” pin, and medallion of Theodore Roosevelt
1-2" x 2" heart shaped, aluminum book mark with Roosevelt photo (Hake 3030)
1-3" x 5" brass delegate badge on RWB ribbon, “Republican National Convention Chicago June 21st 1904”
1-2" x 3½" RWB ribbon with brass “Progressive Delegate” pin, brass bull moose head, New York State Convention
1-1" x 4½" brass pendant with links, “G.O.P., Prosperity and Panama,” reverse, “Trade Atlantic-Pacific,” with round medalet of Roosevelt & Fairbanks
1-2" x 5" white silk ribbon, “Ladies’ Citizens Committee Washington, D.C.” with RWB ribbon and medalet of Teddy
1-1 ½" x 2½" RWB ribbon & brass medalet of Teddy, “June 18, 1910”
1-2" x 6" RWB ribbon, “Founder’s Day October 27, 1912 The Progressive Party” (Hake 3083)
1-2" x 7" White silk ribbon with Brown picture of Teddy, “Reception Committee Roosevelt Day Sioux Falls South Dakota September 3, 1910”
1-3" x 11" Blue cello, White & Gold fringe, “Captain Seth Bullock & His Cowboys attending Inauguration of Teddy Washington 1905”
1-7" lead pencil, “Theodore Roosevelt for President 1912”
1-3" x 2½" leather change purse with brass clasp, “Give Every Man a Square Deal Theodore Roosevelt” (Hake 3043)
1-2" x 2" Rough Riders hat & RWB metal bow pin
1-1" x 1 ½" Rough Riders hat and tie pin
1-1¾" sepia cello of Teddy framed in ornate pin
1-Fob, silver shield shape, “For President Theodore Roosevelt” (Hake 3110)
1-Fob, 1½" square brass, “Roosevelt 1904 Fairbanks Washington” (Hake 3126)
1-Fob, 1¼" square brass, “Roosevelt 1904 Fairbanks Washington” (Hake 3127)
1-1¾" sepia cello pin, Roosevelt & Fairbanks jugate (Hake 3142)
1-2" x 1" oval sepia cello pin, Roosevelt & Fairbanks jugate (Hake 3144)
1-2" yellow sunflower with photo of Teddy in center
1-1½" BKR cello, hand holding 4 aces & Teddy, “Stand Pat” (Hake 95)
1-1½" x 2" corrugated paper banner, blue trim, white stars, Teddy, reverse Fairbanks & pin
40- various cello & double portrait pins (including Hake 17, 24, 43, 44, 51, 76, 81, 97, 130, 167, 182, 199, 202, 204, 206, 208, 3295, 3317, 3331, & 3338)
1- Bull Moose metal stud (Hake 3370)
1- Bull Moose metal stud (Hake 235)
1- ½" brass round pin with Bull Moose (Hake 3369)
5- various "Teddy Bear" clothing buttons (including Hake 3057, 3058, 3059 & 3060);
1- 2½" brass Teddy Bear tie pin (Hake 232)
1- pair 5" x 6" rectangular brass book ends with Teddy’s image
1- pair 5" x 6" brass book ends, bust of Teddy
1- 10" wooden ratchet noisemaker and handle, "Roosevelt & Fairbanks"
1- 7" x 18" vertical blue felt Pennant with photo of Teddy, "Welcome Bwana Tunis Delighted" [Fab]
1- 12" x 16" framed denim fabric, "I am for Roosevelt," 3 small campaign pins
1- 3" x 4" framed post card, photo of Teddy, "The law of...."
1- Progressive party $1 bill in cardboard frame
1- 3" x 4" bronze plaque of Teddy, “SQUARE DEAL 1904”
1- 3" x 4" black plaque of Teddy

ALTON B. PARKER/HENRY G. DAVIS – 1904 (Democrat)

1- 10" x 11½" portrait of Parker in a 14" x 191/2" brown mat
1- Collier’s Magazine cover with photo of Parker, "St. Louis Convention Extra"
1- 9½" wooden pencil box with Parker/Davis jugate inside
1- 22" x 24" Red & Blk bandana with Parker/Davis jugate
1- guest ticket, “Democratic National Convention St. Louis July 6, 1904”
1- Fab, square brass with leather strap, “Parker 1904 Davis Washington” (Hake 116)
1- Fab, shield shape, “For President Alton B. Parker”
1- 1½” cello RWB “Uncle Sam’s White Elephant” (Hake 112)
1- brass pennant-shaped stud “Parker” (Hake 3146)
19- various cellos and jugates (including Hake 31, 50, 63, 71, 92, 93, 3074, 3084, 3086, 3087, 3108, and 3129)
1- 1½” cello of Parker with ornate frame, RWB ribbons
2- 1 1/4" medalets

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT/JAMES S. SHERMAN – 1908 (Republican) [X]
/JAMES S. SHERMAN – 1912 (Republican)

1- 21" x 27 ½" BkW poster “William Howard Taft” (1907)
1- 21" x 27" BkW poster “James S. Sherman” (1907)
1- 28" x 22" white poster with oval photos of Taft & Sherman
1- 5" clay “Billibois” caricature doll of Taft (new condition in orig. box, mate to W J Bryan 1908)
1- 4” x 4” china coffee mug, picture of Taft, “I’m not greedy but I like a lot”
1- 2½” x 3 3/4” clear drinking glass with Taft & Sherman images etched (Hake 3015)
1- 10” round litho multi-colored tin tray, Taft & Sherman jugate surrounded by previous Republican presidents (Hake 3027);
1- 4¼" round litho multi-colored tin tray, Taft & Sherman, “Grand Old Party 1856 to 1908” with names previous presidents (Hake 3028)
2- 7½” colored plates with jugate of Taft & Sherman (Hake 3014)
1- 7½” colored plate with caricatures of Taft & Sherman, “Invincible Combination”
1- 7” plate, green trim, photo of Taft
1- 9” sepia plate, photo of Taft
1- 9” white plate, photo of Taft
1- 10” blue Staffordshire plate with jugate of Taft & Sherman (Hake 3017)
1- 7” x 7” boxed “Prosperity Puzzle Happy Billy Possums” with marbles
1- 14” lady’s laced stocking leg & lace flounce with cello of Taft, from inauguration table
1- 5” colored toby mug of Taft (Hake 3018);
1- clay pipe of Taft bust (paired with Bryan)  (Hake 3008)
1- 3-ft cane with pewter head of Taft, “Our Next President”  (Hake 3009)
1- RWB cardboard 4-leaf fold-out fan with letters T A F T on the four leaves
1- 46” x 48” brown and tan tapestry with Taft’s image and related items
1- 2” x 6” tan silk ribbon with RWB U.S. flags & brown face of Taft for President  (Hake 3049)
1- 5” x 9” gold felt vertical Pennant with photo of Taft, “Our Next President”
1- 1 ½” x 3” red ribbon, “Republican National Convention 1912” with brass “Delegate” pin above and brass button of Taft below
1- 2 ½” x 5” brass eagles chained to brass alternate shield on RW ribbon, “National Republican Convention Chicago June 1908”
1- 2 ½” x 6” blue silk ribbon with gold lettering, “1912 Republican Straight Ticket”
1- 2” x 4” RWB ribbon, “Inauguration Washington D C March 4, 1908” with brass medallion of Taft
1- 5½” silver spoon with Taft image on handle
1- 3½” pocket knife with Taft image, 1909 inauguration
1- 1 ½” x 2½” Rhode Island delegate badge & ribbon in original box, Rep Nat’l Conv 1908
1- 1 ½” x 3½” 4-linked brass fob, Taft’s image, “For President,” reverse, image of Teddy  (Hake 3079)
1- Fob, brass shield & leather strap, “Taft and Sherman 1908”  (Hake 3102)
1- Fob, 1½” round pewter jugate & leather strap, “Our Choice Taft & Sherman”
1- Fob, 1½” round brass, “Our Choice Taft & Sherman”
1- Fob, pewter medal bust of William H Taft and leather strap  (Hake 3095)
1- Fob, brass padlock shape, “White House Lock Taft 1908 Holds the Key” with leather strap  (Hake 3108)
1- Fob, 1¼” pewter medal, bust of Taft, “Our Next President William H. Taft” with RWB ribbon  (Hake 3096)
1- Fob, odd shaped brass, “1909 Taft & Sherman”
1- Fob, 1¾” x 1” brass shape of Nebraska, inscribed “Taft,” with leather strap
1- Fob, 1¼” x 1½” brass vertical arrow head, “Taft” with leather strap  (Hake 194)
1- Fob, 1½” round brass, RWB flag center, “Taft Sherman 1908”
1- Fob, 1½” round brass, RWB flag center, “Taft Washington 1908” leather strap  (Hake 193)
1- Fob, leather strap with 1” sephia cello of Taft attached, “For President Wm. H. Taft”
1- Fob, leather strap with 1½” colored cello of Taft attached
1- Fob, 1½” irregular round brass “Taft & Sherman” with leather strap
1- Fob, 1” round brass, White House center, Taft (in red), Sherman (in blue)  (Hake 3103)
1- Fob, 1¾” x 1” rectangular brass with “TAFT” in center  (Hake 3112)
1- 1½” x 3½” black metal “lace” pin with “TAFT” superimposed
1- 1” x 1½” oval, ivory brooch pin with Taft image
1- 1¼” cello, gold rim, Taft photo with purple ribbon & lead shoe appended, “Brockton Fair October 8, 1911”
1- 1½” cello, gold rim, Taft photo, “Our President W.H. Taft,” RWB ribbon below with 2” beer mug attached
1- 2” white cello with colored picture of Taft
1- 1¾” full color cello photo of Taft, “For President Wm. H. Taft”  (Hake 3155)
1- 1¾” white cello with colored photo of Taft  (Hake 3159)
1- 1 1/8” Billy Possum clothing button  (Hake 182)
1- 7/8” Billy Possum clothing button
1- 1½” round brass medall with Taft image, “Inauguration of President”, “souvenir” pin attached
1- Blue postcard, white silhouettes of Taft & Bryan, “330 Pounds Not Electoral Votes"
1- 9” cigar in box with Taft label band
1- 7” x 18” vertical red felt Pennant, photo of Taft, gold glitter, “Inauguration” [Fab]
1- 3” x 3” silver cup with images of “Billy Possum”
41- Various small cels & jugate pins (Including Hake 23, 53, 74, 81, 94, 100, 127, 143, 144, 159, 162, 163, 3234, 3236).
1 - Quirt/whip with 2 small ivory collars and partial remains of a photo on shaft [Um]
1- 6” plate, gold rim, color picture “Mrs. Taft”
1- 6” straight razor, Taft and Sherman on blade
1- 3” high flared bowl, colored jugate Taft and Sherman
1- 1¼” medalet, taft image, “I’ll toss you 1908,” other side Sherman, “I’ll match you 1908”
2- clothing buttons

WOODROW WILSON/THOMAS R. MARSHALL - 1912 (Democrat)  [X]
/THOMAS R. MARSHALL - 1916 (Democrat)  [X]

1- 13” x 16” full color portrait of Wilson with white border, “Peace with Honor He Kept Us Out of War” 1916 item
1- 12 ½” x 14 ½” gold framed BkW photo of Wilson seated in tree, “Nominee of the Democratic Party for President of the United States”
1- 16” white linen handkerchief, RWB flag & gold letters “Wilson & Marshall”
1- 16” white linen handkerchief, RWB eagle, flags, “Wilson & Marshall”
1- 5” x 9” fancy wood plaque (vertical spear head shaped) with colored photo of Wilson under glass
1- 9” plate with colored picture of Wilson
1- 8” blue green pressed glass plate with image, “President Wilson”
1- 6” gold rimmed plate with sepia photo of Wilson
1- 7” x 9” oval plaster plaque with image, “Woodrow Wilson Washington, D.C.”
1- 5” white plaster bust of Wilson
1- 9” cigar in box with Wilson label band
1- 9” white souvenir bookmark with cello of Wilson attached
1- 15” x 28” vertical felt Pennant, RWB, Inauguration 1913, photo of Wilson
1- 16”x 16” white bandana, photo of Wilson surrounded by seals of all states
1- 1½” round brass cigarette lighter with Wilson’s image, reverse eagle in French “Champion du Droit et de L’Humanite”
1- 2½” x 4 ½” blue ribbon with brass flag and Indian image “Tammany” and chained to medal “Inauguration of Wilson & Marshall March 4th 1913”
1- BkW cello of Wilson on RWB ribbons, “Victory”
1- 1 ½” round pocket knife, 2 blades, Wilson image, “Let Justice and Progress Go Hand in Hand” reverse, image of White House  (Hake 3016)
1- Fob, 1¼” brass medalet bust of Wilson (Hake 121) on 1 ½” x 4 ½” black ribbon and chain
1- Fob, 1 ¼” x 1 ¾” brass shield, scales of justice, Wilson image, “His Pen is Mightier than the Sword,” on leather strap (Hake 122)
1- Fob, ¾” cello of Wilson on 2” round black leather with strap
1- Fob, 1 1/8” brass coin, Wilson image on black tear-drop leather piece
1- 1 ½” brass shield Wilson image, Inauguration 3-4-17, “souvenir” pin with chains
1- 1” x 3½” 3-dimension cannon on wheels with 1¼” BkW cello of Wilson
1- 1¼” sepia cello of Wilson, “For President 1912 Woodrow Wilson” (Hake 24);
1- 1¼” white cello with colored photo of Wilson, “Win With Wilson” (Hake 32);
1- 1¼” white cello with BkW clover, photos of Wilson, Cardinal Mercier & King of Belgium, “We Have Loved Justice” (Hake 89)
1- 1¼” round litho tin, RWB photo of Wilson on stripes and stars  (Hake 43)
CHARLES EVANS HUGHES/CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS – 1916 (Republican)

1-2½” x 5 ½” blue silk ribbon with gold lettering, “1916 Republican Straight Ticket”
1-2” x 5” blue silk ribbon with 1 7/8” cello seal of New York, brass N.Y. pin, “Republican National Convention Chicago June 7, 1916”
1-Fob -1” x 1½” brass with image of Hughes, “GOP CH. E. HUGHES FOR PRESIDENT”
1-Fob -1” x 1½” bronze with image of Hughes, “GOP CH. E. HUGHES FOR PRESIDENT” (Hake 57)
1-2” x 3” RWB ribbon & brass seal of Rhode Island & ivory pin, “Rhode Island,” reverse, “Republican National Convention, Chicago, Ill., June 7, 1916”
1-2” x 3” pewter eagle & shield with blue ribbon, “Alternate Republican National Convention 1916”
1-1½” x 4” brass medallion seal of New Hampshire on chain, over Red ribbon, “Republican National Convention Chicago 1916”
1-1½” round litho tin, RWB photo of Hughes on stars & stripes (Hake 10)
1-1” brass elephant Stud, “Hughes GOP” (Hake 54)
1-¼” brass shield Stud, “Hughes National Alliance” (Hake 3042)
1-12” x 24” horizontal RWB felt Pennant, “GOP Back to Prosperity 1916”

WARREN G. HARDING/CALVIN COOLIDGE – 1920 (Republican) [X]

1-13” x 18” sepia photo poster, “For President Warren G. Harding”
1-22” x 33” BkW photo poster, “For President Warren G. Harding”
1-18” x 15 ½” gold framed poster, RWB flags, BkW jugate photos, “For President Warren G. Harding for Vice President Calvin Coolidge” (Hake 2005)
1-16” x 11” sepia jugate photo poster, “Republican Candidate for President Warren G. Harding for Vice President, Calvin Coolidge”
1-6 ½” x 10” Masonic 19 page program, 8-19-23, “In Memoriam Warren Gamaliel Harding”
1-9” cigar in box with Harding label band (Hake 2034)
1-leather change purse with 2½” x 1½” pewter clip, flags & image of President Harding (Hake 2036)
1-Fob -1½” x 1½” brass jugate “Our Choice,” with leather strap
1-Fob 1½” x 1½” gold plated tin jugate “Our Choice,” with leather strap;
1-1” elephant Stud, “Harding”
1-1” x 1” x ¾” brass bell, “Ring for Harding & Coolidge”
1-1 ¼” white cello, black photo of Warren G. Harding (Hake 11)
13 Various cello pins (including Hake 14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 58, 59, 61)

JAMES M. COX/FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT – 1920 (Democrat)

1-14” x 11” BkW qv poster of Cox & Roosevelt, “Peace, Progress, Prosperity”
1-11 ½” x 15” oak framed poster of Roosevelt, “Progress & Prosperity Democratic Nominee for Vice President of the United States”
1-15” x 3½” purple felt banner with “COX” in red felt letters
1- 1¼” BkW cello photo of Cox (Hake 6)  
1- Fob, 1½” x 2” ornate brass with Cox image, "For President James M. Cox 1920" with leather strap (Hake 45)  
1- Fob, 1 ¼" x 1½" pewter jugate, "Our Choice," with leather strap (Hake 44)  
1- 1 ½” x ½” oval silver key chain, "Cox & Roosevelt Washington 1920" (Hake 2055)  
1- small Stud of rooster (Hake 53);  
1- small pin of rooster  
2- 7/8" studs, rooster surrounded by circular rim (Hake 51 & 52)  
3- small lithos (Hake 28, 29 & 32)  

CALVIN COOLIDGE/CHARLES G. DAWES –1924 (Republican) [X]  
1- 24” x 17” BkW jugate poster, "Calvin Coolidge for President, Charles G. Dawes for Vice President"  
1- 10" x 11” sepia poster, “For President Calvin Coolidge"  
1- 8” x 26” blue felt horizontal Pennant, with yellow letters, “Keep Cool-idge"  
1- 11” x 2½” red and white license plate attachment, “Keep Cool-idge" [  
1- 4 ½” phonograph record, “A campaign talk 1924 President Calvin Coolidge” (Hake 2003)  
4- aluminum thimbles, “Coolidge and Dawes” blue, red, and blue & red (Hake 2045)  
2- small elephant Studs, 1 "Coolidge," 1 "GOP" (Hake 91)  
1- 9” x 12” 4-page sepia jugate sheet music, “Official campaign song, ‘Coolidge and Dawes for the National Cause’"  
1- 3” x 4 ½” pink tile with Coolidge’s image  
1- 2” x 7” porcelain bottle, “Keep Cool & Keep Coolidge with Near Beer"  
1- 9” cigar in box with Coolidge label band  
16 Various small cellos and jugate pins (including Hake 6, 21, 39, 40, 44, 45, 52, 55, 58, 59, 69, 78, 80, 85)  

JOHN W. DAVIS/CHARLES W. BRYAN – 1924 (Democrat)  
1- 22” x 16 ½" sephia portrait poster of Davis  
1- 7/8” BkW cello of Davis, "For President John W. Davis" (Hake 12)  
1- ½” BkW litho of Davis, “Davis for President” (Hake 34)  
1- 9 ½” x 13” sheet music, photo of Davis, “March to the White House”  

HERBERT C. HOOVER/CHARLES CURTIS – 1928 (Republican) [X]  
/CHARLES CURTIS – 1932 (Republican)  
1- 28” x 78” vertical cloth banner (1928), color image of Hoover on blue square, white lettering, “For President Herbert C. Hoover” below RW vertical stripes  
1- 20” x 8” framed embroidered RWB banner, “For Hoover & the GOP"  
1- 17” x 21” framed bandana, sepia portrait of Hoover, RWB border (1928) (Hake 2118)  
1- 11 ½” x 16 ½” BkW portrait poster of Hoover, “Re-elect Herbert Hoover President of the United States” (1932)  
1- 16 ½” x 23” poster, charcoal image of Hoover, “Herbert Hoover for President” (1928)  
1- 16” x 21 ½” poster, BkW portrait of Hoover, "Keep Him on the Job" (1932) (Hake 2112)  
1- 12 ½” x 19” BkW poster with photo in oval, “For President, Herbert Hoover"  
1- 19 ½” x 26” framed BkW jugate poster, charcoal, “Hoover for President Curtis for Vice President” (Hake 2114)
1- 5” x 4 ½” multi-colored paper weight of multiple coins (prior GOP presidents), center Washington & Hoover images  (Hake 2001)
1- 10” x 4 ½” BkW license plate, “Hoover 1928 President”
1- 10” x 3” RWB license plate, “Press on with Hoover”
1- 5 ½” x 3 ½” tan oval license plate, “Hoover for President” in blue
1- 5 ½” x 3 ½” gold oval license plate, “Hoover” in blue [LC #1]
1- 12” x 3 ½” license plate, “Hoover” in white on red & black background
1- 14” x 5” BkW license plate, “Hoover and Curtis”
1- 10” x 10” paper diamond poster (1928), photo of Hoover, “This is a Hoover house”
1- 2” x 3” plaster bust of Herbert Hoover
1- 7” high white toby mug of Hoover face (Hake 2124) by Gold Metal China Co. (mate to Al Smith)
1- 6 ½” high ivory toby mug of Hoover face by Syracuse China Co. (mate to Al Smith)
1- 6” BkW chimney cover with Hoover image, “Hoover for President” (mate to Al Smith) (Hake 2122)
1- 9” key with Hoover image and 4” thermometer
3- 3” x 5” sewing needle kits with photos of Hoover & Curtis
1- 4” x 5” copper bust of Hoover
1- man’s leather belt inscribed “Hoover and Victory GOP” with image of Hoover
1- pair one-half lens sun glasses, “Hoover for President”
1- 9” cigar in box with Hoover label band
1- 4” RWB round radiator attachment with black photo, “Hoover for President” (mate to Al Smith)
1- 4” BkW cello, photo of Hoover, “For President Herbert Hoover”  (Hake 2015)
1- 2½” RWB cello jugate of Hoover & Curtis  (Hake 10)
1- 1½” x 7” RWB ribbon & medallion, Hostess GOP National Republican Convention, Kansas City 1928
1- 1½” x 5” blue ribbon & brass medallions, “Assistant Sergeant at Arms” K.C. 1928 Rep N. Conv.
1- 1½” x 5” RWB ribbon & brass medallions “Delegate 1932 Chicago Republican National Convention”
1- 1½” x 1½” pewter with BkW cello of Hoover, with leather strap (Hake 2026)
1- 1½” brass medallion pin with sepia cello of Hoover  (Hake 34)
1- 1½” brass coin & souvenir pin, “Inauguration of Herbert Hoover as President 3-4-29 Washington D.C.”
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello with Hoover photo, “For President Herbert C. Hoover”  (Hake 25)
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello with Hoover photo, “For President Herbert Hoover” (Hake 26)
1- 1 ¼” cello, RWB rim, BkW photo of Hoover  (Hake 29)
1- 2” x 1” brass elephant pin, “Hoover”
1- 2½” x 1” brass tie clasp, “Hoover”
2- aluminum thimbles, blue rim, “Hoover Home Happiness”  (Hake 2109);
1- 1½” x ½” horizontal rectangular RWB jugate pin “Hoover and Curtis”  (Hake 19)
1- 1” brass Hoover image pin (Hake 2103)
1- ½” x 1” vertical rectangular ivory pin with BkW image of Hoover  (Hake 141)
6- Various small elephant pins
1- Hoover pencil with bust at one end
17- Various small cello & litho pins (including Hake 44, 66, 68, 77, 78, 81, 82, 84, 92, 96, 113, 116, 2003)
3- medalets
6- small horizontal rectangular “Hoover” pins
1- H shaped pin, “Hoover Curtis Club”
1 – 9”x3” bumper sticker, “Hoover” [BS&D]
ALFRED E. SMITH/JOSEPH T. ROBINSON – 1928 (Democrat)

1- 25” x 19” BkW jugate poster, “Regular Democratic Nomination for President Alfred E. Smith of New York for Vice-President Joe T. Robinson of Arkansas Honest Able Fearless” (Hake 2006)
1- 15” x 23” black framed BkW poster of Smith, “For President Alfred E. Smith Honest-Able-Fearless”
1- 17” x 21” framed bandana, sepia portrait of Smith, RWB border (Hake 2110)
1- 12” x 4” RW license plate, “Al Smith for President”
1- 12” x 10 ½” green leather phonograph album, “Alfred E. Smith Memorial Album,” with four 78 RPM records
1- 4” white linen handkerchief with oval photo of Smith
1- X-large brown derby hat with sticker, “Alfred E. Smith”
1- 9 ½” RWB round poster, “For President American Liberty SMITH,” photo of Smith and Statue of Liberty
1- 4 ½” x 6” celluloid plaque with photo “Our Next President Al Smith” (Hake 2010)
1- 9” embossed bronze wall plaque of Smith, silk hat “1928” (Hake 2125)
1- 7” high white toby mug of Smith face, (Hake 2124) by Gold Metal China Co (mate to Hoover)
1- 6 ½” high ivory toby mug of Smith face, by Syracuse China Co (mate to Hoover)
1- 9” plaster bust statue of Smith
1- 8” round BkW chimney cover, image, “Smith for President” (Hake 2115) (mate to Hoover)
1- 4” RWB round radiator attachment with black photo “Smith for President” (mate to Hoover)
1- Fob, brass with BkW cello photo, “For President Al Smith”, leather strap (Hake 69)
1- 3” ivory knife, jugate photos of Smith & Robinson, 2 blades
1- match cover & matches, “Elect Al Smith Vote for Repeal”
1- 1¼” BkW jugate cello “Al and Joe Let’s Go” (Hake 2002)
1- 1 ½” BkW jugate cello “Smith & Robinson” (Hake 2003)
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello “For President Alfred E. Smith” (Hake 15)
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello “For President Alfred E. Smith” attached to 3” cardboard derby
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello “For President Alfred E. Smith” attached to1¼” plastic derby
1- 1½” cut out brass donkey pin “Al Smith” (Hake 78)
1- 1½” cut out silver donkey pin “Al Smith” (Hake 78)
1- aluminum ring with RWB enamel “Al Smith 1928”
1- plastic brown derby tie pin, “Al”
1- ½” RWB cello “Keep Governor Smith” (Hake 2052)
1- 1” blue donkey with gold lettering, “Al Smith” on original 2½” x 2¼” card
1- 1 ¼” cello, photo, “For President Alfred E. Smith” surrounded by RWB stars & stripes (Hake 9)
1- 1 ¼” brass medalet, image, “Alfred E. Smith for President 1928”
1- 1” brass medalet, “Al Smith Lucky Pocket Piece”
1- brass derby Stud “Al” (Hake 102)
1- silver cut out bust of Smith (pin)
1- pencil “Smith for President 1928” with brown bust of Smith at one end
1- 2½” x 5 ½” paper handout, Anti-Smith, Anti-Catholic, distributed by Ku Klux Klan
9- various small cellos (including Hake 36, 40, 53, 54, 55, 61)
1- blue plastic stud, “Smith”
1- brass derby pin, “Al”
1- 2 ¼” x 4” BkW card, “Vote for ‘Al’ SMITH and....”
1- 3” high metal bust “All Smith”
1 – 11”x15” black framed BW photo of Smith, on back of photo, “Democratic State Committee 1928”]
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT / JOHN N. GARNER – 1932 (Democrat) [X]

/ JOHN N. GARNER – 1936 (Democrat) [X]
/HENRY A. WALLACE – 1940 (Democrat) [X]
/HARRY S. TRUMAN -- 1944 (Democrat) [X]

1- 12 ½" x 17" BkW poster, “A Gallant Leader Franklin D. Roosevelt” (1932) (Hake 2224)
1- 12 ½" x 17" BkW poster, “For Vice President John N. Garner” (1932)
1- 11" x 15" BkW poster “Franklin D. Roosevelt” (red letters) (Hake 2223)
1- 12 ½" x 17" BkW poster, “Re-elect Vice-President John N. Garner” (1936) (Hake 2225)
1- 12 ½" x 17" BkW poster, “For Vice-President Henry A. Wallace” (1940) (Hake 2231)
1- 11" x 15" RWB poster, “America Needs Roosevelt”
1- 14" x 22" RWB poster, “Vote Democratic Roosevelt Hershey”
1- 9" x 13" RWB poster, blue photo, “Franklin D. Roosevelt for President” (1940) (mate to Willkie)
1- 5" x 7" framed colored photo of FDR, “Compliments of Congressman and Mrs. Harry L. Haines”
1- 5 ½" x 7" mounted colored photo of FDR
1- 3" x 5" mounted colored photo of FDR
1- 8 ½" x 12" Blue & Gold felt rectangular hanging Pennant, FDR image, “Our Gallant Leader Franklin D. Roosevelt” (Hake 2235)
1- 5" x 6" RWB silk hanging Pennant, FDR image, “To Keep the Nation Firm Give Him Another Term”
1- 11" x 28" blue felt horizontal Pennant, white FDR image, “Inauguration, Wash DC, Jan. 20, 1937”
1- 7" x 9" cardboard fan (1932), RWB, FDR image, “Hail a New Chief and a New Deal”
1- 11" x 2" BkW license plate, “Just Roosevelt”
1- 4 ½" x 10" gray metal license plate, named carved in letters, “Roosevelt”
1- 2½" x 10" BkW window plaque with suction cups, “Roosevelt”
1- 5 ½" x 2½" RW reflector license, “Roosevelt”
1- 4" round red reflector license plate, “Ride with Roosevelt”
1- 3½" x 4" RWB shield shaped license plate, “Roosevelt and Wallace”
1- 3½" x 3½" RWB shield shaped license plate, “Roosevelt”
1- 10" x 10" pink pillow with black image of Roosevelt
1- 10 ½" x 13" green tin tray, FDR colored photo and White House (Hake 2256)
1- 10" x 12" framed handbill, “The Winners of 1936: Roosevelt for President, Johnson for U. S. Senator, Ammons for Governor” (Colorado item)
1- 4" x 10" bronze sculpted bust of FDR mounted on black block, by Jo Davidson
1- 4" x 4" metal bust FDR
1- 3¼" x 5" metal bust of FDR
1- 3" x 41/2" plaster bust of FDR (gilded) (1933 item)
1- 2" x 3" white plaster bust of FDR
1- 2 1/4" x 4" blue toby mug of FDR’s bust, “3rd Term,” (1940 item)
1- 4 1/2" wooden ship’s wheel and 3" round gold plaque of FDR, “President of United States”
4- clocks, 2 windup, 2 electric, FDR behind ship’s wheel, “F.D.R. The Man of the Hour”
3- electric clocks, 1 silver, 2 bronze, FDR behind ship’s wheel, “At the Wheel for a New Deal”
1- electric clock, eagle above, worker both sides, “Prosperity Under the Blue Eagle”
1- electric clock, orange bulbs, FDR Bust above, Gen. H.S. Johnson and Miss F. Perkins below, “The Spirit of the U.S.A.”
1- electric clock, FDR behind ships wheel, Eagle above, “NRA,” “The Spirit of 1933”
1- electric clock, FDR flanked by Lincoln and Washington
1- 7" x 12" cast metal figural lamp of FDR behind a ship’s wheel
1- 10 ¾" Imperial Salem china plate, sepia image of FDR, with 2" blue and 23 kt gold rim
1- set 5" x 6" bronze book ends, FDR bust, “The Most Good for the Most People”
1- Stangl water pitcher (7” x 7” x 10”), caricature of FDR, “Happy Days Are Here Again”
1- Stangl cup (4" x 4" x 4 1/2"), caricature of FDR, “Happy Days Are Here Again”
1- Stangl cup (4" x 4" x 4 1/2"), caricature of Garner, “Happy Days Are Here Again”
3- 5" china mugs (one tan, one brown, one green) “Happy Days Are Here Again”
1- 5" china mug, green, “Little White House, Warm Springs, Ga.”
1- 5" china mug, tan, bust of FDR, “The New Deal”
1- 3" x 4" tin barrel, “Happy Days Bank”
1- 2" x 3 1/4" RWB round tin bank, “New Deal Bank”
1- 3" metal paper weight, bust of FDR
1- 1 1/2" x 3" whiskey shot glass, “Happy Days Are Here Again” with donkey
1- 8 1/2" x 11" oval brass wall plaque, image of FDR over PROSPERITY, “Our President Franklin D. Roosevelt”
1- 8 1/2" x 11" oval brass wall plaque with image, “Roosevelt”
1- 4" x 9" metal beer Stein with bronze images of FDR, Washington and Lincoln
1- 9" cigar, tan wrapper with tiny photo of FDR, “Roosevelt”
1- 2" x 4" brass pin chained to brass Liberty Bell, images of Roosevelt & Garner, “Democratic National Convention”
1- 2 1/2" x 4" brass pin with grey ribbon, “New York Democratic National Convention Chicago 1940”
1- 2" x 5" pewter pin, “Alternate,” chained to medal, Chicago 1940, Democratic National Convention, against red ribbon in original box
1- 2" x 4 1/2" brass pin (General Press) chained to brass medal (Chicago 1940 Democratic National Convention)
1- 2" x 4 1/2" brass pin on RWB ribbon chained to brass medal (Chicago 1940 Democratic National Convention)
1- 1 1/2" x 5" brass “Guest” pin, purple ribbon & medal, “Philadelphia 1948, Democratic National Convention”
1- 2" x 4" pin (Kings County) blue ribbon & medal, “Presidential Inauguration Washington D.C. March 4th 1933”
1- 2 1/4" round pin with mechanical donkey, “Kick Out Depression with a Democratic Vote” (Hake 25)
1- 3 1/2" cello RWB, image of FDR, “Vote Straight Democratic Keep Pennsylvania Liberal”
1- 3 1/2" cello RWB, image of FDR
1- 3 1/2" cello RWB, image of FDR with flag bunting on either side
1- 2" cello RWB, image of FDR (Hake 2034)
1- 4” litho Red on White, “Roosevelt Schricker Pull 2nd Lever” (Indiana item)
1- 2 1/2” cello, “Roosevelt” in blue with orange rim
1- 3 1/2” cello, black image of FDR, with Red and Black rim and white 4 1/2” ribbon, “vote Democratic Straight”
1- 2” cello, BkW photo of FDR, 3 ribbons, Red “Labor Rally,” White “Roosevelt,” Blue “October 31, 1940, Auditorium St. Louis”
1- 2 1/2” x 3 1/2” sewing kit needles, FDR image, “Daily and Sunday Times”
1- 1 3/4” x 2” pewter watch Fob, FDR image, 1933, with leather strap
1- 1 1/2” round bronze Fob (no strap), image, “Our President Franklin D. Roosevelt March 4 1933”
1- RW lead pencil with blue bust of FDR, “Roosevelt for President 1932”
1- Yellow 12” lead pencil, “Win with Franklin D. Roosevelt”
1- 2 1/4” round brass commemorative medal, image, “Franklin D. Roosevelt President” in original box
1- 2 1/4” RWB cello, “We Want F. D. R. Again”
1- 2 1/2” silver tie clasp “Roosevelt!” on red background, with original card
1- 2 1/2” silver tie clasp “Roosevelt!” on blue background, with original card
1- 2 1/4” x 7” tan paper book mark, “Vote Democratic Roosevelt”
1- 2” x 5 1/4” blue silk ribbon, “For Freedom and Humanity Roosevelt and Wallace” (1940 item)
1- 2" x 1½" copper flat Liberty Bell with FDR image, strings and clip, 1936"
1- 2" RWB jugate cello of Roosevelt and Garner, stars and stripes  (Hake 11)
1- 1½" RWB jugate cello of Roosevelt and Garner, stars and stripes (Hake 12)
1- 1" RWB jugate cello of Roosevelt and Garner, stars and stripes (Hake 13)
1- 1½" RWB cello, “Missouri’s Minute Men for Roosevelt”  (Hake 181)
1- 1 7/8" cello sepia photo of FDR  (Hake 60)
1- 1 ¼" BkW cello, FDR photo set in Capitol, “Souvenir of the Inauguration, Jan. 20th 1941” (Hake 23)
1- 1" white donkey pin, “Roosevelt”  (Hake 292)
1- 1" brown donkey pin, “Roosevelt”  (Hake 292)
1- 1" brown donkey head pin with “Roosevelt” between its ears  (Hake 301)
1- 1 ¼" RWB cello jugate of Roosevelt and Wallace (Hake 14)
1- 1" RWB cello jugate of Roosevelt and Wallace  (Hake 16)
1- 1½" sepia cello jugate of Roosevelt and Truman  (Hake 19)
1- 1" sepia cello jugate of Roosevelt and Truman  (Hake 20)
1- 1 ¼" BkW cello of U.S. Capitol on RWB ribbon, “Roosevelt and Wallace Inauguration January 20, 1941, with white donkey charm attached
70- various cello and brass pins and studs (including Hake 55, 56, 80, 81, 93, 96, 100, 105, 123, 125, 133, 134, 139, 144, 148, 151, 152, 153, 164, 174, 216, 222, 266, 267, 268, 270, 271, 272, 287, 299, 2099, 2121, 2208, 2209)
3- various cellos with Anti-Willkie slogans (Hake 189, 201, 237, 2079).
1- 3 ½" x 4 ½" BW photo FDR on 5" x 7" paper
1- 4" x 5 ½" green metal tray, FDR and Fireplace image, “Remember Your Firesides”
1- Roosevelt Appreciators League fold-out, color photo of Roosevelt, and round window sticker
1- 1½" cello with 2" RWB ribbon, stars, sepia of FDR
1- 1 ¼" cello with 2" RWB ribbon, BW photo FDR with RWB border
1- 1 ¼" cello with 2" RWB ribbon, BW photo FDR, white donkey
1- 3" x 4" card, pictures of Ross, Roosevelt, and Roberts, “Vote Straight Democratic”
1- 1 ¼" medalet, “Democrat Dollar,” 1940
1- 1 ¼" brass medalet, image of FDR, “82nd President, USA”
1- 1 ¼" medalet, “Lucky TIllicum Rebuild with Roosevelt”
1- 1 medalet, 1936, “Follow the Roosevelt Trail”
1- 1¾" x 1" metal cutout, Roosevelt image, “The people’s friend”
1- 4 ½" x 7" bumper RWB sticker, Win with Roosevelt Agriculture
1- Denver Post Newspaper, April 13, 1915, about FDR’s death

ALFRED M. LANDON/FRANK KNOX – 1936 (Republican)

1- 14" x 21" RWB jugate poster “Landon and Knox Deeds...Not Deficits”  (Hake 2007)
1- 11" x 16" sepia poster of Landon, “Landon for President Alf M. Landon Republican candidate for President”  (Hake 2095)
1- 11" x16" sepia poster of Knox, “Col. Frank Knox Republican Candidate for Vice President”
1- 10" x 13" sepia poster of Landon, “Landon For President Alf M. Landon Republican Candidate for President”
1- 15" x 23" Black & Gold rectangular felt hanging banner and Landon image, “For President Alfred M. Landon”
1- 9" x 12" RWB official Republican campaign song, “Happy Landin’ With Landon”
1- 9" x 12" RWB campaign song, jugate photos of Landon & Knox, “Our Landon”
1 - 13” x 4” RWB license plate, “LANDON” with reflector buttons
1- 13” x 4” gray license plate, name carved in letters, “Landon for President” with sunflower
1- 6¼” x 4½” BkW license plate, Landon photo over yellow sunflower “Landon for President” (Hake 2111)
1- 3½” x 5 ½” RWB license plate with sepia photo of Landon, “Man of the People Landon for President” (Hake 2109)
1- 4” round license plate, brown with yellow sunflower & elephant, “Landon GOP Knox”
1- 5 ½” x 4 ½” black & yellow covered wagon decal, “Landon & Knox” (Hake 2078)
1- 4 ½” round brown and yellow sunflower decal, “Landon & Knox” (Hake 2100)
1- brown necktie with gold sunflowers & Black & Gold Landon/Knox elephant litho pin
1- blue necktie with white Landon image, “Vote for Landon”
1- 11” x 5” blue felt overseas cap, “Landon” “Knox”
1- 3 ¼” brown & yellow paper sunflower, “Landon” center, with purple feather “Win with Landon” and 2½” paper sunflower attached, as shown in (Hake 2101)
1- 5 ½” yellow felt sunflower with brown & yellow litho center, “Landon GOP Knox”
1- 3 ½” yellow fluted sunflower with White, Brown & Yellow cello, Landon photo (pin Hake 21)
1- 1 ¾” White, Brown & Yellow cello, Landon photo on sunflower (Hake 21)
1- 3” yellow plastic sunflower with RWB & Brown ribbon, elephant & cello with photo “Landon for President” (pin Hake 29)
1- 2½” felt sunflower, Brown & Yellow litho, elephant, “Landon GOP Knox” center (Hake 68)
1- 2½” felt sunflower, Brown & Yellow litho, center, “Landon” (pin Hake 63)
1- 2” felt sunflower, Brown & Yellow cello, “Landon” surrounded by comcobs (pin Hake 62)
1- 2” felt sunflower, Brown & Yellow litho, “Business Women’s League Landon” (pin Hake 101)
1- 1¾” Brown & Yellow cello, “Landon GOP Knox,” elephant (Hake 66)
1- 2” Blue cello, White letters, “Landon for President”
1- 1½” brass sunflower paperweight with Brown center
1- 1” Brown & White cello jugate of Landon & Knox (Hake 4)
1- 1” Brown & White cello jugate of Landon & Knox centered in 1½” metal sunflower (Hake 5)
1- 2” x 1½” flat copper liberty bell with elephant, “GOP”
1- 1 ¼” sepia cello jugate of Landon & Knox, RWB border
1- 1 ¼” x 1½” brass fob with cello sunflower center (no leather strap)
1- 2½” tie clasp with Landon sunflower emblem (Hake 2084)
1- 2½” tie clasp with Landon sunflower emblem on display card
1- 7/8” x 3/8” RWB enamel pin, “Landon” (Hake 2085)
1- 1½” x 2” brass pin topped by eagle, with cello sunflower & Landon picture (Hake 2073);
1- 1¾” x 1 ¼” brass elephant pin, “Landon & Knox” (Hake 124)
1- match cover “Strike out the New Deal,” Independent Coalition of American Women
1- 1 ¼” brass covered wagon pin, “Landon” (Hake 126)
27- various cellos, lithos & sunflower pins (including Hake 35, 43, 46, 50, 54, 84, 85, 89, 90, 91, 92, 96, 97, 99, 101, 113, 114, 2087)

WENDELL L. WILLKIE/CHARLES L. McNARY – 1940 (Republican)

1- 11” x 16” BkW poster, Willkie photo, “For Peace, Preparedness and Prosperity” (Hake 2374)
1- 12 ½” x 16 ½” framed RWB poster & photo, “Work, Win With Willkie”
1- 11” x 17 ½” RWB rectangular silk hanging banner & image, “For President Wendell L. Willkie”
1- 5” x 6” RWB rectangular silk hanging banner & photo, “God Bless America The Hope of Our Country”
1- 5” x 6” RWB rectangular silk hanging banner & image, “The Hope of Our Country Equality Liberty Justice”
1- 9” x13” RWB poster, blue photo, “Wendell L. Willkie for President” (mate to Roosevelt)
1- 9 ½” x 2½” RWB license plate, “Win with Willkie” [25]
1. 13 ½" x 4" RWB license plate, "WILLKIE" with reflector buttons
2. 6" x 4" gray metal license plate with carved lettering, "Willkie"
3. 3 ¼" x 4" RWB shield shaped license plate, "We Want Willkie"
4. 4" round red reflector license plate, "Win With Willkie"
5. 4" round RWB license plate, "Willkie and McNary" (Hake 2388)
6. 11" x 16" RWB semi-circle license plate, "The Hope of Our Country WILLKIE" (Hake 2384)
7. 10" x 5" Green & White license plate, "WILL KIE WIN"
8. 8" x 4" RWB decal, "Voting for Willkie"
9. 4 ½" glass tumbler RWB "Acceptance Speech Aug. 17, 1940 Elwood, Ind." (Hake 2361)
10. 2" x 7" RWB beaded ribbon, flag, "GOP We Want Willkie" plus cello
11. 9" cigar, "Willkie" and photo
12. 2" x 6" white silk ribbon, "No Third Term Vote Republican" with 1¾" RWB cello, "Win With Willkie"
13. 1½" x 6' white silk ribbon, "Willkie 1940 Committee" with RWB photo cello (pin, Hake 22)
14. 3½" round white glass ashtray, "Willkie Preparedness – Peace - Prosperity"
15. 3" RWB metal coaster with Willkie photo (Hake 2396)
16. 2½" round RWB ladies compact, "We Want Willkie," with powder puff and mirror
17. 3" round RWB ladies compact, "Elect Willkie President" (Hake 2367)
18. 1½" x 1" U.S. Flag pin with RWB stones (Hake 178)
19. 1½" x ¾" U.S. Flag pin with RWB stones
20. 2" x 1½" brass pin, gold eagle on red V on blue and white W (Hake 177)
21. 2" x 2½" match book, Willkie photo, "Pull for Willkie" "For President Wendell Willkie"
22. 4" round litho, gray photo of Willkie (Hake 201)
23. ½" BkW cello, Willkie photo, "Our Next President Wendell Lewis Willkie" eagles in margin (Hake 2014)
24. ¼" BkW cello, Willkie photo, "Our Next President Wendell Lewis Willkie" eagles in margin (Hake 9)
25. ¼" BkW cello, Willkie photo, "Our Next President Wendell Lewis Willkie" eagles in margin (Hake 27)
26. 3½" BkW cello, Willkie photo, "Our Next President Wendell Lewis Willkie" without eagles
27. 3½" BkW cello, Willkie photo, "For President Wendell L. Willkie"
28. 3" white cello, "Willkie" in blue across center, orange rim
29. 3½" RWB cello, "Willkie or Bust"
30. Red match book with sewing kit, "Vote for (Willkie image) for President"
31. 1" brass elephant pin, "Willkie" (Hake 2352)
32. White elephant charm with attached pennant, "Life Begins in '40" (Hake 192)
33. 1½" blue on white cello, "Life Begins in '40," elephant, "Win With Willkie" (Hake 2038)
34. ½" BkW cello Willkie at radio microphones
35. 1" x 3" x ½" brass bell, "Ring for Willkie and McNary" (Hake 2371)
36. 1¾" brass key pin with "Will" above
37. 1¾" sepia cello, photo, "Wendell L. Willkie"
38. 1½" sepia cello, photo, "Wendell L. Willkie" (Hake 2028)
39. ½" cello, photo, RWB flag rim, "For President, Wendell L. Willkie" (Hake 2025)
40. ½" cello, Willkie photo in RWB flag rim (Hake 2026)
41. 1½" cello, Willkie photo in RWB flag rim (Hake 19)
42. ½" cello, Willkie photo in RWB flag rim, "Win With Willkie" (Hake 20)
43. 1½" cello, Willkie photo in RWB flag rim (Hake 7)
44. 1½" Black & Yellow cello, elephant, "Willkie McNary" (Hake 73)
45. 7/8" BkW litho jugate "Willkie and McNary" (Hake 3)
119- various pins, elephant heads & slogan pins (including Hake 38, 49, 57, 65, 76, 82, 91, 95,108, 111, 112, 116, 117, 128, 134, 137, 138, 147, 148, 149, 156, 157, 158, 162, 163, 189, 200, 2048, 2124, 2140, 2145, 2152, 2166, 2171, 2182, 2183, 2212, 2229, 2305, 2305, 2333)
1- 9 ½" x 12 ½" BW poster, photo of Willkie, “FOR PRESIDENT"
1- 9 ½" x 12 ½" framed BW poster, 1 large and many small photos, signed to Charlie Carrol, Detroit Campaign manager
1- 5 ¾" high metal elephant, “Willkie"
1- brown tie with “WLW” all over
2- 11” x 11" RWB handkerchiefs, “Win with Willkie,” different patterns
9- Willkie stamps
1- BW cello, Willkie photo, “America’s Hope,” white elephant charm dangling, orange and white ribbons

THOMAS E. DEWEY/JOHN W. BRICKER – 1944 (Republican)
/EARL WARREN – 1948 (Republican)

1- 14” x 22” BkW poster of Dewey, Warren and local candidates
1- 29” x 11” purple felt horizontal pennant, Dewey image, “Elect Thomas E. Dewey President” in white letters
1- 29” x 11” white felt horizontal pennant, Dewey image, “Elect Thomas E. Dewey President” in blue letters
1- 5” x 12” blue felt horizontal pennant, Dewey image, “For President” in white letters
1- 9” x 17” white cloth horizontal pennant, blue and white, “Dewey - Warren"
1- 10” x 2½” blue license plate, white letters, “Vote for Dewey” [LC #1]
1- 10” x 5” white license plate, blue jugate images, red letters, “Win With Dewey and Warren” (Hake 2001)
2- Blue and White cardboard fans “Dewey” on one side, “Bricker” on the other
1- 9” cigar, “Dewey for President"
1- 2” x 4 ½” brass and ribbon Delegate badge, Lincoln Image, “Republican National Convention Chicago 1944”
1- 1½” x 5” brass medals and blue ribbon, “Alternate Delegate Badge Republican National Convention 1948”
1- 2” x 5” brass medals with RWB ribbon, “National Committee Republican National Convention Philadelphia 1948,” in original box
1- 3½” cello, black Dewey photo, red letter rim, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (Hake 2012)
1- 3½” blue on white cello, Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (Hake 2011)
1- 3½” BkW cello, Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (Hake 2010)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black Dewey photo in shield, “Vote Dewey for President” (Hake 2017)
1- 3½” BkW cello, jugate photos, “Dewey Warren” (Hake 2007)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate photos, “Dewey Warren” (Hake 2003)
1- 2½” BkW cello. Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (2013)
1- 2½” BkW cello. Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” plus 2” x 5” white silk ribbon, “Vote Dewey All the Way Row A”
1- 4” RWB cello, “Dewey I’m on the Team Warren” (Hake 2028)
1- 2” BuW cello, “Dewey and Bricker” (Hake 2027)
1- 2½” RWB litho, “Dewey Warren” (Hake 2030)
1- 2” BuW cello, “Dewey and Warren” (Hake 2030)
1- 2” BuW litho, “Dewey and Warren Association of New York State Young Republican Club Inc” (Hake 50)
1- 2” white cello, blue letters, “Volunteer I’m on the Team,” red letters, “Dewey Warren” (Hake 49)
1- 1 ¾" BkW cello, Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (Hake 16)
1- 1 ¼" BkW cello, Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (Hake 23)
1- 1 ¼" BkW cello, Dewey photo, “For President Thomas E. Dewey” (Hake 24)
1- 1 ¾" BkW cello, jugate photos, “Dewey Warren” (Hake 4)
1- 1 ¼" BkW cello, jugate photos, “Dewey Warren” (Hake 5)
1- 1 ¼" RWB cello, sepia jugate photos, “Dewey and Warren” (Hake 6)
1- 1 ½" cello, black Dewey photo, RWB margin (Hake 28)
1- 1 ¾" white cello, blue letters, “Don’t Be an (ass) Vote for Dewey” (Hake 51)
1- 2" x 1 ¼" wooden cut-out elephant pin, “Dewey”
1- 2 ½" x 2 ½" brown leather cut-out elephant pin & attachment, “Vote for Dewey” (Hake 2085)
1- Brown plastic cut-out elephant pin & attachment, “Dewey”
1- BkW match cover and Dewey photo, “Dewey in ‘48”
1- Blue necktie with white letters & image of Dewey and Capitol, “Dewey in ‘48”
1- complete edition of Chicago Daily Tribune issued election night, headline, “DEWEY DEFEATS TRUMAN” (Hake 2088)
1- Dewey Warren jugate “Victory” stamp

HARRY S. TRUMAN/ALBEN W. BARKLEY – 1948 (Democratic) [X]

1- 11 ½" x 15" Black framed Truman portrait, in red “Harry S. Truman”
1- 7 1/8” dinner plate with colored image, “Harry S. Truman”
1- 7” x 1 3/8” blue and cream paper sticker “Truman”
1- 1 ½” x 5 ½” brass on white ribbon, “Philadelphia Press 1948 Democratic National Convention”
1- 3 ½” BkW cello, Truman photo, “For President Harry S. Truman” (Hake 2006)
1- 2 ½” BkW cello, Truman photo, “For President Harry S. Truman” (Hake 2011)
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello, Truman photo, “For President Harry S. Truman” (Hake 10)
1- 3 ½” cello, BkW Truman photo, crossed RWB flags, Black & Gold wreath rim (Hake 64)
1- 3” round brass medal with Truman image, reverse side, “Inaugurated April 12-1945 January 20-1949”
1- 2/4” sepia cello, portrait, “Harry S. Truman” (Hake 2010)
1- 2” white cello, blue letters, “Elect H. S. Truman President”
1- 1 ¼” round brass inaugural medal with Truman image, suspended from RWB ribbon
1- 1 ½” BkW cello and Truman photo, “Our President Harry S. Truman” (Hake 15)
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello, Truman photo, “Inauguration January 20, 1949 Harry S. Truman” attached to RWB ribbon and brass chain suspending brass World War I army helmet
1- 1 ¼” BkW cello, Truman photo, RWB rim, inaugural pin and RWB ribbon (pin Hake 13)
1- 1 ¼" sepia litho, photo, “Harry S. Truman” (Hake 25)
1- 6 ½” x 10” inauguration invitation
1- Blue necktie with oval picture of Truman
11- various small pins (including Hake 13, 18, 22, 23, 40, 41, 42, 59)
1- 4 ¼" blue wedgewood saucer, white image in center, white trim leaves
1- 2'x6' board, portrait of Truman

Dwight D. Eisenhower/Richard M. Nixon – 1952 (Republican) [X]

1- 14” x 21 ½” framed white poster, blue letters, “We’re Backing Ike” (1952 item)
1- 11” x 14” RWB poster, “Re-elect Ike and Dick, Vote Republican” (1956 item)
- 6" x 26" RWB bandana, Eisenhower image, "Win with Ike for President" (1952 item)
- 9" x 25" Red felt horizontal Pennant, white Eisenhower image & letters, "I Like Ike" (1952)
- 6" x 17" Red felt horizontal Pennant, white image & letters, "Dwight D. Eisenhower Inauguration January 20, 1953"
- 12" x 29" Blue felt horizontal Pennant, white image & letters, "We Still Like Ike" (1956 item)
- 12" x 3" BuW license plate, "I Like Ike" (Hake 2242)
- 12" x 3" RWB license plate, "I Like Ike"
- 12" x 6" BkW license plate, "I LIKE IKE"
- 12" x 6" Black, Red & White license plate with Eisenhower & Nixon jugate photos, "Inaugural 1953 Dist. Of Columbia" (Hake 2009)
- 12" x 6" Blue & white license plate, "In 1956 Give Ike a Republican Congress" (Hake 2238)
- RWB Civil War cap, "Ike"
- 9" x 12" RWB sheet music, "A March to Eisenhower" 1953 Inauguration
- 7½" dinner plate, colored photos of Ike & Mamie, gold rim, "America's First Family"
- Deck of Bridge Cards, "We Still Like Ike" (1956 item)
- 5" x 5" ivory mug, Ike's head (Hake 2258)
- 5" x 5" ivory mug, Mamie's head (Hake 2259)
- 2½" bottle cork, head of Ike
- 5½" x 7½" full color Barrington Toby Mug, Ike with military cap
- 3½" x 5" bronze bank, Ike bust
- 4 ¼" x 4¼" square glass ash tray, circular center, green & white, image, "I Like Ike"
- 6" x 5" gray elephant head ash tray, "I Like Ike"
- 3" x 6" colored "Bobble Head" statue of Ike
- 2¼" x 3 ¼" glass paperweight with Ike portrait, 1-20-53 (Inauguration) "with best wishes"
- 11½" amber whiskey bottle, white letters, "1953 Presidential Inauguration" (Hake 2262)
- BkW cardboard fan of Ike's head, reverse "I AM AN EISEN-HOWER FAN"
- RW necklace, "IKE"
- Dark blue necktie with red & white stripe, "I Like Ike"
- Purple necktie with photo, "I Like Ike"
- 12" handkerchief with green border, "I Like Ike"
- 3" diameter, red ladies garter with 1" white button, "I Like Ike"
- Aluminum bracelet, alternating links, Elephant & "Ike"
- 2½" square flasher pin of Ike "Welcome Mr. President" with red inaugural ribbon
- 2" x 7" brass medal, RWB ribbon, "Inaugural Committee 1953"
- 1½" x 5½" white silk ribbon, blue letters, "I was there 34th Presidential Inauguration"
- 6" gold chain with circular jeweled pendant, "IKE" surrounded by red stones
- 1½" gold circular pin, "IKE" surrounded by green stones (Hake 207);
- 1½" gold circular pin, "IKE" surrounded by turquoise stones (Hake 207)
- Pair "IKE" earrings with zircon stones
- Tie tack, "IKE" with zircon stones (Hake 2222)
- 2 tie tacks, "IKE" (gold)
- ½" tie tack, "IKE" (curved letters—zircon stones)
- 1 ¼" brass pin, "I LIKE"
- ¾" brass pin, "I LIKE"
- 2" brass yale key tie clasp, "First for Ike"
- 2" x 2½" brass paper clip with coin, Eisenhower image, "I Like Ike"
1- 2¼” cloth elephant pin, “Ike” on blanket, made in India (Hake 200)
1- ½” elephant head pin (brass with green stone eyes) on “I Like Ike” card
1- 2” round blue cloth pin, “IKE 56” in white pearls & stones, (made in India) (Hake 202)
1- 2” round red cloth pin, “IKE 56” in white pearls & stones, (made in India) (Hake 202)
3- various match books, “I Like Ike,” “We Like Ike New York,” and “Stick with Ike”
1- 9” RWB cello, black photo, “I Like Ike”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “I Like Ike” (Hake 2139)
1- 3½” RWB cello, “I Like IKE”
1- 3½” RWB cello, jugate photos, “IKE and DICK SURE TO CLICK” (Hake 2021)
1- 3½” RWB cello, jugate photos, “IKE DICK” (Hake 2024)
1- 3½” RWB cello, jugate photos, “vote Republican Pull 1st Lever for Eisenhower* Nixon” (Hake 1929)
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Viva Eisenhower ME GUSTA IKE” (Hake 2064)
1- 3½” Blue & White cello, “For the Love of Ike Vote Republican” (Hake 2063)
1- 3½” White cello, blue letters, “I Like Ike” red rim
1- 3” Blue & White flasher, photo/“I Like Ike” (Hake 2088)
1- 3” BkW flasher, photo, “I Like Ike” (Hake 2089)
1- 3” Red & Black cello, shoe with hole in sole, “Think Don’t Let This Happen to You”
1- 3” RWB cello, “LET’S BACK IKE” (Hake 2094)
1- 2½” cello, full color, Eisenhower in uniform (Hake 29)
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “I LIKE IKE” (Hake 2095)
1- 2¼” sepia cello, photo, “Dwight D. Eisenhower” (Hake 32)
1- 2¼” BkW cello, photo, “Dwight D. Eisenhower” (Hake 34)
1- 2¼” cello, full color photo of Eisenhower (Hake 2087)
1- 2½” brass inaugural medal, jugate of Eisenhower and Nixon, 1-20-57
1- 2½” RWB cello, photo on shield, “Give Ike a Republican Congress” (Hake 35)
1- 2¼” white cello, jugate, Red & Blue: “Junior Ike and Dick Club” (Hake 2)
1- 2½” black cello, orange letters, “I Like Ike” (Hake 94)
1- 2” white cello, blue photo and letters, “I Like Ike” (Hake 31)
1- 2” RWB cello, “IKE One Good Term Deserves Another” (1956 item) (Hake 98)
1- 2” Yellow & Brown cello, “Riders of ’52 for Ike”
1- 1¼” RWB cello, photo, “Peace and Prosperity with Eisenhower” (Hake 36)
1- 1¼” RWB cello, photo, “Peace Progress Prosperity Ike” (Hake 12)
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Integrity Knowledge Experience” (Hake 105)
1- 1 ½” white cello, red stripes, blue letters, “I LIKE IKE” (Hake 114)
1- 1 ¼” blue cello, gold state of North Carolina, “NORTH CAROLINA FOR IKE”
1- 1” White & Orange litho, shoe with hole in sole, “Don’t Let This Happen to You” (Hake 101)
1- 1½” RWB litho jugate photos, “Let’s Back Ike and Dick” (Hake 7)
1- 1½” jugate full color photos, “They’re for You Ike Dick” (Hake 5)
1- 1¾” RWB cello, photo, “Inauguration January 20, 1953 Dwight D. Eisenhower” (Hake 17)
1- Souvenir Inaugural Registration Card, Dept. of Vehicles and Traffic, January, 1953
50- various pins (including Hake 26, 30, 44, 47, 58, 59, 62, 66, 73, 122, 130, 133, 136, 139, 140, 141, 142, 149, 154, 158, 169, 177, 179, 180, 182, 189, 190, 191, 206)
1- 7” x 9” framed color photo, signed
1- 1” pin, RWB cloth border, BW photo, pipe cleaner attachment
3- various cellos, picture of IKE, RWB ribbon, one with hanging elephant
1- 11” white dinner plate with photo of IKE, stars around rim, “34th President of the U.S.”
1- white handkerchief, “Ike 56” embroidery
1- periscope, “I Like Ike”
ADLAI E. STEVENSON / JOHN J. SPARKMAN – 1952 (Democratic)
/ ESTES KEFAUVER – 1956 (Democratic)

1 - 11” x 14” BkW photo of Adlai and 4” RWB cello attached, “My Guy is Adlai” (Hake 42) #4
1- full, unopened pack of cigarettes, Adlai photo, RWB “Stevenson for President” (Hake 2100)
1 - 11” x 3½” RWB paper overseas cap, “Win with Adlai & Estes” and litho pin
1- 4” x 5” 48 page booklet, “Win with Stevenson (and Sparkman)”
1- 28” x 28” RWB silk bandanna, “All the Way with Adlai”
1- 6” RWB cello “All the Way with Adlai”
1- 4” RWB cello “America Needs Stevenson for President” (Hake 2090)
1- 3½” RWB cello jugate of Stevenson and Sparkman, “Vote Straight Democratic” (Hake 6)
1- 3½” RWB cello, Adlai photo, “For President Adlai E. Stevenson” (1956 item) (Hake 2022)
1- 3½” RWB cello, Adlai photo, “Stevenson for President” (1956 item) (Hake 2023)
1- 3½” Blue on white cello, Adlai photo, “For President Adlai E. Stevenson” (Hake 2038)
1- 3½” RWB cello jugate of Stevenson and Kefauver, “Vote Democratic” (1956 item) (Hake 5)
1- 3” RWB cello “STEVENVON AND SPARKMAN” (1952 item) (Hake 2025)
1- 3” RWB cello, caricature of donkey head, “Adlai Estes” (1956 item) (Hake 47)
1- 3” Blue on white cello, “Win in ’56 Adlai Estes” (Hake 2027)
1- 3” x 2” rectangular cello, white on blue, “ADLAI” (Hake 2035)
1- 2½” Orange & Black cello, caricature of Truman, “How We’d Like Harry I’m for Stevenson” (Hake 8)
1- 2½” BkW flasher pin with photo and “All the Way with Adlai” (Hake 2018)
1- 2½” BkW flasher pin with photo and “Vote Adlai”
1- 2½” BkW flasher pin with photos of Adlai, “Vote Straight Democratic” and on reverse side, G. Mennen Williams, Gov. of Michigan, “Make it Emphatic” (Hake 2080)
1- 2¼” black cello, orange letters, “ADLAI” (Hake 51)
1- 2¼” Blue on white cello, “Volunteer for Stevenson and Sparkman”
1- 2” Blue & Red on White cello, “Teen Agers for TASK Stevenson Kefauver” (Hake 46)
1- 2” RWB cello, black photo, “Our Next President Adlai Stevenson” (Hake 15)
1- 1¾” sepia cello, photo, “Adlai E. Stevenson” (Hake 14)
1- 1½” litho, full color jugate, “Go Forward with Stevenson Sparkman” (Hake 7)
1- 1½” BkW litho, caricature of soldier, “I Like Stevenson” (Hake 34)
1- 1½” cello, blue photo, red rim, “Stevenson President” (Hake 28)
1- 1½” red and white cello, “ADLAI” (Hake 66)
1- 1 ¼” cello, jugate of Stevenson and Kefauver in frame, “Dollars for Democrats” (Hake 3)
1- 1” BkW litho, “Forward with Stevenson” (Hake 18)
1- 1½” BkW flasher on tie clasp, photo and “Vote Adlai” (Hake 2097)
1- 1” Rubber head of Adlai (Hake 143)
1- Pair red and pink plastic earrings, “Adlai”
2- 1½” brass lapel pins spell “ADLAI”
1- brass shoe sole with hole in bottom, lapel pin (Hake 113)
1- 1 ¼” round brass pendant “Adlai”
1- 1 ¼” clover brass pendant “Adlai”
27- various pins and lapel clasps (including Hake 30, 31, 33, 36, 39, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 89, 93, 94, 104, 109, 126, 129, 132, 133, 141)
1- 8” RWB paper badge and ribbon, “To protect your gain elect Adlai E. Stevenson”
JOHN F. KENNEDY/LYNDON B. JOHNSON – 1960 (Democratic)  [X]

1- 12” x 16” full color photo of Kennedy
1- 13 ½” x 20 ½” RWB poster, black jugate photos, “Kennedy for President  Johnson for Vice President”
1- 14” x 22” RWB poster, full color photo, “For President John F. Kennedy Vote Democratic”
1- 12” x 28” RWB horizontal felt pennant, “Kennedy and Johnson”
1- 12” x 28” RWB horizontal felt pennant, full color photo, “Our 35th President John F. Kennedy”
1- 8½” brown beer bottle, black, orange & white label & photo, “Kennedy for President
Leadership for the 60’s,” other side “LBJ USA”
2- Straw hats, “Win with Kennedy” and “Kennedy for President” (Hake 2013)
1- 2” x 8” porcelain base oil lamp, photo, “John F. Kennedy”
1- 2” x 3½” porcelain rocking chair with Kennedy doll seated
1- 3½” bottle stopper with Kennedy in original box
1- 2” x 4” black plastic bust of Kennedy
1- 6” x 10” bronzed bust of Kennedy
1- 2½” x 6” bronzed plaster bust of Kennedy
1- 1 ¼” bronze inaugural medal mounted in black plate on wooden stand
1- 7” bobble head of Kennedy in football helmet
1- 8” x 13” black & white cut out of Kennedy’s head mounted on Styrofoam
1- 7 ½” x 8” bronzed eagle plaque with ivory bust of Kennedy, “Our 35th President”
1- 18” x 12” cellophane banner, RWB image, “Welcome President John F. Kennedy”
1- 8½” x 4” cardboard poster (sticker), “Kennedy for President”
1- 6” x 6” RWB shield shaped sticker with photo, “Kennedy for President”
1- 10” dinner plate with gold rim and photo of Kennedy family
1- 6” x 3” Black glass ash tray, gold JFK image, “Connecticut Citizens for Kennedy”
1- 2½” x 2½”, Black glass ash tray, gold & white JFK image, “Keep the Lead John F. Kennedy”
1- deck of “Kennedy Kards” playing cards
1- deck of playing cards, “Kennedy and Johnson”
1- 5” black leather key strap with brass coin of Kennedy
1- 2” x 8” cello and purple ribbon with brass donkey on a chain, “Our Next President John F. Kennedy”
1- 4” cello, JFK photo, “Our President” & 7” white silk ribbon, “Inauguration January 20, 1961”
1- 2” x 4” delegate badge ribbon, 1960 Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles, in original box with gold key
1- 3” full color cello, JFK photo (Hake 2017), & 4” purple ribbon, inauguration January 20, 1961
1- 2” brass pin, PT Boat1109 (Hake 2088)
1- 2” brass pin, PT Boat1109 “Kennedy” (Hake 2089)
1- 2” brass tie clasp, PT Boat 109 “Kennedy” (Hake 2089)
1- 1½” brass pin, initials “JFK” & rocking chair suspended
1- 1 ¼” x 2” plastic key tag with image, “For President John F. Kennedy”
1- 3½” knife, ivory case, image, “John F. Kennedy”
1- 1½” round tie clasp, white center, gold image, “Kennedy for President” (Hake 2018)
1- 2½” x 4” black California mini-license plate, yellow letters, “JFK 464”
1- 6” white cello, black jugate, Kennedy and Johnson “44th Inauguration 1961 The New Frontier” (Hake 2009)
1- 6” full color cello, Kennedy photo, “Inauguration Day January 20th 1961 Man of the 60’s”
1- 4” white cello, “Mamie Start Packing The Kennedy’s Are Coming” (Hake 2032)
1- 4” RWB cello, black jugate, “Kennedy Johnson America’s Men for the 60’s” (Hake 2007)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “For President John F. Kennedy” (Hake 222)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo in octagonal frame, “Our Next President John F. Kennedy” (Hake 26)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black K & J jugate, “America Needs Kennedy Johnson” (Hake 5)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black K & J jugate, “Kennedy Johnson Vote Democratic” (Hake 8)
1- 3½” full color cello of Kennedy
1- 3½” RWB & Gold cello, black K & J jugate, “44th Inauguration 1961 John F. Kennedy Lyndon B. Johnson The New Frontier” (Hake 14)
1- 3½” RWB cello, in octagonal form, “If I Were 21 I’d Vote for Kennedy”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black K & J jugate, “Leaders of Our Country and a Friendly World” (Hake 11)
1- 3½” paperweight with BkW flasher, “Kennedy for President He Will Win”
1- 3½” flasher/photo, “Kennedy for President” (Hake 2048)
1- 3” white cello, caricature of Kennedy, “Let’s Back Jack” (Hake 29)
1- 3” white litho, black photo, “John Kennedy” (Hake 7)
1- 3” RWB cello, black K & J jugate, “My Choice for ’60 Kennedy and Johnson” (Hake 7)
1- 3” BkW flasher, “The Man for the 60’s,” photo, “John F. Kennedy” (Hake 2042)
1- 2½” BkW cello, photo of Kennedy (Hake 30)
1- 2” RWB cello, black K & J jugate, “America Needs Kennedy - Johnson” (Hake 4)
1- 2” RWB cello, black K & J jugate, “Let’s Back Jack Kennedy for President” (Hake 65)
1- 1½” RWB cello, donkey, “Kennedy Johnson Leadership in the ’60s” (Hake 66)
1- pair 1½” pins with rhinestones & black photos of Kennedy & Jackie (Hake 2026 & 2027)
1- 1½” brass coin jugate, “Kennedy and Johnson the Best Men for the Job”
1- 1½” white cello, Kennedy photo, “We Want Need Kennedy” (Hake 35)
1- 1 3/8” white and blue litho, sombrero, “Viva Kennedy” (Hake 35)
25- various pins (including Hake 43, 45, 47, 49, 53, 54, 55, 57, 60, 90, 93, 95, 106, 109, 113, 115, 121, 126, 128, 2058, 2072, 2083)
1- commemorative coin set (2) in plastic case, “Destined to Become President”

7- Denver Post, Nov. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29; Dec. 29 1963
3- Life Magazine, Nov 25 & 29, Dec 6 1963
4- Look Magazine, Jan 24, Feb 7, 21, Mar 7 1967
1- Rocky Mountain News, Nov 26, 1963

Richard M. Nixon/Henry Cabot Lodge – 1960 (Republican)

1- 14” x 22” yellow & black poster, N & L jugate, “Vote Nixon Lodge Experience Counts!”
1- 22 ½” x 34” BkW poster, Image, “For President Richard M. Nixon” [Bin]
1- 12”x 28” RWB horizontal felt pennant, full color photo, “Our 35th President Richard M. Nixon”
1- 12” x 27” RW horizontal felt pennant, “The Man of the 60’s Nixon”
1- 32” x 11” RWB cellophone banner, “NOXIN”
1- 4” x 9” Yellow horizontal felt pennant, blue letters, “Nixon for President”
1- 8” x 4” black and yellow bumper sticker, “Nixon Lodge”
1- 15” x 2” black and red bumper sticker, “Nixon Lodge”
1- 2” x 8” cello and purple ribbon, RWB photo, “For President Richard M. Nixon,” ribbon, “Our Next President Richard M. Nixon,” and elephant charm
1- Orange and brown shoulder patch, “California The Golden State”
1- 2” x 2” cloth elephant covered by red blanket, “Nixon” (made in India)
1- 3” x 1½” cloth eagle and red badge, “Nixon” (made in India)
1- 2” x 1½” brass elephant pin, “Nixon” on blanket
1- RWB matchbook & photo, “Nixon for President”
1- 1 ¼" x 1¼" brass badge, The Mayflower, “Republican National Convention Chicago 1960”
1- 1¾" x ½" rhinestone pin, “NIXON”
1- 1½" x 1" rhinestone pin, “NIXON LODGE”
1- 1½” round rhinestone, brass and blue pin, “NIXON LODGE”
1- RW cricket clicker, “Click with Dick”
1- 1½” x 2” aluminum clicker, photo, “Click with Dick Nixon for President”
1- 1" x ½" brass pin with red stones, “Nixon Lodge” (Hake 2128)
1- 4" Blue and Red cello, White House, “Not for Sale Elect Nixon” (Hake 2004)
1- 3½" RWB cello, black N/L jugate, “Experience Counts Nixon Lodge” (Hake 2023)
1- 3½" RWB cello, black photo, “Richard Nixon Our Next President” (Hake 2026)
1- 3½” RWB cello, photo in shield, “Forward with Nixon for a Decade of Progress” (Hake 2027)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black N/L jugate, “Peace Experience Prosperity Vote Republican” (Hake 2021)
1- 3½” cream & black cello (Mrs. Nixon photo), “Pat for First Lady” (Hake 2047)
1- 3" cello, full color photo of Nixon (Hake 2065)
1- 3" RWB cello, “Nixon and Lodge” (Hake 2069)
1- 3" RWB cello, “Nixon and Lodge” (Hake 2095)
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “NIXON + MORTON = VICTORY” (Hake 2104)
1- 2½” black & white flasher, “Experience Counts Vote Nixon and Lodge”
1- 2½” RWB flasher, “Nixon Lodge”
1- 2” white, red & gray cello, “Krushchev Does Not Want Nixon & Lodge I DO’” (Hake 2106)
1- 2½” white cello, N/L jugate, “Best Choice for ’60 Nixon Lodge”
1- 1¾" white cello, “Nixon Lodge (elephant) Experience Counts”
1- 3½” white cello, blue letters, “THEY CAN’T LICK OUR DICK”
1- 3½” white cello, red letters, “THEY CAN’T LICK OUR DICK”
1- 1¼” white cello, red letters, “THEY CAN’T LICK OUR DICK”
1- 1 5/8” white cello, “Dependability Integrity Capability Knowledge NIXON for President” (Hake 2127)
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Experience Counts NIXON LODGE Republican Committee for District of Columbia”

LYNDON B. JOHNSON/HUBERT H. HUMPHREY – 1964 (Democratic) [X]

1- 12” x 16” full color portrait of LBJ
1- 18” x 24 ½” RWB plastic banner, Johnson image, “LBJ for the USA”
1- 22” x 17” cloth apron, “Housewives for Johnson”
1- 13 ½” x 17" white cotton shopping bag, “All the Way with LBJ”
1- 12” x 27” RWB horizontal felt pennant, DEM donkey, “Vote for Lyndon B. Johnson for President”
1- 9” x 24” RWB horizontal felt pennant J/H jugate, “Washington D.C., Inauguration 1965”
1- white cloth sun hat, “LBJ all the Way”
1- 2” x 2” gold box containing brass inaugural coins
1- 3” x 6” plastic doll of LBJ in original box, Mate to Goldwater doll (Hake 2257)
1- 3” x 3” white marble paperweight with 2” pewter coin image of Lyndon B. Johnson
1- 4” round clear plastic standing paperweight with 2½” bronze inaugural coin of LBJ inside
1- 2” x 2” clear plastic 10 gallon hat with RWB band
1- 12” x 6” RWB license plate, “LBJ for the USA”
1- 12” x 6” RWB license plate, Donkey, “LBJ Has Spoken”
1- 12” x 16” Riker Mount with 13 RWB flashers, “LBJ for USA,” various states
1- Blue necktie with white initials “LBJ”
1- Tan plastic full size western hat with LBJ label
1- 4 ½” x 5 ½” gilded clay western hat ash tray with lighter in crown, “LBJ" 
1- 6” x 3” RWB New York mini license plate flasher, “LBJ for the USA” 
1- 2” x 5 ½” purple ribbon, “Inaugural Ball Hostess January 20th 1965” 
1- 2½” x 2½” white western hat with blue & red ribbon, “LBJ all the Way” 
1- BkW cello, LBJ photo, plus blue & white ribbon, “Welcome President” 
1- 3½” RWB cello, black LBJ photo, “All the Way LBJ 1964 (Hake 2065), purple ribbon, “Welcome Inauguration Jan 20, 1965” 
1- RWB match cover & jugate photos, “LBJ for USA HHH” 
1- 1 5/8” RWB cello, LBJ photo between flags “Win with Johnson” (Hake 2132) 
1- 1 5/8” RWB cello, LBJ photo between flags “Win with Johnson” plus ribbon and 4” bucking bronco 
1- pair bass LBJ earrings (sombrero) 
1- 1½” x 2” brass donkey pin with sombrero 
1- gold bow tie pin, Texas with cowboy boots 
1- 1¾” gold tie bar, airplane, LBJ, ’64 
1- 1½” golden western hat with “LBJ” pin 
1- 6” RWB cello, black photo, “All the Way with LBJ 1964” (Hake 2016) 
1- 6” RWB cello, black photo, “For President Lyndon B. Johnson” (Hake 2015) 
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate, “Johnson/Humphrey Vote Democratic” (Hake 2027) 
1- 3½” Black, blue & orange cello, photo, “For the Leadership We Need Johnson for President” (Hake 2068) 
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate, “LBJ for the USA HHH” (Hake 2032) 
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate, “Johnson Humphrey” (Hake 2028) 
1- 3½” white cello, blue letters, “I Hate Barry” 
1- 3½” blue & white cello, black jugate, “Johnson and Humphrey” (Hake 2035) 
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo over USA, “LBJ for the USA” (Hake 2077) 
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Inauguration Day Lyndon B. Johnson January 20, 1965” (Hake 2059) 
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Goldwater in 64 Cold-Water in 65 Bread & Water in 66” (Hake 2105) 
1- 3” RWB cello with blue jugate, “Democrats are We for Johnson and Humphrey” 
1- 3” RWB cello, “LBJ for the USA Young for Ohio” 
1- 2½” RWB flasher, “Johnson Humphrey” 
1- 2½” RWB flasher, “Johnson Humphrey” with key chain 
1- 3” phonograph record pin with color LBJ photo, “Going on Record for You” 
1- 2½” white & red cello, “If I were 21 I’d vote for Johnson and Humphrey” 
1- 2” RWB cello, black LBJ photo on shield, “Progress for All Forward with Johnson” (Hake 2134) 
1- 2” RWB cello (no photo), “All the way with LBJ Johnson for President” 
1- 1¾” white flasher, brass rim, “LBJ for USA” 
1- 3” RWB flasher, color photo, “LBJ for USA” 
1- 2½” BkW flasher, photo, “All the way with LBJ” 
1- 2” RWB cello, black photo, “For President Lyndon B. Johnson” (Hake 25) 
1- 2” RWB cello, “Scientists Engineers Physicians Johnson- Humphrey” (Hake 55) 
1- 1½” RWB cello, black photo, “Viva LBJ” (Hake 29) 
40 various smaller pins (including Hake 36, 46, 48, 49, 59, 68, 71, 74, 76, 79, 2185, 2186, 2197, 2198, 2215, 2221, 2223) 
1- Brown full sized plastic hat with “LBJ badge (matching Goldwater item) 
1- full sized straw hat with cow on top, “All the way with LBJ” 
1- 3 ½” RWB cello, “Goldwater in 64 Hot-Water in 65” 
1- 2 ½” color flasher, pictures, “vote Johnson Vote Humphrey”
BARRY M. GOLDWATER/WILLIAM E. MILLER – 1964 (Republican)

1- 11" x 14" BkW jugate poster, red & blue letters, “Goldwater Miller”
1- 11" X 17" full color portrait of Barry, red & blue letters, “Goldwater for President” (Hake 2003)
1- 12" x 5" RWB license plate, “Goldwater in ‘64”
1- 12" x 6" Black & Gold license plate, “A u H 2 O”
1- 12" x 27" RWB horizontal felt pennant, GOP elephant, “Vote for Barry M. Goldwater for President”
1- 8½" x 11" full color photo of Goldwater with signature
1- 26 page pamphlet with photo, “Barry Goldwater Speaks Out on the Issues”
1- 7" x 5" blue & gold paper pennant for automobile aerial, “Goldwater”
1- 5½" water glass with black & gold imprint, Goldwater’s image, “1964 H2O” (Hake 2296)
1- 3½" white coffee mug with black image, “Goldwater 1964”
1- 3" x 6" plastic doll of Goldwater in original box (Hake 2290) (mate to LBJ doll)
1- 4" x ½" plastic bow tie, “Goldwater”
1- 3½" x 3½" black & white card, Miller photo, “Let’s Compare” with rotating cardboard wheel, attached to which is 1½" orange & black cello, “BILL MILLER FOR VEEP”
1- bottle of Goldwater cologne in original box
1- 12 oz. green & gold soft drink can, “Gold Water” (Hake 2294)
1- 14” x 18” brown burlap shopping bag, “Cary with Barry”
1- chrome cigarette lighter with blue enamel inlay, gray elephant head wearing black rimmed eyeglasses
2- Zippo brand chrome cigarette lighters with Goldwater image (in original box)
1- 2¼” x 2½” plastic pin, LBJ in garbage can, “Dump Johnson in 68”
1- 6” gold, red & blue cello, black photo, “Prosper More, Vote Goldwater in ‘64” (Hake 2012)
1- 6” RWB cello, black photo, “B4G in 64” (Hake 2047)
1- 3½” RWB & Black cello, black photo, “Goldwater in 64” (Hake 2036)
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Goldwater **** Miller” (Hake 2050)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Goldwater for President” (Hake 2040)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Goldwater in ‘64” (Hake 2034)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Goldwater for President” (Hake 2039)
1- 3½” Gold & Black cello, “Go Go Goldwater in ‘64” (Hake 2067)
1- 3½” RWB cello & gray elephant, “National Convention GOP I Was There San Francisco”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Barry Goldwater Our Next President” (Hake 2042)
1- 3½” Gold & Black cello, photo, “A u H 2 O 1964 Our Next President” (Hake 2079)
1- 3½” RWB cello, “If I were 21 I’d Vote for Barry”
1- 3½” Blue & white cello, black jugate, “Goldwater and Miller” (Hake 2028)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate, “A Choice Not an Echo Goldwater Miller” (Hake 2030)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Goldwater for President” (Hake 2078)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Goldwater the BEST Man for the Job” (Hake 2075)
1- 3” RWB cello eagle, “Goldwater Miller in ‘64” (Hake 2087)
1- 3” RWB flasher & color photo of Goldwater
1- 3” RWB flasher, “Start Packing the Goldwaters Are Coming” (Hake 2085)
1- 2½” BkW flasher, photo, “Goldwater in 64”
1- 2½” BkW flasher, photos, “Vote Goldwater Miller” (Hake 2007)
1- 2½” Full color flasher, photos, “Vote Goldwater Miller” (Hake 2009)
1- 3½” x 2½” RWB litho oval, jugate, “America Needs Goldwater & Miller” (Hake 2002)
1- 2¼” RWB litho, “Goldwater Miller GOParty 1964” (Hake 2111)
1- 2½” multi-color flasher, “I was there GOP National Convention 1964 San Francisco”
1- 2” Black, white & red, “Turn Out Light Bulb Johnson” (Hake 16)
1- 2” Red & Black cello, photo, “Goldwater Booster”
1- 2" Blue cello, gold letters, “Goldwater for President 1964”
1- 1¾" RWB cello, black photo, “For President Barry Goldwater” (Hake 13)
1- 1¾" Red & white cello, “Democrat for Goldwater”
1- 1¾" Yellow cello, “R & G” (Hake 2180)
1- 1¾” Full color Goldwater photo on blue cello
1- 1¾” Blue on white cello, “Ask me why I’m for Barry”
1- 2¾” Gold star, “Goldwater in 64” (Hake 2286)
1- 7½” Gold pencil, “Vote for Barry Goldwater for President”
1- 7½” RWB pencil, “For the People Goldwater Miller”
1- 4½” RWB emery board, “Goldwater Miller”
1- 5” Gold ball point pen, “The Man Who Will Win, Goldwater in ’64”
1- 4” Bubble gum cigar, “Goldwater in ’64” (Hake 2289)
1- 2” pair of black rimmed eye glasses
1- 2¼” RWB Goldwater bar of soap (Hake 2293)
1- 1¾” x 2¾” hollow white plastic head of LBJ with base, “Turn Out Lyndon’s Light, Go Goldwater”
1- 2¼” gold pin spelling “GOLDWATER”
1- 1½” Blue on white cello with bubble full of gold flakes, “Goldwater 1964” (Hake 2182)
1- 1½” gold metal token with image, “Barry Morris Goldwater U. S. Senator Arizona 1952-64” (Hake 2239)
1- 1¾” round wood pin with 1” coin in center, Goldwater image (Hake 82)
1- 1½” round wood pin with 1” coin in center, Goldwater image suspended from gold bow
1- match book cover, gold & white, “Goldwater in ’64”
47 various pins (including Hake 4, 5, 6, 19, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 38, 40, 41, 42, 45, 47, 53, 61, 62, 65, 66, 67, 69, 78, 80, 2220)
7- various paper bumper stickers [BS&D]
1- full size brown plastic western hat, “Barry” (matching LBJ)
1- gold clip-on bow tie, “G O”
1- white “GOLDWATER” handkerchief
1- Gold Water six-pac carton

RICHARD M. NIXON/SPIRO T. AGNEW – 1968 (Republican) [X]

1- 20” x 24” color photo of Nixon
1- 20” x 28” Red & Orange poster, “Nixon’s the One” photos of Nixon, Agnew, Rockefeller, John Lindsay, Reagan, Pat Nixon, Ford, Clint Eastwood, Goldwater, Romney, etc. (Hake 2097)
1- 8½” x 10” color photo of Nixon
1- 7” x 9” x 5” color wax candle caricature head of Nixon
1- 45 RPM phonograph record, “Nixon’s the One”
1- set of china Salt & Pepper shakers with color photo of Nixon
1- 4” brass caricature statuette of Nixon with his “V” sign
1- coffee mug covered with $3.00 bill with Nixon’s image
1- 4” x 3” brass elephant, “Nixon/Agnew 68”
1- 6” x 7” x 2½” amythist, elephant shaped whiskey decanter with images of Nixon and Agnew in original box
1- 7” caricature shower head of Nixon in original box
1- Boxed jig-saw puzzle, 2-faced Nixon Agnew:
1- Box full of bubble gum cigars, “Win with Dick” (Hake 2095)
1- Bar of soap, “Richard M. Nixon 1969 37th U.S. President”
1- RWB collapsible paper hat, “Nixon’s the One”
1- White ready-tied necktie, “NIXON” in red letters
1 - 12" x 5¼" RWB license plate: “Nixon Agnew"
1 - 3" x 6" Brown & white soft elephant, “Nixon Agnew GOP Elephant”
1 - 6" full color cello, portrait of Nixon
1 - 4" RWB cello, “Nixon Agnew”
1 - 3½" RWB cello, “Nixon’s the One”
1 - 3½" RWB cello, Nixon color photo, red No. 1 & Flag
1 - 3½" RWB cello, black photo, “Nixon for President”
1 - 3½" RWB cello, “Vote Nixon Agnew in ’68”
1 - 3½" white cello, in blue, “Nixon is a Good Loser”
1 - 3½" white cello with small color photo, Red & Blue, “You can’t lose ‘em all”
1 - 3½" RWB cello, black jugate, “Nixon in ’68 Agnew” (Hake 2009)
1 - 3½" RWB cello, photo, concentric circles, “Nixon for President” (Hake 2010)
1 - 3½" Red, Yellow & Blue cello, “Lady Bird Fly Away, the Nixons Are Coming”
1 - 3" white cello, Red & Blue map of USA, “Nixon” (Hake 2020)
1 - 3" Red & white cello, black photo, “Nixon ’68”
1 - 2¼" RWB cello, stars, “Nixon for President”
1 - 2¾" Red & White cello with black jugate photos of Nixon & Agnew, blue silk inauguration ribbon
1 - 2½" Black & white flasher of Nixon and Agnew (Hake 2025)
1 - 2½" Full color flasher of Nixon, “Nixon’s the One” (Hake 2026)
1 - 2½" RWB flasher of Nixon and Agnew (Hake 2027)
1 - 2 ½” B&W flasher, photo of Nixon and "I'm for Nixon", donated by Edmund & Louise Collier
1 - 1 ½" cello, white w red letters, Nixon's the One!, donated by Edmund & Louise Collier
1 - Brass with blue ribbon delegate badge, Republican National Convention Miami Beach 1968
1 - Brass with purple ribbon, “Pennsylvania’s Distinguished Guest” Republican National Convention Miami Beach 1968
1 - 2 ¾" x 1 3/4" RWB oval cello with black jugate photos of Nixon and Agnew
1 - 2" white cello, blue elephant center, red letters, “Nixon Agnew” (Hake 77)
1 - 2" RWB cello, black photo, “Nixon for President” (Hake 96)
1 - 2" RWB cello, black jugate photos, “Nixon in ’68 Agnew”
1 - 2" RWB cello, black Nixon photo surrounded by bunting, “Victory”
1 - 2" RWB cello, blue photo and stars, “Nixon”
1 - 2" RWB cello, black photo and stars, “Nixon”
1 - 2" RWB cello, “America Needs Nixon for President”
1 - 2" white cello, black Nixon- Agnew jugate, “They’ll Tell it Like it Is.”
1 - 2" RWB cello, black photo, “You can’t lose ‘em all”
1 - 2" red & white cello, “Nix-on Nixon”
1 - 2" blue & white cello, “Nixon X Nixon”
1 - 2" RWB cello, “Nixon for Peace”
1 - 1½" RWB cello, “Nixon Whitcomb Ruckelshaus” (Hake 2076)
1 - 1½" x 1¼" gold jewelry pin with rubies, “NIXON 68”
1 - 1½" x 1” zircon jewelry pin: “N 68”
55 various pins (including Hake 65, 66, 81, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92)
3 - Nixon Agnew paper bumper stickers
1 - Nixon Agnew antenna card
1 - 5" x 5" black and gold Agnew ashtray
1 - deck playing cards, blue and white, “The President’s deck”
1 - roll Spiro Agnew toilet paper
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY/EDMUND S. MUSKIE – 1968 (Democratic)

1 - 17 ½” x 24” RWB plastic poster, black jugate, Capitol, “Humphrey Muskie” (Hake 2119)
1 - 11” x 14” Full color photo of Humphrey
1 - White ready-tied necktie, “HUMPHREY” in red letters
1 - 7” x 6” x 2½” green donkey-shaped whiskey decanter with images of Humphrey and Muskie
1 - 29” x 12” RWB horizontal felt pennant, blue photo of Humphrey, “Unite with Humphrey”
1 - 19” x 9” Blue & white horizontal felt pennant, black H/M jugate, “Vote Democratic”
1 - 9” x 7” cardboard standee, caricature of Humphrey, “Anyone for More Baloney?”
1 - 5” x 4½” brass donkey, “Humphrey Muskie 68”
1 - 32” x 32” White, green & blue polyester bandana covered with H’s (Hake 2132)
1 - 6” x 4½” RWB paper car aerial pennant, “H H H in 68”
1 - Box full of bubble gum cigars, “Win with H H H” (Hake 2117)
1 - 6” RWB cello, black Humphrey photo, “Humphrey for President” (Hake 2045)
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black Humphrey photo, “Humphrey for President”
1 - 3½” RWB cello, “If I were 21 I’d Vote for Humphrey”
1 - 3½” RWB cello, “Win with Humphrey”
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black Humphrey photo, “Heart Humanity Hope for President in ’68”
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black Humphrey photo, “Unity Responsibility Leadership Humphrey for President in ’68” (Hake 2027)
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black H/M jugate, “Humphrey Muskie” (Hake 3)
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black Humphrey photo, “For President Hubert H. Humphrey”
1 - 2¼” White cello, blue “H—H”, red “Humphrey” (Hake 2030)
1 - 2¼” RWB cello, “Humphrey for President” (Hake 2012)
1 - 2¼” RWB cello, “Humphrey Sock-it-to-em Muskie”
1 - 2½” RWB cello, black Trigate photos, “Muskie Guy Humphrey”
1 - 2½” Blue flasher with photo of Humphrey, and red “H H H”
1 - 2½” Black & white flasher with photos of Humphrey and Muskie
1 - 2” Black & white cello, jugate, “Humphrey Muskie”
1 - 5” x 3” RWB paper sticker of USA, “Humphrey”
1 - 2” Red & white cello, “Humphrey Vote Muskie”
1 - 2” x 3” Blue & white rectangular cello with state outline, “MINN. FOR H H H”
1 - pair gold cuff links, “H H H”
50 various pins (including Hake 7, 10, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33)
2 - paper bumper stickers

GEORGE C. WALLACE/CURTIS LE MAY – 1968 (American Independent Party)

1 - 12” x 6” Black, white & red license plate, “Wallace for President”
1 - 12” x 6” RWB license plate, “Wallace for President in ’68”
1 - White ready-tie necktie, “WALLACE” in red letters
1 - Brass tie clasp, “Wallace ‘68”
1 - 3½” White pocket knife, “Elect George Wallace 1968 The American Party”
1 - 3½” White pocket knife, blue jugate
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “For President George Wallace” (Hake 2002)
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Wallace for President in ’68” (Hake 2004)
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Vote for Wallace” (Hake 2003)
1 - 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “If I were 21 I’d Vote for Wallace”
1 - 3” White & Red cello, “I am for Wallace for President”
1 - 3” RWB cello, blue photo, “Wallace for President Stand Up for America”
1 - 3” RWB litho, “Wallace LeMay”
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, “Wallace for President Stand Up for America”
1- 4” bubble gum cigar, “Win With Wallace”
20 various smaller buttons
2 RWB bumper stickers
1- 4” x 3” Liberty Bell, “Stand up for America 68 Wallace”
1- 33 1/3 rpm record, “George Wallace Stands up for America”
2- 4” x 1 ½” Black and Red Stickers, “WALLACE”
1- 3 1/2” RWB cello, photo, “Let the People Speak 1968 Wallace”
1- key ring with color photo, attached to paper, “Trust the People,” signature
1- “Wallace for President” postage stamp in slide holder
1- 3” RWB cello with caricature of Wallace and orange school bus

RICHARD M. NIXON/SPIRO T. AGNEW – 1972 (Republican)  [X]

1- 24” x 36” colored cardboard poster, photo of Nixon & boy, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 24” x 17” Full color Nixon Agnew jugate, “Now More than Ever”
1- 17” x 8 ½” white horizontal felt pennant, blue image, “Nixon Re-elect the President”
1- 15” x 19” RWB seat cushion with caricatures of Nixon and Agnew, “Nixon and Agnew in ‘72”
1- RWB embroidered belt, “Vote Vote Vote” with Nixon cello attached”
1- 18” x 10” green & white horizontal felt pennant, “NIXON” s
1- 15” x 4” Yellow & blue sticker, “Impeach Nixon”
1- 56” x 4” glittered cloth banner, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 3” x 5 ½” beer glass with Nixon caricature, “Shakey’s Pizza”
1- Ivory clay pipe with caricature head of Nixon
1- 9” round RWB clock with caricature of Agnew
1- 7½” lead pencil, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- White balloon, “Nixon Agnew”
1- Black balloon, “Nixon Agnew”
1- Red balloon, “Nixon Agnew”
1- Pearl bracelet with round brass pendant, “NIXON”
1- Pearl bracelet with brass letters, “NIXON”
1- 1½” round brass measuring tape with white insert, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 3 ¼” green ribbon & brass pin, “Radio-TV” and rectangular brass badge “Republican National Convention Miami Beach, Florida, August 1972”
1- Red & white ball point pen, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- Gold necklace chain & round medal, “President of the United States” with Nixon image”
1- set of cuff links, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
2- RWB license plates, “District of Columbia Inauguration 1973”
1- 15½” x 16½” plastic shopping bag, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 6½” purple ribbon, “Hostess 1789-1973 47th Inaugural”
1- 1½” round pocket knife, 2 blades, “President Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 3½” White cello, black photo, “Re-elect the President”  (Hake 2012)
1- 3½” RWB cello, color photo, “Re-elect Nixon in ‘72”  (Hake 2011)
1- 3½” Orange & white cello, black jugate, “Nixon and Agnew in 1972”  (Hake 2009)
1- 3½” White cello, blue jugate, white house, “Inauguration Jan 20, 1973”
1- 3” White cello, color profile, “Now More than Ever”  (Hake 98)
1- 3” blue cello, color jugate, “Now More than Ever”  (Hake 97)
1- 2½" x 3" rectangular RWB cello, “Nixon”
1- 3" x 3" embroidered shoulder patch and face of Nixon, “Nixon ‘72”
1- 2⅔" Brass eagle pin with round photo of Nixon
1- 3" Brass eagle pin with round jugate of Nixon and Agnew
1- 2½" Brass eagle pin with round jugate of Nixon and Agnew
1- 2" Brass ringed round jugate photo of Nixon and Agnew
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Irish for President Nixon”
1- 2½” RWB cello, “Lebanese for President Nixon”
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, photo, “Re-elect the President”
1- 2½” RWB cello, “Nixon in ’72” and elephant logo
1- 2¼” RWB cello “President Nixon Now More than Ever” (Hake 2029)
1- 2¼” RWB cello “Four More Years” (Hake 2028)
1- 2½” Green & black cello, “McGovern Does Not Speak for Me”
1- 2½” White cello, “Generation of Peace”
1- 3” White cello, “Try a Virgin Island”
1- 1¾” White cello, “Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 1¾” White, blue & orange cello heart, “I Dig Dick”
1- 1¾” White & blue cello, black photo, “Nixon Now More than Ever”
1- 1¼” White cello, “Right on Mr. President”
1- 1¾” White cello, “Senior Power for the President” (Hake 104)
1- 1¾” RWB cello, black photo, “Re-elect Nixon in ’72” (Hake 94)
1- 1¾” RWB cello, black jugate, “America Needs Nixon Agnew”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, black photo, “Four More Years Re-elect the President”
1- 1½” White cello, “Young Voters for the President” (Hake 106)
1- 1¼” RWB litho, “Nixon Ogilvie Republican” (Hake 2105)
1- 1½” Blue & yellow litho, “Right On, Mr. President!” elephant logo (Hake 2077)
1- 1¾” Yellow cello, “Nobody Drowned at Watergate”
37 various pins (including Hake 103, 108, 109, 110, 114, 116, 117, 124, 2104)
5 various bumper stickers
1- white tape measure shaped like a house, blue letters, “A WHITE HOUSE TAPE”
1- 4 ½” x 6” 32 page 1973 Inaugural guide
1- 6” x 3 ½” Souvenir postcard, Lincoln outside with Nixon’s face from inside
1- Spiro Agnew jigsaw puzzle, 6” in superman uniform

GEORGE S. McGOVERN/THOMAS F. EAGLETON (Dropped) – 1972 (Democratic)
SARGENT SHRIVER (Substituted)

1- 14” x 22” Black & White jugate poster, “Vote Democratic McGovern Shriver, Vote Row “B” for Brooklyn”
1- 3” x 5½” beer glass with caricature of McGovern (“Shakey’s Pizza Parlor”)
1- 3” x 5½” Black & white label can (coin bank), “McGovern–Shriver”
1- 2” x 6” pink ribbon, black jugate, “McGovern – Eagleton for a New America Vote Democratic”
1- 3” x 3” cloth shoulder patch, RWB, “McGovern ‘72”
1- 3½” Black & white cello, profile, “McGovern” (Hake 2063)
1- 3” Brown cello, photo, “McGovern” (Hake 8)
1- 3” Red & white flasher with lips, “Kiss Me I’m for McGovern” (Hake 2030)
1- 3” White cello, “McGovern by George!”
1- 3” RWB cello with photo, “For President George McGovern”
1- 3” White cello, RWB outline of South Dakota, “McGovern”
1- 2¼” White, brown & black cello, eagle, “McGovern + Eagleton Too Best for Missouri in ’72”
1- 2¼” Orange, white & blue cello, “McGovern in ’72”
1- 2¼” Black & white cello with M/S jugate, “Leadership for the 70’s McGovern - Shriver”
1- 2¼” Blue cello, photo, “McGovern ’72”
1- 2¼” White with green cello, McGovern as Robin Hood
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, caricature, “A Majority for a Silent Agnew”
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, caricature, of Nixon, “Help Fight Inflation”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, caricatures of Nixon & Agnew, “Four More Years of This? Vote Democratic”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, caricature of Nixon, “King Richard I”
1- 2¼” White, red & black cello, caricature of Nixon, “Dick’s Listening”
1- 2¼” Brown & yellow cello, “If you work for a living HOW IN HELL CAN YOU VOTE FOR NIXON? (Hake 24)
1- 2¼” Black plus rainbow cello, “McGovern” (Hake 2057)
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, “McGovern for President in ’72”
1- 2¼” Pink, black & white cello, donkeys, “Elect McGovern Shriver”
1- 3” x 2” horizontal oval orange & blue cello, jugate of McGovern and Shriver
1- 2” Brown cello, photo, “McGovern” (Hake 2058)
1- 2” x 3” vertical oval RWB cello, jugate, “McGovern - Eagleton”
1- 2” Orange, blue & white cello, “Wo - men McGovern”
1- 2” Orange, blue & white cello, jugate of McGovern and Shriver
1- 2” White cello, “Peace Garden State for McGovern”
1- 2” RWB cello with heart, “I Love McGovern”
1- 1¾” Red & black caricatures, McGovern Eagleton on donkey
1- 1¾” RWB cello, “McGovern Eagleton”
1- 1¾” Blue & white cello McGovern Shriver jugate, “For President and Vice President Vote Democrat in ’72”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, black MGovern Eagleton jugate, “Come Home America, McGovern Eagleton”
1- 1¼” RWB & Yellow cello, smiley, “Vote McGovern”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, “McGovern Let’s Get it Together”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, “McG ’72” (Hake 2088)
1- 1½” blue cello, white letters, McGovern Eagleton, donated by Edmund & Louise Collier
1- 3” Brass eagle with McGovern and Shriver black photos below
1- 2” Brass eagle with McGovern and Shriver black photos below
1- 2” Brass eagle with McGovern black photo below
1- Brass finger ring, “McGOVERN”
1- Brass finger ring, “SHRIVER”
53 Various pins (Including Hake 1, 4, 7, 10, 14, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 38, 2130, 2133, 2234)
3 Various McGovern Shriver bumper stickers
1- 1 ½” round pocket knife, 2 blades, jugate, “McGovern Eagleton vote democratic”
1- 3 ½” RWB cello, photo, “McGovern for President in ’72”
1- 2 ¾” brass Liberty Bell, “McGovern Shriver proclaim liberty throughout all the land”

JAMES E. (JIMMY) CARTER/WALTER F. MONDALE – 1976 (Democratic) [X]

1- 13” x 21” Green & black poster, C/M jugate, “Jimmy Carter, Walter Mondale “Por un Nuevo Comienzo”
1- 12” X 9” BOX, Souvenir Campaign Material Kit, “PERSONAL PEANUT POWER”
1- RWB 7” x 8” cardboard fan, “I’m a Fan for Jimmy Carter”
1- Pair, peanut shaped salt & pepper shakers
1- 1½” semi-sphere paperweight with Jimmy Carter’s photo
1- 1½” semi-sphere paperweight with peanut inside
1- 3½” brown coffee mug with caricature of Carter face
1- 3” x 4” plastic coffee mug with Carter, “39th President”
1- 4” x 0½” x 2” jumbo sponge with peanut and Carter face
1- 5” x 12” brown jumbo peanut with Carter smile
1- 7” x 4½” flower pot with Carter’s face and smile
1- 2” x 5” windup-peanut of Carter in original box
1- 2½” x 7” rubber head and handle, bottle opener
1- 5½” round ash tray with Carter image in center
1- Book of matches with Carter photo
1- Minted coin of Carter, from Bureau of Mint
1- 2 ¾” solid bronze medal, Carter, Serial No. 1349 in original box, from Franklin Mint
1- RWB T-shirt, “Carter for President”
1- Green & white T-shirt, “Carter Mondale”
1- Yo-Yo, “Jimmy Carter 39th President of United States of America”
1- 37” cane with peanut handle, “19 Jimmy Carter ’76”
1- 34” cane with curved silver handle, “Jimmy Carter”
1- Gray metal watch fob with leather strap, image, “Leaders for a Change Jan 20 1977 Carter”
1- 3½” Black enamel pocket knife, images, “Carter Mondale 1976”
1- 3½” White enamel pocket knife, “Mr. (Peanut) for President 1976”
1- 3½” Gray enamel pocket knife, images, “Carter Mondale 1976”
1- 3½” White enamel pocket knife, “CARTER” written on a peanut, “1976”
1- 3½” White enamel pocket knife, “Drive a (Ford) out of the White House”
1- 3½” White enamel pocket knife, “Mr. Peanut for President” (image of peanut)
1- 2” Peanut whistle
1- cellophane package of peanuts, “Jimmy Carter for President”
1- 3” cloth gold & red wings with red oval below, “Carter” (made in India)
1- 1 1/2” silver peanut with necklace chain
1- Plastic ivory thimble, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “New York City Democratic Convention July 12-15, ’76”
1- 4” White cello, green letters, “Second Congressional District Humphrey for Senator Carter Mondale Griffin for Congress”
1- 4” Orange cello, photos of Jimmy, Rosalyn, Walter, Joan, Capitol, “49th Inauguration Jan 20th 1977” (Hake 2056)
1- 4” Blue cello, color jugate, “Carter Mondale in ’76” (Hake 2002)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76” (Hake 2130)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “New Leadership & Competence Carter - Mondale in ’76” (Hake 2013)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “America Needs a Change Carter Mondale in ’76” (Hake 2014)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “Get America Moving Again Carter - Mondale in ’76” (Hake 2015)
1- 3½” RWB cello, photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76” (Hake 2133)
1- 3½” RWB cello, photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76” (Hake 2138)
1- 3½” RWB cello, photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76” (Hake 2137)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76” (Hake 2135)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, photo, “My name is Jimmy Carter and I’m Running for President” (Hake 2132)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate, “Cumberland County for Carter Mondale” (Hake 2009)
1- 3½” Red & white cello, black C/M jugate, “Franklin County PA Carter Mondale The Winning Team”  (Hake 2011)
1- 3½” Green & White cello, black C/M jugate, “Franklin County PA Carter Mondale The Winning Team”  (Hake 2010)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate in outline of Iowa State, “Carter Mondale”  (Hake 2004)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “Leaders for a Change Carter - Mondale”  (Hake 2012)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate of Jimmy & Rosalyn, “For a Clean Sweep put the Carters in the White House”  (Hake 2125)
1- 3½” White & brown cello, C/M jugate, “Carter Mondale White House Vote Democratic”  (Hake 2007)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black photo, “America Needs Carter A Man of the Soil”
1- 3½” Green & white cello, yellow smiling peanut, “The Grin Will Win, Jimmy in ‘76”  (Hake 2122)
1- 3½” Green, red & white cello, “America Needs Carter Mondale in 1976”  (Hake 2142)
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black photo on RWB USA, “Get America Moving Again”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo on USA, “J C Can Save America”  (Hake 2129)
1- 3½” RWB cello, photo, “Carter ‘76”  (Hake 2128)
1- 3” White cello with caricature of Carter peanut as Uncle Sam  (Hake 2166)
1- 3” White cello with yellow peanut, “Carter for President”  (Hake 2169)
1- 3” White cello, jugate of Carter & Martin Luther King, Sr., “Carter for All of Us”  (Hake 2160)
1- 2½” Blue & white cello, “CARTER TALKS IN PLAYBOY”  (Hake 2202)
1- 2½” Green & white cello, C/M jugate, “Iowans for Carter - Mondale 1976”  (Hake 2030)
1- 2½” White jugate, black photo, “President Jimmy Carter Inaugurated Jan. 20 1977”
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, Carter and Mondale
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, Carter photo, “A New Vision for America”  (Hake 2203)
1- 2½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “Get America Moving Again, Carter Mondale in ’76”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “America Needs a Change”  (Hake 2026)
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, “New Leadership & Competence”  (Hake 2025)
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black Carter photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76”  (Hake 2272)
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Jimmy Carter for President in ’76”
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Jimmy Carter for President”
1- 2¼” White cello, Carter image, “Jimmy Carter in ’76”  (Hake 2227)
1- 2¼” Pale green cello, Carter caricature, “The Coming of Carter”  (Hake 2278)
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, black photo, “My Name is Jimmy Carter, I’m Running for President”
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo of Carter  (Hake 2281)
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo of Carter  (Hake 2283)
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo of Carter  (Hake 2282)
1- 2¼” White cello, black sketch of Carter
1- 2¼” White & green cello, black C/M jugate, “Jimmy Carter Walter Mondale Leaders for a Change Vote Democratic”  (Hake 2036)
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate, “Carter Mondale”  (Hake 2035)
1- 2¼” White & green cello, peanut in top hat, “I’m Nuts about Carter”  (Hake 2249)
1- 2¼” Green & white, black photo, “1976 Democratic Convention Jimmy Carter for President”
1- 2¼” White & black cello, photo & signature, “Jimmy Carter”  (Hake 2288)
1- 2¼” Red & white, black photo of Rosalynn, “Rosalynn Carter for First Lady” (matching Betty)  (Hake 2273)
1- 2¼” Green & black cello, peanut caricature, “Jimmy Peanut Now we can put a real nut in the White House”  (Hake 2342)
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, “I’m Working for Peanuts”  (Hake 2341)
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, “Carter – Muskie”  (Hake 2317)
1- 2¼” Green & white cello, “Carter – Church”  (Hake 2214)
1- 2¼" Green & white litho, “Leaders for a Change Carter Mondale” (Hake 2302)
1- 2¼" Green & white cello, “Gris & Fritz in ‘76” (Hake 2295)
1- 3” x 1¼” White horizontal oval cello, black photos of Rosalynn and Jimmy (Hake 2176)
1- 3” x 1¼” Green & yellow horizontal oval with peanut, “Carter Mondale” (Hake 2178)
1- 2”x 2” square cello, orange, yellow, black Carter photo, “Brotherhood for US” (Hake 2347)
66- Various smaller pins
2- bumper stickers [BS&D]
1- 2 ¼” Red and White cello, Rosalynn photo, “Rosalyn Carter for First Lady in ’76” (matching Ford pin)
1- Marble paper weight with RWB medalet, photo, “Our 39th President”
1- 10” white plate, color pictures of all the presidents
1- maroon necktie with peanuts

GERALD R. FORD/ROBERT DOLE – 1976 (Republican)

1- 19” x 25” Color poster, Ford image, “President Ford ‘76” [Unf.P #1]
1- 15” x 25” Full color poster of Gerald & Betty Ford, “He’s Making Us Proud Again” [Unf.P #1]
1- 22” x 17” Red & white poster, “President Ford ‘76” [Unf.P #1]
1- 21½” x 15½” RWB poster, “Ford Dole” [Unf.P #1]
1- 21½” x 15½” RWB poster, “Ford Dole Neighborhood Headquarters” [Unf.P #1]
1- 7½” Dinner plate, black photo, “Gerald R. Ford 38th President inaugurated Aug. 9, 1974”
1- 3½” x 4½” Brown coffee mug with caricature of Ford smiling
1- 3½” Black enamel pocket knife with images, “Ford Dole 1976”
1- 2½” White enamel pocket knife with images, “Gerry Ford – Bob Dole in ’76”
1- 3½” White enamel pocket knife with images, image, “President Ford ‘76”
1- 1½” Silver coin, F/D jugate, “Ford & Dole in 1976”
1- 2” x 5” Blue ribbon, “ANOTHER FORD DELEGATE,” with 1 ¼” BW “Ford” cello
1- 6” RWB cello, black photo, “For President 1976 Ford”
1- 4” Full color F/D jugate, “Ford - Dole in ‘76” (Hake 2002)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Experience Counts Elect Gerald R. Ford in ‘76” (Hake 2022)
1- 3½” RWB cello, black F/D jugate, “Look at the Record Ford Dole in ‘76”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate of Betty & Gerald, “For Peace with Freedom”
1- 3½” RWB cello, elephant center, “Don’t Settle for Peanuts Elect Ford”
1- 3½” RWB cello, photo, star border, “Ford 1976”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black F/D jugate, “Victory for the American People Ford - Dole in ‘76”
1- 3½” cello, color photo, “76 for President Gerald Ford”
1- 3½” White cello, black photo on RWB USA, “President Ford in ‘76”
1- 3½” White cello, blue F/D jugate, “Ford Dole 1976”
1- 3½” White cello, black F/D jugate, eagle and folded US flag
1- 3½” RWB cello, “FORD DOLE”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Ford Dole 1976”
1- 3” White cello, elephant, “Back to the Peanut Farm” (Hake 2024)
1- 3” Full color photo cello, “President Gerald R. Ford” (Hake 2015)
1- 3” White cello, blue elephant, “Alive & Well Republicans”
1- 3” RWB cello, black photo of old Ford automobile, “For President” (Hake 2009)
1- 3” White cello, blue elephant, “1976 Centennial Colorado GOP National Convention”
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, photos, “Jerry Ford” / “Bob Dole”
1- 2½” Black & white flasher, photo, “President Ford”
1- 2¼” Blue & yellow cello, “Win with Ford”
1- 2¼” White cello, Ford image, “Macomb County Michigan for President ‘76”
1- 2¼” Black & white cello, F/D jugate photos, “Jeffco Colorado Wants Dole Ford”  
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, “Betty’s Husband for President in ‘76”  
(Hake 2034)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Floridians Want Ford Dole GRADY for Senator”  
(Hake 2011)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “It’s Great to be a Republican”  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “In ’76 Ford Connally”  
1- 2¼” Blue cello, black photo, “President Ford ’76”  
(Hake 2037)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black F/D jugate, “Ford Dole”  
(Hake 2006)  
1- 2¼” White cello, Ford in Pilgrim Hat, “Keep Ford in 1976 Our Bicentennial Year”  
1- 2¼” White cello, red letters, “Ford Baker”  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, Ford photo in center surrounded by “Ford–Dole”  
1- 3” x 1¼” White horizontal oval cello with black photo of Betty and Jerry  
1- 3” x 1¼” White horizontal oval cello with “’76 Ford” in black & yellow striped letters  
(Hake 2035)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black photo, “Experience Counts Re-elect Gerald R. Ford in ‘76”  
(Hake 2026)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black F/D jugate, “Look at the Record Ford - Dole in ’76”  
2- 2¼” Orange cello, black photo, “Betty Ford for First Lady in ’76”  
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo on RWB USA, “President Ford in ’76”  
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo on RWB USA, “President Ford 76”  
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, black photo, “God Helping Me I Will not Let You Down Jerry Ford”  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, elephant center, “Don’t Settle for Peanuts Elect Ford”  
(Hake 2039)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black F/D jugate, “Victory for the American People – Ford - Dole in ’76”  
1- 2¼” x 1¼” Blue & white oval cello, “On Record for Ford”  
2- 2¼” RWB cello, photo, “He’s #1 with me Kansas City, August 1976”  
(Hake 2018)  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black F/D jugate, “Confidence – Peace - Prosperity Ford - Dole in ’76”  
1- 2¼” Tan cello, black caricatures, Ford with Black Hat, Reagan with White Hat, Shoot out at Kansas City 1976 I Was There Republican National Convention  
1- 2¼” Tan cello, black caricatures, Ford with White Hat, Reagan with Black Hat – Shoot out at Kansas City 1976 I Was There Republican National Convention  
(Hake 2016)  
1- 2¼” Blue & white litho, Ford spelled in shape of elephant  
(Hake 2042)  
1- 2¼” Orange, yellow & white cello, color photo “Ford in 76”  
(Hake 2040)  
48- Various pins (including Hake 2106, 2109, 2001, 2003, 2046, 2045, 2049, 2051)  
6- Various paper bumper stickers [BS&D]  
1- 2¼” Red & white, black photo of Betty, “Berry Ford for First Lady” (Matching Rossalyn)  
1-silver handled cane, “Gerald R. Ford” paired with Carter [Um]  
1- red plastic/felt bowler hat, “Republican Convention Kansas City 1976”  
1- 30” x 4” Blue & white plastic banner, “President Ford ’76”  
1- 3 ½” RWB cello, “Welcome to Kansas City Republican Convention Aug. 16-21 1976”  
1- Denver Post Newspaper, August 9, 1974  
1- Newsweek Magazine, August 19, 1974  
1- Time Magazine, August 19, 1974  
1- Winnipeg Free Press, August 9, 1974  
1- Winnipeg Tribune Newspaper, August 9, 1974  

RONALD W. REAGAN/GEORGE H. W. BUSH – 1980 (Republican)  
[X]  
1- 21” x 13 ¼” Blue & White poster, “Reagan for President in 1980”  
1- 15” x 22” RWB poster, black photo, “Reagan for President Let’s Make America Great Again”  
1- 17” x 22” Blue & white poster, black photo, “He’ll provide the strong new leadership America Needs Reagan”  
2- 22” x 28” RWB poster, color photo in Western hat, “America Reagan Country”  
1- 24” x 23” Full color, heavy duty rubber balloon bust of Reagan
1- 2¾” x 5” Blue beer can, R/B jugate, “GOP Premium Beer Reagan Bush Together a New Beginning”
1- 3” x 4” White coffee mug, blue photo of Reagan, “40th President,” Seal & White House
1- 3½” x 4” Denim pants design coffee mug, “Reagan Bush”
1- 4” x 4” x 4” Blue & white box with toilet paper roll, photo of Reagan, “Tissue Issue Poll” (matching Carter)
1- 4” x 3½” Blue velvet case, 7 gold clothing buttons, “Inauguration 1980”
1- 4” x 2½” x 1” Wooden box, “Reaganomics Relief Kit,” contains rifle bullet
1- 4” x 4½” x 9” Metal bank with caricature of Reagan on top, “Reagonomics”
1- Phonograph record album & photo, “Ronald Reagan Speaks Out Against Socialized Medicine”
1- Brass-framed engraved invitation to Inauguration of Reagan and Bush, January 20, 1981
1- Set of gold cufflinks and tie clasp with presidential seal
1- 12½” x 12½” Black beer tray, color Reagan photo, “He’s never had a pint of Mansfield”
1- 6” Full color cello, Reagan in cowboy hat, “Reagan ‘80”
1- 6” White cello, black photo, Red & White letters, “Ronald Reagan for President 1980”
1- 6” White cello, black R/B jugate, “Reagan Bush”
1- 4½” Blue fluted ribbon around 3” black photo & flags, + R/WB ribbon, “Ronald Reagan Presidential Inauguration, Jan. 20, 1981”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Colorado Salutes President Reagan on His Inauguration” (# 121) RWB ribbon
1- 3½” Blue & white cello, Reagan image, “South Dakota Reagan Country”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black R/B jugate, “Reagan - Bush in ’80 Let’s Make America Great Again”
1- 3½” White cello, black Reagan photo, red letters, “Erect a Republican President 1980”
1- 3½” Blue cello, red & white stripes, black photo of Reagan and White House
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Reagan in ’80 Let’s Make America Great Again”
1- 3½” Orange cello, color photos of Nancy, Ron, George & Barbara, “50th Inauguration Jan. 20th 1981 “The Time is Now”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Go Home Peanut Farmer The Reagans Are Coming 1980”
1- 3” RWB cello, Reagan photo, “Texans for Reagan ‘80”
1- 3” Blue & white cello, outline of USA, “Reagan Country”
1- 3” RWB cello, Reagan photo on Red & White shield, “Reagan 1980”
1- 3” Gray cello, Elephant with drum, Reagan photo
1- 3” Blue & white cello, outline of hard hat, “Reagan ‘80 The Working Man’s Candidate”
1- 3” White cello, black R/B jugate, “R.R G.B. “Nov. 4th 1980, Election Night Victory I was there”
1- 3” Gold cello, RWB image of flag, black photo of Reagan
1- 3” White cello, black R/B jugate, “Reagan Bush”
1- 3” Full color cello, Reagan in cowboy hat, “Reagan ‘80”
1- 3” RWB cello, black photo, “Ronald Reagan President 1980”
1- 3” RWB cello, black R/B jugate, “Reagan Bush 1980”
1- 3” White cello, full color photo of Reagan over U.S. flag, “Let’s Make America Great Again”
1- 3” White cello, blue letters, “You Don’t Have to be Jewish to Vote Against Carter”
1- 3” RWB & gold cello, black Reagan photo in red star
1- 3” Blue cello, yellow sunflower, black Reagan photo, “Kansas Delegate Reagan for President Republican National Convention 1980”
1- 3” Blue cello, white Sheriff’s star, “1980 Reagan’s Posse”
1-3” White cello, black Reagan photo over outline of Maryland, “Maryland for Reagan in ’80”
1-3” Green cello, gold eagle, bunting, black photo, “Reagan”
1-3” Black cello, full color R/B jugate, “The Time is Now”
1-3” White & blue cello, black Reagan photo, “For President 1980 Reagan”
1-3” White cello, black jugate, “For President & First Lady, Nancy & Ronald Reagan” with blue ribbon Republican National Convention, Detroit, Michigan, July 14-18, 1980
1-3” White cello, black Reagan photo, “When We Picked the Next President I Was There, Detroit ’80 Reagan”
1-3” Black photo on RWB flag cello, “America Needs Reagan in ’80”
1-3” Tan cello, RWB Uncle Sam holding black photo of Reagan”
1-3” RWB cello, black R/B jugate, “This Iowan Wants Reagan - Bush ‘80’
1-3” Pink & white striped cello, wanted poster of Reagan
1-3” White cello, black R/B jugate, “Reagan - Bush”
1-2½” Purple & white cello, Texas outline, “RR Reagan Country 1980”
1-2½” Full color cello, Reagan in cowboy hat
1-2½” Full color cello, Reagan in cowboy hat, below RWB ribbon & elephant charm
1-2½” RWB cello, “Reagan Si, Bush Tambien”
1-2½” Tan cello, cartoon, “Bonzo goes to the White House”
1-2½” RWB cello, cartoon, elephant stepping on peanuts, “Help! Republicans on the Go”
1-3½” x 2” blue & white pin, photo, “Reagan in ’80,” Red bulb lights up
1-3” x 1¾” RWB cello, “Virginia is Reagan Country”
1-1½” x 2¾” RWB cello, color photo of Reagan in Cowboy hat, “America Reagan Country”
1-2¼” RWB cello, “Reagan ’80”
1-2¼” White cello, flag, “1980 Reagan for President”
1-2¼” Full color cello, Reagan laughing
1-2¼” White & blue cello, “Reagan is Right for the ’80’s”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, black photo, “Nancy Reagan for First Lady”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “Reagan -Bush”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “Christians for Reagan”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “Reagan Bush Si”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “Athletes for Reagan Bush”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “Reagan in ’80 will make America Right”
1-2¼” White cello, “California Republican Party”
1-2¼” Brown & gold cello, “A Democrat Shot J. R.”
1-2¼” RWB cello, “Cape Codders for Reagan Bush”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, Delaware outline, “First State Citizens for Reagan ‘80”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “N. H. Volunteers for Reagan in ’80”
1-2¼” White cello, “Citizens for REAGAN”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “REAGAN WINNERS BUCHANAN”
1-2¼” White cello, black photo, “1980 Reagan”
1-2¼” White cello, black R/B jugate, “The Time is Now Reagan Bush 1980”
1-2¼” White cello, with RWB elephant symbol, “Reagan”
1-1¾” x 2½” Oval, red, gold, green and brown cello, photo, “Nancy Reagan”
1-¼” x 2” Blue oval cello, black photo, “Reagan” gold eagle and shield
31- Various pins, 2”, 1¼”, 1½”, and1¼”
8- Various paper stickers of Reagan and Bush [BS&D]
1- Official copper inaugural Medal in original package
1- 2¼" RWB cepia, photo, “It’s Time for a Leader GOP Detroit 1980”
1- 2¼" White and green cello, “Anybody but Carter ’80”
1- 2¼" RWB cello, black photo, “Reagan para Presidente”
1- 2¼” White cello, RWB elephant symbol, “Reagan Bush”
1- 8” cigar, “President Ronald Reagan – 20 Jan 1982”
1- 7” x 7” grey elephant statue, “Detroit GOP 1980”
1- 7½” x 7 ½” White hankie, blue jugate, red “Election night Victory Nov 4, 1980”
2- 1981 DC Inauguration license plates
1- 6" x 9" blue pamphlet, “The Time is Now”
1- color jugate Christmas card
1- get well message thank-you card, Reagan signature
1- 3” x 4” BW photo of Reagan, message on back
1- 3½” RWB cello, color photo Reagan in cowboy hat, “Reagan 40th President”
1- Invitation to 1980 Colorado State GOP convention reception
1- Ronald Reagan Trust thank-you card

JAMES E. (JIMMY) CARTER/WALTER F. MONDALE – 1980 (Democratic)

1- 12” x 19” poster, green, white, black C/M jugate, “Re-elect Carter Mondale a Tested and Trustworthy Team”
2- 2½” X 5” Cans of “Billy Beer” (Carter’s brother)
1- 3” x 8” Peanut body, head of Carter, “Billy’s Brother Radio” in original box
1- 3” x 8” Peanut body, head of Carter, “Billy’s Brother Radio”
1- 3½” Pocket knife & C/M jugate, “Carter Mondale 1980”
1- Stick and roll of Carter 80 prints
1- 6” Blue & white cello, black Carter photo, “President Jimmy Carter Democratic National Convention 1980 New York City”
1- 6” RWB cello, black Carter photo, “Re-elect the President Democratic National Convention August 1980”
1- 4” RWB cello, black Carter photo, “Re-elect the President Democratic National Convention August 1980”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, U.S. flags
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Unity in Strength Re-elect Our President Jimmy Carter in 1980”
1- 3½” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “National Solidarity Re-elect Our President Jimmy Carter in 1980”
1- 3½” Blue & gold cello, black Carter photo in red star, “Carter 1980”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/M jugate, White House, “Carter Mondale They’ve Earned Your Trust”
1- 3½” Blue & white cello, cartoon of Carter smiling, “The Grin Will Win Again”
1- 3½” Red & white cello, black photos, “Johnson Co. Wants Carter, Mondale, Ford, Perkins”
1- 3½” RWB cello, image of big apple, Statue of Liberty, “1980 Democratic National Convention New York City, August 11-14”
1- 3½” White cello, black Carter photo on U.S. flag, “Re-elect Our President in 1980”
1- 3” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Kansas Wants President Carter 1980”
1- 3” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Leadership & Strength Carter ’80”
1- 3” RWB cello, black Carter photo, “Your Vote Counts President Carter 1980”
1- 3” Green & white cello, C/M jugate, “Maryland ‘80 Carter Mondale”
1- 3” White cello, color photo, “Chautauqua County Teachers for President Carter in 1980”
1- 3” RWB cello, black Carter photo, “Apoya A Nuestra Presidente”
1- 3” Black cello, hand holding 4 aces & photo of Carter, “Stand Pat”
1- 3” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Keep Carter in the White House 1980”
1- 3” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate, “Carter 1980 Mondale”
1-3” Blue cello, black Carter photo, “Re-elect President Carter"
1-3” RWB & green cello, 4 black photos, “Re-elect the Best Jimmy Rosalyn Fritz, Joan”
1-3” Green & white cello, black Rosalyn photo, “Re-elect Rosalyn First Lady”
1-3” Green & white cello, black photos, “Support Jimmy & Rosalyn”
1-3” Green & orange cello, “President Carter 1980”
1-3” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Re-elect President Carter in 1980”
1-3” Blue & white cello, black Carter photo, “President Jimmy Carter Democratic National Convention 1980 New York City”
1-3” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate, Pennsylvania state outline, “The Winning Team Carter Mondale ‘80”
1-2¾” x 1¼” Oval cello, full color C/M jugate, “A Great America Team Carter Mondale”
1-2¾” x 1¼” Oval cello, tan, red, green, black photo, “Rosalyn”
1-2½” Yellow & green cello, “Michigan’s 3rd for Carter Democratic Caucus April 26, 1980”
1-2¼” Gold cello, black C/M jugate, eagle, “Carter Mondale 1980”
1-2¼” RWB cello, “For President Carter 1980”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate, “We Did it Before...We’ll Do it Again”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black Carter photo in Iowa outline, “We Did it Before...We’ll Do it Again”
1-2¼” Green & orange cello, “Carter Mondale 1980”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black photo of Rosalyn in Iowa Outline, “We Did it Before...We’ll Do it Again”
1-2¼” White cello, “Carter Mondale 1980”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, Maryland for Carter in 1980”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black photo of Carter’s mother in Iowa outline, “Keep Miss Lillian”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black Carter photo, “Re-elect President Carter in 1980”
1-2¼” White cello, “one Good Term Deserves Another Jimmy Carter 1980”
1-2¼” Blue cello, brown C/M jugate, RWB shield “1980”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, black C/M jugate in Iowa outline, “Labor did it before Labor will do it Again”
1-2¼” Green & white cello, Texas outline, “Carter Mondale 1980”
1-2¼” Black & white cello, “Virginia Loves Jimmy Carter ‘80”
21- Various smaller cellos
2- Paper bumper stickers [BS&D]
1-4” x 4” x 4” Red & white box with toilet paper roll, photo of Carter, “Tissue Issue Poll” (matching Reagan)
1- 1 ½” plastic peanut necklace
1-2” gold peanut whistle on neck chain
1- green lighter, “Carter for President Mondale for Vice President”
1-3” white coffee mug, cartoon of Carter with whip and Kennedy on donkey
1-2” green and white cello, Carter photo, RWB ribbon, white plastic donkey, “We Want Carter in 1980”
1-2 ¼” RWB cello, photos of Rosalynn and Joan, “Join Rosalynn and Joan Vote Democratic”
1-1 ¾” multicolored, jugate, lady liberty, flag, “Carter Mondale”
1- United States presidential spoon in original box
1- Gold Bookmark in original package, from Jimmy Carter Library Museum
1-6 ½” x 9 ½” Book in original box, “Why Not the Best?”
RONALD W. REAGAN/GEORGE H. W. BUSH – 1984 (Republican) [X]

1-20" x 24" Full color poster jugate, “Reagan Bush ’84 Bringing America Back”
1-28" x 40" Black & white poster, Reagan image, “Four More in ’84 Re-elect the President”
1-7" x 10" White china teapot, caricature of Reagan’s head
1-3" x 4" White china cup, caricature of Reagan’s head
1-RWB Coffee mug, “Republican Convention Dallas 1984”
1-5" x 5½" Tan china cowboy boot filled with jelly beans, “Ronald Reagan President of the United States 1984” (in original box)
1-2" x 2" x 3½" Apothecary jar full of jelly beans, “Welcome Aboard Ronald Reagan President of United States”

4- Colored post cards of Nancy “Lawn Sale,” “Rancher,” “Flower Sale,” “Nancita”
5- Colored “Hot-Lites,” Musical & Blinker Buttons of Reagan and Bush
1- White T-shirt, “Reagan Bush ’84”
1- “First Monday Magazine” Victory Issue
1- Canvas change purse, “Republican Convention Dallas 1984”
1- 23½" x 20” RWB bandana “Reagan ’84 Bush G.O.P. Convention 1984 Dallas”
1- 5½” Bubble gum cigar, “Reagan is Right!”
1- 6" RWB cello, color photo of Reagan in cowboy hat, “Inauguration Day Jan. 21, 1985 Ronald Reagan Our 40th President”
1-3½” Full color cello, Reagan as cowboy, “Restoring America Inauguration Day”
1-3½” Full color cello, Reagan before microphones, “2nd Term Inauguration, January 21, 1985”
1-3½” Full color cello, Reagan with raised victory fist, “Second Term”
1-3½” Full color cello, R/B jugate, “Reagan - Bush 51st Inauguration, Jan. 21, 1985”
1-3½” Full color cello, Reagan, flag background, “America Needs Reagan in ’84”
1-3½” Full color cello, Reagan & Nancy waiving, “50th Presidential Inauguration Jan 21, 1985”
1-3½” Yellow cello, color Reagan photo, and ship, “Stay the Course”
1-3½” RWB cut out cartoon pin, Donkey, “Democrats for Reagan”
1-3” RWB cut out cartoon pin, Elephant, “Reagan ’84”
1-3” RWB cello jugate, “For Texas for America Reagan & Gramm”
1-3” Brown cello, yellow star badge, “Reagan’s 84 Posse”
1-3” Blue & white cello, black Reagan photo, “President Ronald Reagan Once Again in ’84”
1-3” RWB cello: “ELECT REAGAN AGAIN”
1-3” Full color cello, Reagan at Podium
1-3” Purple cello, color Nancy & Ron, “Restore Faith in America Re-elect President Reagan”
1-3” Brown cello, color Nancy & Ron, “50th Presidential Inauguration”
1-3” Tan cello, color R/B jugate, “Reagan Bush ’84”
1-3” Blue cello, color R/B jugate and eagle, “Peace through Strength”
1-3” Purple cello, color photo, flags, “Inauguration President Reagan, Jan. 21, 1985”
1-3” Gold cello, color photo, flag, “50th Presidential Inauguration, Jan. 21, 1985”
1-3” RWB heart shaped cello, black R/B jugate, “America Loves Reagan - Bush”
1-3” RWB heart shaped cello, black Reagan photo, “America Loves Reagan - Bush”
1-3” x 2" RWB cello, black R/B jugate, “Reagan Bush ’84 Bringing America Back”
1-2¼” White cello, mirror, “The Person on the Other Side is requested to vote for Reagan Bush in 1984”
1-2¼” RWB cello, color photo, Reagan surrounded by Lincoln, Teddy, McKinley and Ike”
1-2¼” Purple cello, color R/B jugate & flags, “Reagan - Bush ’84”
1-2¼” White cello, “Women for Reagan Bush ’84”
1-2¼” RWB cello, “Another Woman for Reagan”
1-2¼” White cello, “Koreans for Reagan Bush ’84”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Viva Reagan!”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Reagan Bush ‘84”
1- 2¼” Tan cello, “Reagan Again”
1- 2¼” Cream cello, “Reagan Bush ‘84”
1- 2¼” Blue cello “Reagan Bush ‘84”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black R/B jugate, “Re-elect Ron and George 1984”
1- 2¼” Blue cello, “Support President Reagan”
1- 2¼” pink cello w white letters, Reagan ’84, donated by Edmund and Louise Collier
1- 1¾” cream cello, blue border and letters, Reagan, donated by Edmund and Louise Collier
1- 1¼” rwb cello, stars, Reagan, donated by Edmund and Louise Collier
1- 3” x 2” horizontal oval cello, black R/B jugate, “One More Time"
15- Various smaller cellos, 2”, 1½”, 1”
1- White T-shirt, Republican National Convention Dallas ’84
1- 5½” Ash tray, Republican National Convention Dallas ’84
1- RWB cello, Republican National Convention Dallas ’84
1- 2 ½” color cello, flag, Reagan photo, “ America Needs Reagan in ’84”
1- Pennant, “Inauguration of President and Vice President 40th President January 20, 1985”
1- Pennant, “President Ronald Reagan 50th Inaugural January 21, 1985…”
1- red and white scarf, “Inauguration of President and Vice President RB” around square inset
1- 5 ½” Inauguration glass
1- 3” RWB cello, elephant, “Republican national Convention 1984 – Dallas, Texas”
1- 5” folded white paper napkin, “Reagan – Bush ‘84”
1- white balloon, “ Reagan – Bush ‘84”
1- gold tie tack, cowboy hat, “Reagan”
1- White plastic full size cowboy hat, “ Ronald Reagan Ronald Reagan”
1- Red plastic full size cowboy hat, “Reagan Round-up”
1- Blue T-shirt, white letters, “Reagan Let’s Make America Great Again”
1- Secret message contest, 2 BW 8 ½” x 11” posters
1- Inauguration drink glass, Black likeness of Reagan
1- White cloth shopping bag, Reagan picture, “Colorado is Reagan Country”

WALTER F. MONDALE/GERALDINE FERRARO – 1984 (Democratic)

1- 22” x 14” Blue & white poster, “Mondale”
1- White cap, blue visor, “I (heart) Mondale”
1- Blue & white T-shirt, “Mondale Ferraro”
1- 3½” Red cello, color photo “Mondale in ‘84”
1- 3½” RWB cello, Mondale surrounded by Jefferson, FDR, Truman, Jackson & JFK
1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Geraldine Ferraro America’s First Woman Vice President”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black M/F jugate, “Run – Reagan - Run Fritz & Gerry Are Coming”
1- 3” White cello, black M/F jugate, “Mondale Ferraro”
1- 3” Blue cello, black M/F jugate, “Mondale Ferraro ‘84”
1- 3” RWB cello, black M/F jugate, “UFCW Local 7 Supports Mondale - Ferraro 1984”
1- 3” RWB cello, black M/F jugate, “America Needs New Leadership Mondale - Ferraro 1984”
1- 3” RWB cello, Republican elephant with Red diagonal line across
1- 2¼” RWB cello, heart-shaped: black photo, “Geraldine Ferraro 1984 America’s 1st Woman Vice Pres.”
1- 2¼” x 1¾” RWB horizontal oval cello, black M/F jugate, flag, “Mondale Ferraro”
1- 2¼” x 1¾” RWB horizontal oval cello, black M/F jugate, flag, “The Winning Team ‘84”
1- 2½” RWB cello, black M/F jugate, “Mondale Ferraro in ‘84”
1- 2½” Purple cello, color M/F jugate, Capitol, “1984 Mondale - Ferraro”
1- 2½” Purple cello, color M/F jugate, “Missouri Democrats Support Mondale - Ferraro in 1984”
1- 2½” Green cello, color trigate of Mondale, Ferraro & Rothman, “Let’s Elect a Great Team”
1- 2½” RWB cello, color photo, “Ferraro 1984 for Vice President”
1- 2½” Blue & gold cello, 4 black photos, Mondale, Ferraro, Rockefeller & See”
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, “Mondale Ferraro”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black M/F jugate, “Mondale Ferraro ‘84 America Needs New Leadership”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black Mondale photo, “Walter Mondale for President in 1984”
1- 2¼” Blue cello, color Mondale photo, “Mondale for President”
1- 2¼” White cello, black M/F jugate, “Mondale Ferraro”
1- 2¼” White cello, black Ferraro photo, “New York’s Own for Vice - President”
1- 2¼” White cello, blue graph lines, “Social Workers for Mondale”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black Ferraro photo, “Now! 1984”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Mondale Ferraro”
1- 2¼” White cello, “I (heart) Mondale”
1- 2¼” White cello, caricature of Reagan, “Out the Door in ’84 Dump Reagan”
1- 2¼” Tan cello, caricature of Reagan, “Out the Door in ’84 Dump Reagan”
1- 2¼” White cello, black jugate of Mondale & Dolly Parton, “Fritz & Tits the 3 biggest boobs in town”
1- 2¼” White cello, donkey emblem, “Mondale”
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo of Mondale
11- Various cellos, 1¾” and 1½”
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, blue photo, “The Labor Unity candidate Machinists for Mondale”
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, BW photo Ferraro, “Ferraro 1984”
1- White coffee mug, red and blue lettering and flag, “Vote ’84 Mondale”

**EARL F. DODGE/Warren C. Martin – 1984 (Prohibition)**

2- 2¼” Tan cellos, “National Prohibition Convention”
2- 1¾” Tan cellos, black jugate, “Vote Prohibition Earl F. Dodge Warren C. Martin”

**GARY HART – 1984 (Democratic Hopeful)**

1- Orange T-shirt, “Hart Hart Hart for President 84”
5- 11½” x 3” Blue & white bumper stickers, “Gary Hart for President”
1- 2¼” White cello, black photo, “Gary Hart”
1- 2¼” Orange cello, “Rural Americans with Hart”
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, “If GARY HART is the Answer, It Must Have Been a Very Silly Question”
1- 1¾” Blue & white cello, “Gary Hart”
1- 1¼” White cello, “Young Democrats Love Hart”
1- 1¾” Red * white cello, black Hart photo, “For President Gary Hart 1984”
1- 1½” Blue & silver cello, “Gary Hart”
1- 3” White & red cello, BW hart picture, “Hart’s got the beef! For President 1984”

**JESSE L. JACKSON – 1984 (Democratic Hopeful)**

1- 3” White cello, black jugate, “Reagan Got Him In Jesse Got Him Out”
1- 3” Full color cello, Jackson photo, Rainbow Coalition, “Jesse L. Jackson for President”
1- 2¼” Full color cello, “Jackson for President 1984”
1- 2¼” Full color cello, Rainbow and black photo, “Jackson”
1- 2¼” White cello, color Jackson photo, “Win Jesse Win Jesse L. Jackson for President”

JOHN GLENN – 1984 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 2¼” White cello, “John Glenn ’84 for Education”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black Glenn photo, “For President John Glenn in 1984”
1- 1 3/4” White cello, “John Glenn ’84”

GEORGE S. MCGOVERN – 1984 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 1¾” RWB cello, black McGovern photo, “For President 1984 McGovern” Former S.D. Sen.

ALAN CRANSTON – 1984 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 1¾” RWB cello, black Cranston photo, “For President 1984 Alan Cranston” Calif. Senator

GEORGE H. W. BUSH/DAN QUAYLE – 1988 (Republican) [X]

1- Blue & gold coffee mug, “George Bush 1988”
1- 12" x 6" Black, white & red license plate, diagonal line through Dukakis face, “NO DUKE$”
1- 8½” x 11” 80 page “Official Program Republican National Convention New Orleans August 15-18”
1- White T-shirt with red diagonal line across Dukakis’ nose
1- White T-shirt with flags, “Bush Quayle Victory Georgia Fall Tour ’88”
1- White T-shirt, “BUSHICAN”
1- White T-shirt “Bush Quayle 88 Georgia”
1- 20” x 20” White bandana, “Bush ’88”
1- 20” x 20” White bandana, “George Bush 88”
1- White T-shirt, “George Bush ’88 Colorado State Convention”
1- 8½” x 14” White plastic bag with campaign materials, “Bush Quayle 88”
1- RWB wrist watch, elephant, “Bush 88” in original box, (matching Dukakis)
1- 4” RWB cello, black Bush photo, “George Bush for President in 1988 For a Strong America”
1- 3½” Tan cello, “North Dakota BUSH,” covered wagon “Bush or Bust 88”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “N.Y. for Bush”
1- 3” White cello, “Bush-Whacking”
1- 3” Red & white cello, diagonal red line across Dukakis’ nose
1- 3” RWB cello, color Bush photo, “Elect Bush ’88 Keep America Strong”
1- 3” RWB cello, black Bush photo, “I’m a Bush Backer for President 1988”
1- 3” White cello, caricature, “Dragonslayer ’88”
1- 3” Full color photo of Bush, “Bush President in 88”
1- 2½” Brown cello, black Bush photo in cowboy hat, “Bush in ’88”
1- 2½” White cello, donkey, “Vote Bush & Quayle 1988”
1- 2½” White cello, black photo of George & Barbara, “Houston Loves George Bush and Barbara for President 1988”
1- 2½” White cello, “Nothing Could Be Finer Than to Be from Carolina Bush 88"  
1- 2½” RWB cello, “A QUAYLE in the BUSH is better than a DUKE in the Ka Ka"  
1- 3” x 1½” Blue horizontal oval cello, photos of Bush, Lugar, Mutz, Goldsmith, “Indiana’s Winning Team, Republican National Convention New Orleans 1988"  
1- 2¼” Yellow cello, “Don’takakis”  
1- 2¼” Full color cello, Bush photo, “George Bush in ‘88"  
1- 2¼” RWB shield, color B/Q jugate cello, “GOP 1988 George Bush Dan Quayle”  
1- 2¼” Full color cello of George, Barbara and dog  
1- 2¼” Full color cello, photo of Bush”  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, Wisconsin silhouette, “Bush ‘88"  
1- 2¼” Red cello, black Bush photo, “Make Vice-President Bush President Bush“  
1- 2¼” Yellow cello, “Beware of Greeks wearing lifts“  
1- 2¼” Red & white cello, “Vote Republican and Dump the Duke"  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black B/Q jugate, “Bush Quayle '88 Peace & Prosperity"  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Bush Quayle 88"  
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “George Bush 88"  
1- 2¼” Red, black, yellow and white cello, “Bush 88 Colorado”  
1- 2¼” Silver & blue cello, Bush photo, “George Bush for President Victory 1988"  
1- 2” x 2” RWB cello, photo in flag, “Bush 1988"  
1- 2” x 2” RWB cello, photo between flags, “1988 George Bush"  
5- Various smaller cellos, 2”, 1½”, & 1"  
5 bumper stickers  
1- 3” RWB cello, BW photo, “1988 Let George Do it!”  
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, “Viva Bush”  
1- 2 ½” RWB cello, “Viva Bush '88 Hispanic Americans"  
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, B/Q jugate, White House, “Bush Quayle 1988”  
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, “I’m a Bushican New Orleans in ’88”  
1- 2 ¼” Blue and white cello, “8 more years”  
1- 3” White cello, blue elephant, red letters, “Westchester Hispanic Republican”  
1- 2 ¼” White cello, color photo, “George Bush for President 1988”  
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, Image of Idaho, “first Night Vice President George Bush first in the Nation”  
1- 1” color tie tack with photo  
1- Monopoly “Get out of Jail Free” card, compliments Dukakis  
1- 3 ½” Grey, red, blue triangular pen, elephant, '88 Bush  
various stickers  
1- pair George and Barbara flag slippers  

MICHAEL DUKAKIS/LLOYD BENTSEN – 1988 (Democratic)  

1- White T-shirt, “Dukakis President ‘88”  
1- Blue T-shirt, “Presidential Democrats ’88 Dukakis Bentsen”  
1- RWB wrist watch, donkey, “Dukakis 88” (in original box) (matching Bush)  
3- 3½” Dukakis sitting dolls  
3- 5½” Bubble gum cigars, “The Duke in ‘88"  
1- 6” Full color cello jugate, “Mike & Kitty Dukakis”  
1- 6” Full color cello, Dukakis photo, “Dukakis in ’88”  
1- 3” Blue flasher, Dukakis caricature, “Here We Go Again? Tax/Spend for 1988”  
1- 3” White cello, blue Minnesota outline & photo, “Minnesotans for Dukakis”  
1- 3” Red, white & black caricature, red diagonal line through Bush, “BUSHBUSTERS”  
1- 3” White cello, black photos, “Michigan’s Third District Demands Dynamic Leadership Dukakis for President Wolpe for Congress"
1-3” RWB cello, black D/B jugate, “New Leadership in ’88 Dukakis - Bentsen”
1-3” Gold cello, black trigate, “Vermont’s choice Dukakis Gray Bentsen”
1-3” x 2” RWB cello, U.S. Flag made up by repeated lines “Dukakis ’88”
1-2½” x 2” White horizontal oval cello, color photos, “1988 Michael Kitty”
1-2½” RWB cello, black D/B jugate, “A Winning Team Dukakis and Bentsen”
1-2½” White cello, “Mike Dukakis Campaign 88 nea”
1-2¼” x 1¾” RWB horizontal oval cello, black D/B jugate, “Dukakis Bentsen Winners for 1988”
1-2¼” White cello, “Gay Democrat”
1-2¼” RWB cello, color D/B jugate and flags, “Dukakis Bentsen”
1-2¼” White cello, “DU – (cock) – KIS The Boston Bantam Will Crow Nov. 8, 1988”
1-2¼” White cello, color photos, “America’s 1st Family Mike & Kitty Dukakis”
1-2½” Blue & white cello, “Where Was George?”
1-2¼” White cello, black image, “Mike Dukakis Democrat Montana”
1-2¼” Brown cello, black photo, “Governor Michael Dukakis for President 1988”
1-2¼” White cello, black photo, red letters, “Dukakis for America”
1-2¼” White cello, black photo, “Put America Back to Work Dukakis”
1-2¼” RWB cello, black D/B jugate, “Dukakis Bentsen ’88 America Needs New Leadership”
1-2¼” Red & white cello, black photo of Bush with red diagonal line, “Just Say No”
1-2¼” RWB cello, “Oregon’s Choice 1988 Dukakis Bentsen”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “More Aids with Bush, Cure Aids Now with Dukakis”
1-2¼” Blue & white cello, “I’m a Dukacrat Dukakis Bentsen Atlanta in 88”
1-2¼” White cello, “First Americans for Dukakis”
1-2¼” White cello, N.H. state outline, “New Hampshire #1 for Dukakis”
1-2¼” White cello, Wisconsin map, blue photo, “Dukakis for President 1988”
1-2¼” White cello, N.Y. state outline, “New York Dukakis Territory April 19, 1988”
9- Smaller cellos
3- Various bumper stickers
1- large poster, “The Duke of Hazard” [Bin]
1-2” square color cello, photo, “Michael Dukakis for President 1988”

ROBERT (BOB) DOLE – 1988 (Republican Hopeful)

1-3” RWB cello, BW photo, “Dole ‘88”
1-3” RWB cello, BW Jugate Dole & Mrs., “Tic Tac Dole ‘88”
1-3” Color cello, photo, “Dole President in ‘88”
3- Small cellos

BILL ARMSTRONG – 1988 (Republican VP Hopeful)

1-3½” Blue cello, BW photo, “Colorado’s Bill Armstrong Vice President 1988”

JACK KEMP/Jeane Kirkpatrick – 1988 (Republican Hopefuls)

1-3” RWB cello, BW photo, “Score for Kemp President ‘88”
1-2½” White cello, BW jugate, “The Reagan Tradition Kemp & Kirkpatrick”
1-2¼” White cello, blue writing, red flag, “Jack Kemp for President”
1-1 ¾” White cello, BW photo
PAT ROBERTSON – 1988 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 3” White cello, BW photo, “I believe in Pat”
2- smaller cellos
1- balloon

ALEXANDER HAIG – 1988 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 3” RWB cello, BW photo

OLIVER NORTH – 1988 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 3” RWB cello, BW photo, “Headed the right direction NORTH for President”

GARY HART – 1988 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 2 ¼” Blue cello, BW photo, “Gary Hart President 1988”
2- smaller cellos

JESSE L. JACKSON – 1988 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 2 ¼” Brown cello, BW photo, “We the People want in ‘88”
1- 2 ¼” Red & blue cello, “Jews for Jesse”
1- 2” Brown cello, BW photo, “The People’s Choice in ‘88”
1- 2” White cello, multicolored heart, “Victory ‘88 Jesse Jackson”
1- Black delegate badge, BW photo
2- smaller cellos

ALBERT (AL) GORE – 1988 (Democratic Hopeful)

2 ¼” White cello, BW photo, “Gore President in ‘88”

RICHARD GEPHARDT – 1988 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 2 ¼” White cello, BW photo, “Gephardt for a strong economy in ‘88”
2- smaller cellos

BRUCE BABBITT – 1988 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 1½” White cello

PAUL SIMON – 1988 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 1 ¾” RWB cello
WILLIAM J. (BILL) CLINTON/ALBERT (AL) GORE – 1992 (Democratic)  [X]

1- Pair sunglasses, “Clinton for President”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Arkansas’ Favorite Son Bill Clinton for President”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “I Still Believe in a Place Called Hope Bill Clinton for President”
1- 3½” Full color cello, color C/G jugate, “inauguration...January 20, 1993”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Clinton Gore”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Bill Clinton for President National Delegate 1992”
1- 3” RWB cello, color C/G jugate, “Clinton Gore Victory in ’92”
1- 3” Blue & white cello, “Clinton for President Road to the White House”
1- 3” x 2” RWB vertical oval cello, black trigate, “Soar into the ‘90’s with Glenn, Clinton & Gore”
1- 3” x 2” RWB cello, “Bill Clinton for President”
1- 2½” RWB cello, “The Voice for Choice Bill Clinton for President ’92,” attached below is a White Ribbon with blue letters, “Abortion is a Moral Choice”
1- 2½” Blue & white cello, “Gay & Lesbian Voters for Clinton”
1- 2½” Brown cello, full color photo, “1992 Bill Clinton for President”
1- 2½” Red & white cello, “Buckeye Delegation Bill Clinton for President Democratic National Convention New York City July 13-16, 1992”
1- 2½” Orange & red cello, “Minnesotans for Clinton Gore”
1- 2¼” White cello, “South Dakota Bill Clinton for President ‘92”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, color photo, “Hillary Clinton for First Lady”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, color photo, “Hillary Clinton, a Voice for Children”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, blue photo of Quayle with red diagonal line through it, “Just Say Noe”
1- 2¼” Gray cello, black Clinton photo & White House, “A Change for the Best Bill Clinton for President”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Keep the Ball Rolling Clinton for President March 17, 1992”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Missourians for Bill Clinton for President ‘92”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner, CLINTON FOR PRESIDENT Detroit March 14, 1992”
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, “Ohio ’92, AFL CIO Bill Clinton for President”
9- Various smaller cellos
3- Bumper stickers
1- 2 1/4” White cello, BW photo, “Texans for Bill Clinton”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Wyoming for Clinton ’92”
1- 2¼” White cello, BW photo, “Iowa Clinton”
1- 2 1/4” White cello, “Abort Bush in the First term”
1- 3 1/2” x 2 1/2 “ RWB sticker, “Clinton Gore”

H. ROSS PEROT/VICE ADM. JAMES STOCKDALE – 1992 (Reform Party)

1- 9½” Motorized Pen “Squiggle Jiggles,” body of Perot
1- 3½” RWB cello & flag, “Ross Perot President 1992”
1- 3½” Blue, gray & white cello, “Voter Roundup Posse Deputy PEROT”
1- 3¼” Red & white cello, “Ross Perot for President 1992”
1- 3¼” RWB cello, “Now We Have a Choice Ross Perot for President 1992”
1- 3” RWB cello, black Perot photo, “Perot for President”
9- Various smaller cellos
1- Bumper sticker.
GEORGE H. W. BUSH/DAN QUAYLE – 1992 (Republican)

1- Brass bell clapper, "'92 Bushclapper Republican National Convention"
1- Drinking cup & plastic straw, “Houston Welcomes '92 Republican National Convention”
1- 2½” x 2½” RWB bandana & photo of Bush, “Stand by the President 1992”
1- 2½” x 2½” RWB bandana, B/Q jugate, “Vote Bush & Quayle ‘92”
1- 10” Blue flyswatter, “Clinton Swatter”
1- 3½” Red & white heart, “Keep George & Barbara America’s First Family”
1- 3½” RWB cello, color photo, “Re-elect the Desert Storm Commander-in-Chief”
1- 3” RWB cello, elephant symbol, “Bush in ’92 Vote”
1- 3” RWB cello, color Bush photo, “George Bush for President 1992”
1- 3” RWB cello, black trigrate of Bush, Quayle, and Gramm, “Welcome Republican National Convention Houston, Texas, August 17-20, 1992”
1- 3” White cello, sketch of Bush, “Stand by Your Man! Bush ’92 Quayle Republican Convention”
1- 3” RWB cello, black B/Q jugate, “Experience Counts 1992 Bush Quayle”
1- 3” RWB cello, color B/Q jugate, “Bush Quayle 1992 Experience Counts”
1- 3” x 3” RWB elephant cutout, “Bush ’92 Republican National Convention Houston, Texas”
1- 3” RWB cello, eagle & glitter, “Re-elect President Bush”
1- 3” RWB cello, eagle & glitter, “Re-elect President Bush” (wording arranged differently)
1- 3” Black cello, color B/Q jugate, “Bush Quayle Re-elect in 92”
1- 3” White cello, elephant & drum, “Bush ‘92”
1- 2¾” x 1¾” RWB cello, black Bush photo, eagle, “President Bush ‘92”
1- 2¾” x 1¾” RWB cello, “Pro Life, Pro Family, Pro Bush”
1- 1¼” x 2¼” cello, beer can, “This Bush is for You”
1- 1¼” x 2¼” cello, full color photo of Mt. Suribachi, “Now Altogether for Bush Quayle ‘92”
1- 1¼” x 3 ¼” Red, white & gold plastic badge (ribbon & medal), “Official Bush Backer Victory 92”
1- 2½” White cello, color B/Q jugate, “Bush Quayle 92”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, color B/Q jugate, White House, “Re-elect 1992 Bush - Quayle”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Bush Quayle 92”
1- 2¼” Tan cello, eagle head, “Bush Quayle ‘92”
1- 2¼” Orange cello, color jugate of George & Barbara, “Re-elect America’s First Family”
5- Various smaller cellos
4- Bumper stickers
1- 2¼” White cello, blue & red writing, “Bush Quayle 92” donated by Edmund & Louise Collier
1- 2” square red cello, BW jugate in elephants ears
1- 1¾” x 2 ¼” color cello, Marines planting flag photo
1- 8 ½” x 11” 25 page color booklet about the White House

PATRICK (PAT) BUCHANAN – 1992 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 2½” Gold cello, “In the Goldwater Tradition”
1- 2¼” RWB & gold, “America First”
1- 1¾” White cello, “Bush & Quayle Will Fail, Buchanan ‘92”
1- 14” x 3” RWB Bumper Sticker
PAUL TSONGAS – 1992 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, “Tsongas in ’92"

TOM HARKIN – 1992 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, Iowa outline, “Tom Harkin for President 1992"

JERRY BROWN – 1992 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 1¾” White & purple cello, “New Hampshire Voters for Brown ‘92"

WILLIAM J. (BILL) CLINTON/ALBERT (AL) GORE – 1996 (Democratic) [X]
1- Canvas shopping bag, “African Americans Clinton Gore 96"
1- Six-pack of cans, “Clinton Cola One Taste to Come Back 4 More"
1- “Slick Willy” magnetic cut-out kit (in original box)
1- Cylinder of golf balls and tees, “The Billy Ball Whack Willie"
1- RWB wrist watch, “Clinton Gore"
1- 7½” black pencil, “Clinton Gore ’96"
1- 4” Purple, white & green cello, “Women for Clinton Gore ’96 Protect Our Gains” with green and gold ribbon attached, “1996 Democratic National Convention Chicago United Center”
1- 3½” Black, red & white cello, color C/G jugate, “Good for Ohio Clinton Gore ’96"
1- 3½” Gray cello, RWB train engine, colored C/G jugate, “Second Inauguration - January 20, 1997”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black C/G jugate, “Iowa Delegation Chicago”
1- 3½” Blue & white cello “I Attended Whistle Stop Tour, Huntington, WV, President Bill Clinton”
1- 3½” Gold cello, color Clinton photo, “Re-elect Clinton ’96"
1- 3” Full color cello, Clinton on horseback, “Montana Voter Roundup Clinton Gore ‘96”
1- 3” White cello, “Nevada Delegation Clinton Gore Return to the White House”
1- 3” 2-tone blue cello, “Clinton Gore Tennessee”
1- 3” White cello, color trigate, “Hoosier Thoroughbreds Victory O’Bannon CLINTON Cox”
1- 3” White cello, black trigate, “It Takes a Villager 1996 Clinton Gore Dudley”
1- 3” Blue & yellow cello, “A Bridge to the Future Clinton Gore ’96”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Suffolk Democrats for Clinton Gore ’96”
1- 3” Full color cello, Michigan outline, “Victory Night Nov 5 1996 Clinton & Gore”
1- 3” Full color cello, C/G jugate, “A Bridge to the 21st Century 53rd Presidential Inaugural January 20, 1997”
1- 3” White cello, color C/G jugate, “Sheet Metal Workers Support Clinton Gore 1996”
1- 3” x 2” White cello, colored C/G jugate, “Laborer’s Local 165 Supports Clinton Gore ’96”
1- 3” x 2” Full color cello, C/G jugate, “Laborer’s Local 165 Needs Clinton ’96 Gore”
1- 2” x 3” Full color cello, “The Dawn of the New Millennium”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Clinton Gore ’96,” covered wagon
1- 2¼” White cello, “Italian Americans for Clinton Gore ’96”
1- 2¼” Orange & white cello, “Minnesota for Clinton Gore ’96”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, color Clinton photo, “Teachers for Clinton Gore 1996”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Women’s Caucus Clinton Gore ‘96”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Clinton Gore ‘96”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Santa Barbara County Clinton Gore ‘96”
5- Various smaller cellos
1- 3” bottle stopper wood carving of Clinton by Spit ‘N Whittle
1- 3” White cello, color photo White House, “Nevada Delegation Clinton – Gore”
1- 2 ¼” White cello, color jugate, “Jewish Democrat and Proud!”
1- 2 ¼” White cello, “It Takes a Village Hillary Clinton Connie McBurney”

ROBERT (BOB) DOLE/JACK KEMP – 1996 (Republican)

1- 21” x 13” RWB poster, “Dole for President”
1- 21½” x 13” RWB poster, “96 Dole Kemp”
1- 21” x 13” RWB poster, “Veterans for Dole”
1- Tube of golf ball & tees, “Bobby Ball Blast Bobby”
1- 7½” Black pencil, “Dole for President”
1- 5½” Yellow sunflower with 3” brown cello, color Dole photo, “Bob Dole for President”
1- 4” RWB cello, elephant, Pennsylvania, “Bob Dole ’96 Republican National Convention”
1- 4” Yellow & brown cello, “Florida Delegation Sailing to Victory DOLE for President 1996 Republican National Convention August 12-15 1996 San Diego, CA”
1- 3½” White cello, “Virginia Delegates and Alternates For President DOLE 1996 Republican National Convention”
1- 3½” Full color cello, jugate of Bob & Elizabeth, “For the Good of Our Country”
1- 3½” Full color cello, D/K jugate, “Dole ’96 Kemp”
1- 3” RWB cello, color Dole photo, “America’s Future Dole ’96”
1- 3” Tan & blue cello, “U.S.A. for Dole ’96 President”
1- 3” Red & white cello, color photo, “Russell’s Favorite Son Bob Dole ’96 for President”
1- 3” Blue & yellow cello, color Dole photo, “19 DOLE 96”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Dole for President ’96 Volunteer”
1- 3” White cello, “North Dakota 1st for Dole San Diego GOP National Convention”
1- 3” RWB cello, “American Muslims for Peace & Democracy Republican National Convention”
1- 3” Red cello, color D/K jugate, “Dole Kemp ’96”
1- 3” White cello, Clinton caricature with long nose, “No Clinocchio, Longer by the Minute”
1- 3” White & black cello, photo of Hillary Clinton, “The Wicked Witch of the West Wing”
1- 3” White cello, elephant, “Dole ’96” in balloon
1- 3” White cello, black Dole photo, “The Kansas Cyclone is White House Bound”
1- 3” Black cello, color D/K jugate & flags, “’96 Dole Kemp”
1- 3” White cello, “Women for Dole Council of Republican Women”
1- 3” White cello, color photo of Elizabeth Dole, “Move Over Hillary, Here Comes Liddy”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Dole Kemp 1996”
1- 3” Blue & white cello, black D/K jugate, “Dole and Kemp America’s Team”
1- 3” White cello, colored caricature of Dole, “San Diego Welcomes Our Next President”
1- 3” x 2” Full color cello, “The Road To the White House Begins in San Diego”
1- 2” x 3” Full color cello, Reagan photo, “Let’s Win this One for the Gipper Dole for President”
1- 3” x 2” RWB cello, full color Dole photo, “America Needs a New Leader Bob Dole ‘96”
1- 2¼” White cello, color Dole photo & flag, “Leadership That Delivers Dole ’96”
1- 2¼” Red, white & green cello, color jugate, “Make Bob & Elizabeth Dole America’s First Family”
1- 2¾” x 1¾” Orange & white horizontal oval cello, “Tennesseans for Dole ’96”
1- 2¼” Silver cello, GOP elephant, “Colorado Election Night, November 5, 1996”
1- 2¼” Silver cello, GOP elephant, “Republican National Convention Colorado Dole Kemp”
1- 2¼” Silver cello, “Coloradans for Dole Kemp”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Help Kentucky Beat the Doledrums Dole for President Republican National Convention”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Ohio Delegation Dole for President Republican National Convention”
1- 2¼” Silver cello, colored U. S. Map, “Bob Dole for President”
1- 2¼” White cello, color Dole photo, “The GOP picks DOLE in ’96”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, color Dole photo, “America’s Future Dole ’96”
1- 2¼” Black & orange cello, “Georgia and DOLE on My Mind”
7- Various smaller pins and cellos
1- RWB bumper sticker
2- Color photos of Dole and Kemp addressed to Aldo G. Notarianni
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, “Republican national Convention 1996 South Carolina”

H. ROSS PEROT/PAT CHOATE – 1996 (Reform Party)
1- 3½” White cello, colored photo of American heroes, “Vote Your Conscience! Perot 96”
1- 3” RWB color P/C jugate, “Reform America Perot Choate ’96”
1- 3” White cello, color Perot photo, “Americans for Ross Perot in ’96”
1- 2½” White cello, black P/C jugate, “Reform Party 1996 Perot Choate America for the People!”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, “PEROT”

JAMES HARRIS/Laura Garza – 1996 (Socialist Workers Party)
1- 2” Gold & black cello, “Socialist Workers 1996 James Harris Laura Garza”

RALPH NADER – 1996 (Green Party)
1- 2” White cello, color photo, “Green Party ’96 Nader for President”

MONICA MOOREHEAD/Gloria LaRiva – 1996 (Workers World Party)
1- 2¼” White cello, “Vote Workers World Party Jobs Equality Socialism” Monica Moorehead
Gloria LaRiva 96

HOWARD PHILLIPS/Herbert W. Titus – 1996 (U.S. Taxpayers Party)
1- 2¼” White cello, black jugate, “U.S. Taxpayers Party Howard Phillips Herbert W. Titus”

RICHARD LUGAR – 1996 (Republican Hopeful)
1- 10” x 3” Blue, white & yellow bumper sticker, “Lugar for President” (Sen. Richard Lugar of Indiana)
1- 3” Blue & gold, “Lugar for President”
PHIL GRAMM – 1996 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 3’ RWB Paper sticker, “Phil Gramm for President” (Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas)
1- 2” RWB cello, “’96 Gramm President”
1- 2” Black & red cello, “Texans for Gramm President ’96”
1- 2” RWB cello, “Official Gramm Wagon Puller”
1- 11” x 3½” Blue, gray & white bumper sticker, “GRAMM PRESIDENT”

PATRICK (PAT) BUCHANAN – 1996 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 2¼” RWB cello, black Buchanan photo, “GO! PAT GO!”
1- 2” Full color cello, flag & Decl. of Independence, photo, “Buchanan for President ’96”
1- 2” White cello, “Buchanan for President”

ALAN KEYES -1996 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 1” White cello, “Alan Keyes for President”

LAMAR ALEXANDER – 1996 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 22” x 14” Red & white poster, “Lamar!”
1- 22” x 14” RWB poster, “Come on Along! Alexander President”
1- 9” x 3” Red & white bumper sticker “Lamar!”
1- 9” x 3” RWB bumper sticker, “Come on Along! Alexander President”

GEORGE W. BUSH/RICHARD B. (DICK) CHENEY – 2000 (Republican) [X]

1- Full, unopened box of bubble gum cigars, “Bush He’s the Man”
1- RWB Bell, “George W. Bush for President”
1- White tee shirt, RWB “George W. Bush Colorado”
1- 12” x 6” RWB license plate, “Bush Cheney 2000”
1- 4” Red rimmed cello, black Bush photo, “Texas Delegation Republican National Convention”
1- 3½” Gold & purple cello, full color Bush photo, “George W. Bush for President of the United States”
1- 3½” Light blue cello, gray elephant head containing color B/C jugate, “Inauguration Day January 20, 2001, President George W. Bush Vice President Dick Cheney”
1-3” RWB cello, color Bush photo, “Bush 2000,” repeated in background
1-3” RWB cello, color Bush photo, in star, “For President Bush 2000”
1-3” White cello, color Bush photo, “Effective Leadership Bush in 2000”
1-3” White cello, color Chihuahua dog, “Yo Quiero Bush 2000”
1-3” RWB cello, color Bush photo, “George W. Bush for President 2000”
1-3” RWB cello, black Bush photo, “Republican Delegation Massachusetts, Republican National Convention…”
1-3” White cello, “Buckeyes for Bush”
1-3” Blue cello, black Bush photo, “Lawyers for Bush President 2000”
1-3” Red & white cello, “Republican National Convention South Carolina Republican Party George W. Bush – The Road to the White House Started Here”
1-3” Blue & white cello “Bush Hagel”
1-3” Blue cello, color B/C jugate, “From the Cradle of Liberty Bush Cheney 2000”
1-3” Black cello, photo of Gore in disguise, “How the Gorinche Almost Stole Florida”
1-3” X 2” colored cello, “Betsy Ross’ Philadelphia Bush Republican National Convention”
1-3” X 2” White cello, “Ohio Delegation Republican National Convention 2000”
1-2¼” RWB cello, “New Hampshire for Bush 2000”
1-2¼” RWB cello, Texas state outline, “Bush 2000”
1-2¼” Blue cello, “Sore Loserman 2000”
1-2¼” White cello, “Sore Loserman 2000”
1-2¼” Blue cello, full color White House & eagle, “Inauguration of President Bush and Vice President Cheney – January 20, 2001”
1-2¾” x 1¾” Blue horizontal oval cello, color B/C jugate, “54th Inauguration Bush - Cheney”
3- Various small pins
1- 2 ¼” color cello, flag border, photo of Bush
1- 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” White cello, color photo, “Viva! G. W. bush 2000”
1- 1 ¾” x 2 ¾ “ Blue cello, flag, “G. W. Bush for President”
1-4” X 6” color B/C jugate photo, “Thanks for Your Support George W. Bush”
1-8½” x 11” Thank you letter from Bush
2- 2 ½” x 4 ½” Blue Stickers, “George W. Bush for President”
1- 3 ¼” x 7” Sticker, “George W. Bush for President”

JOHN McCAIN – 2000 (Republican Hopeful)

1-3” Red & white cello, full color photo, “John McCain 2000” (Arizona Senator)
1-3” Black & green cello, full color photo, “Vietnam Veterans for McCain 2000”
1-2¼” RWB cello, color photo, “An American Hero McCain 2000”

ALAN KEYES - 2000 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 3” RWB cello, color photo “It’s Principle that Counts Alan Keyes 2000” (Former UN Ambassador)

ELIZABETH DOLE – 2000 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 2¾” x 1¾” Blue & white cello, “Elizabeth Dole 2000” (Former Secy Transp & Secy Labor)
GARY L. BAUER – 2000 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 2¼” White cello, color photo, “Bauer for President” (Gary L. Bauer – conservative activist)

LAMAR ALEXANDER – 2000 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 5½” x 4½” Lamar Alexander’s Little Plaid Book (Former Tennessee Governor)

STEVE FORBES – 2000 (Republican Hopeful)

1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, color photo, “Hope, Growth & Opportunity Forbes 2000”
1- 1¾” Blue & white cello, “Steve Forbes 2000” (Publisher of Forbes Magazine)
1- Orange Tee shirt, “Steve Forbes 2000”
1- Blue & white baseball cap, “Steve Forbes 2000”

ALBERT (AL) GORE / JOSEPH (JOE) LIEBERMAN – 2000 – (Democratic)

1- Full, unopened box of bubble gum cigars, “You Win with Gore”
1- 12” x 6” RWB license plate, “Gore Lieberman 2000”
1- 9” RWB cello, black Gore photo, signed “Al Gore”
1- 4” White cello, “Democratic National Convention Gore 2000 Wisconsin Delegation, with purple and gold ribbon attached
1- 3” RWB cello, black Gore photo, signed “Al Gore” with blue & gold ribbon attached, “Gore 2000”
1- 3” RWB cello, black Gore photo, “Gore 2000 Kickoff, Carthage, TN, June 16, 1999”
1- 3” Green & white cello, color racoon photo, “Treehuggers for Gore 2000”
1- 3” Gray & orange cello, black Gore photo in Ohio outline, “Lucas County Democrats for Gore 2000”
1- 3” Purple cello, color photo, “Toledo Welcomes Tipper Gore 10-28-99”
1- 3” White cello, color photo of Chihuahua dog, “Yo Quiero Gore 2000”
1- 3” Purple cello, color G/L jugate, in Hebrew, “Gore Lieberman 2000/5761”
1- 3” color cello, Gore photo, “Colorado Delegate Democratic National Convention”
1- 3” Red cello, color G/L jugate, “Chutzpah! Gore Lieberman 2000”
1- 2” x 3” color cello, Gore photo, “President for the New Millenium”
1- 2” x 3” Color cello, mountain/stream, “Gore 2000”
1- 2½” White cello, “Marylanders for Gore Democratic National Convention, Los Angeles, California”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Democrats for Israel Los Angeles Gore Lieberman”
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, in Hebrew, “Gore Lieberman”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, eagle head, “Gore 2000”
1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, “Gore Kennedy 2000”
1- 3” x 2” Blue & gold cello, “Indiana Brigade 2000 Gore O Corps”

BILL BRADLEY – 2000 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 3” Full color cello, “A Choice! Bill Bradley for President” (Former New Jersey Senator)
1- 3” Purple cello, color photo, “In the Knick of Time for the New Millenium Bradley 2000”
1- 3” Orange & black cello, basketball, “Pass the ball to Bill Bradley He’s made the long shots before”
1- 3” Gray & orange cello, black photo, “Lucas County Democrats for Bradley 2000”
1- 3” White cello, color photo of Chihuahua dog, “Yo Quiero Bradley 2000”
1- 2” White cello, steamboat, “Bill Bradley, Sept. 8, 1999, Crystal City, MO”
1- 2½” x ½” White square cello, “Bradley 2000”

PATRICK (PAT) BUCHANAN/Ezola Foster – 2000 (Reform Party)

1- 3” RWB cello, color photo, “Northwest Ohio Welcomes Patrick Buchanan (Patrick Buchanan/Ezola Foster)
1- 3” RWB cello, color jugate, “Buchanan Reform 2000 Pat and Shelley”

HARRY BROWNE/Art Olivier – 2000 (Libertarian Party)

1- 3” White cello, color photo, “Harry Browne for President Libertarian 2000”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Harry Browne Libertarian for President 2000”

RALPH NADER/Winona LaDuke – 2000 (Green Party)

1- 3” Full color cello, photo, “Nader 2000”
1- 2” Green, yellow & white cello, “UAW NADER 2000”

DAVID MCLEYNOLDS/Mary Cal Hollis) – 2000 (Socialist Party)


HILLARY CLINTON – 2000 (Democratic Senate Candidate from New York)

1- 2¼” Pink & blue cello, “Gays and Lesbians for Hillary for U S Senate (Hillary Clinton - NY Senate)
1-2½” Full color cello, photo and Capitol, “Hillary for Senate”
1- 2½” x ½” horizontal RWB cello, “Hillary Senate 2000”

ADMIRAL GEORGE DEWEY – 1900 (Republican Hopeful)

2- photo pins and brass coin (Hero of Manila)

WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST – 1900, 1908, 1920 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- Sepia photo pin (Newspaper publisher)
JOHN A. JOHNSON – 1908 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- Black & white photo pin (Governor of Minnesota)

EUGENE V. DEBS/BEN HANFORD – 1908 (Socialist Party)
1- Small Bust
1- 1 ¼" Orange & red cello, black jugate on 4 ½" leather fob

ALBERT B. CUMMINS – 1912 (Republican Hopeful) (Iowa Senator)
2- photo pins

JAMES BEAUCHAMP (CHAMP) CLARK – 1912 (Democratic Hopeful) Speaker U S House of Represen.
4- Pins
1- 8" x 3½" x 2" cigar box
1- 4" x 5" Dog statue, “They Gotta Quit Kickin’ My Dog Around”
1- 5" x 4" 1½" Silver cigar box with color image, “Champ Clark Nationals”

ELIHU ROOT – 1916 (Republican Hopeful) (Former Secy of State & NY Senator)
1- 1" Black & white litho, photo

FRANK O. LOWDEN – 1928 (Republican Hopeful) (Former Governor of Illinois)
1- 2½” x 5” Blue ribbon, “Lowden for President”
1- ¾” Black & white photo pin

LEONARD WOOD – 1920 (Republican Hopeful) (Maj. Gen. US Army)
2- RWB lithos

ROBERT M. LA FOLLETTE/BURTON WHEELER – 1924 (Progressive Party) (Wisconsin Senator)
1- ¾” RWB Cello, Liberty Bell, “La Follette Wheeler” (Hake 6)
1- 7/8” BW cello, photo, “La Follette For President”
1- 1” Brass medalet, jugate (Hake 16)
1- 10¼" x 2½" Orange & black license plate, “La Follette for President” [LC]

ALBERT C. RITCHIE – 1924, 1932 (Democratic Hopeful) (Maryland Governor)
2- 7/8' BW photo cellos
NORMAN THOMAS/JAMES H. MAURER – 1928 (Socialist Party)
1- ¾” Red & white litho, “Thomas and Maurer” (Hake 17)

CHARLES CURTIS – 1932 (Republican Hopeful)
1- 1¼” Black & white cello, photo

ROBERT A. TAFT – 1936, 1940, 1948, 1952 (Republican Hopeful) (Ohio Senator)
1- 3½” White cello, “Taft”
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Taft”
1- 1¼” White cello, sepia photo, “Robert A. Taft”
2- Small RWB lithos, “Win With Taft”

FRANK KNOX – 1936 (Republican Hopeful – became Landon’s VP running mate)
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Knox”

JOHN NANCE GARNER – 1940 (Democratic Hopeful and also Vice President to FDR 1932-1940)
2- Black & white photo cellos

EARL BROWDER/JAMES M. FORD – 1940 (Communist Party)
1- 1” x ½” White and red oval cello, B/W jugate (Hake 11)
1- ¾” red cello, Hammer & sickle, “Vote Communist” (Hake 11)

JOHN W. BRICKER – 1944 (Republican Hopeful – became Dewey’s VP running mate) (Ohio Governor)
1- 1” RWB litho, “Bricker for President”

HAROLD E. STASSEN – 1944 (Republican Hopeful) (Minnesota Governor)
1- 2” RWB cello, “Veterans for Stassen”

EARL WARREN – 1948 (Republican Hopeful – became Dewey’s VP running mate) (California Governor)
1- 2¼” Orange & blue cello, “Earl Warren for President”
STROM THURMOND / FIELDING L. WRIGHT – 1948 (States Rights Party) (South Carolina Governor)

1- 1” RWB litho, “States Rights Democrat Thurmond Wright” (Hake 2)

RICHARD B. RUSSELL – 1948 (Democratic Hopeful) (Georgia Senator)

1- 1” RWB litho, “Elect Russell President”

HENRY A. WALLACE / GLEN H. TAYLOR – 1948 (Progressive Party)

1- 1” Blue & white litho, “Wallace Taylor” (Hake 2082)
1- ¾” Blue & white litho, “Wallace 48”
1- ¾” Gold, blue & red litho, “Women for Wallace”
1- 1” Blue & white litho, “Wallace ‘48” (Hake 2080)

GENERAL DOUGLAS MacARThUR – 1944, 1948 (Republican Hopeful) (General of the Army – Pacific Theater)

1- 5” x 7” Porcelain bust of MacArthur in uniform
1- 4” x 5” Full color toby mug, MacArthur in uniform
1- 4” x 4½” Full color toby mug, MacArthur in uniform
1- Wood carved pipe of MacArthur’s head wearing military cap
1- 1” x 2” Brown & white plastic pin, bust of MacArthur in uniform with tag, “Win With MacArthur”
1- 1” x 2” Pink & white plastic pin, bust of MacArthur in uniform
1- 2” Sepia cello, photo, “General Douglas MacArthur”
1- 1½” RWB cello, photo in V-shaped flag, “General MacArthur”
1- 1½” RWB cello, photo, “The Man of the Hour General Douglas MacArthur”
1- 1½” RWB cello, photo, “The Man of the Hour General Douglas MacArthur” (with four red ribbons and stars)
1- 1¼” White cello, blue photo, “Save America with MacArthur”
1- 1½” White cello, blue photo, “MacArthur” in red band (with RWB ribbons)
1- 1½” RWB cello, photo, “Gen. Douglas MacArthur” (with RWB ribbons)
1- 1¼” RWB cello, black photo, “America’s Hero Gen. MacArthur”
1- 1¼” Red & white cello, brown photo, “Gen. MacArthur”
1- 1” White litho, blue photo, “MacArthur”
1- 1” White litho, RWB shield, “MacArthur for America 1948”
1- 1” White litho, RWB shield, “MacArthur for America”
1- 1” RWB cello, black photo, “America’s Hero Gen. MacArthur”
1- ¾” White cello, blue photo, “MacArthur for America”
1- 10¼” Blue & white dinner plate, MacArthur likeness with scenes from life

ESTES KEFAUVER – 1952 (Democratic Hopeful) (Tennessee Senator)

1- 1” RWB litho, “Elect Kefauver President”
1- Brown & gold lapel pin in shape of Coonskin cap, “Kefauver for President”
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W. AVERILL HARRIMAN – 1952 (Democratic Hopeful)  (New York Governor)
1- 1” RWB cello, “Harriman”

JOHN FOSTER DULLES – 1956 (Republican Hopeful)  (Former N Y Senator & Former Secretary of State)
1- 1” White litho, “Dulles”

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY – 1960 (Democratic Hopeful)  (Minnesota Senator)
1- 1” White cello, “It’s Humphrey in ‘60”

EUGENE McCARTHY – 1964 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- White Beer mug, “Buckin for McCarthy in ’64”

WILLIAM SCRANTON – 1964 (Republican Hopeful)  (Pennsylvania Governor)
1- 3½” RWB cello, “Nixon Scranton in ‘64”
1- 2½” White cello, “Scranton  Bill Will Win in ‘64”
1- 2” Blue & white cello, “Scranton for President”
1- 1½” White cello, “Scranton for President”

JAMES K. HENSLEY (aka REV. KIRBY J. HENSLEY)/ MACKENNA – 1964, 1968  (Universal Party)
1- 1” Yellow & blue cello, “Hensley for ’64  Vote the Universal Party”  (Hake 2193)
1- 1½” Yellow & blue cello, “Hensley MacKenna in ’68”

1- 13½” x 20” Blue & white poster, black photo, “Rockefeller for President”
1- 1¼” Pink cello, black sketch, “Rockefeller”
1- 1¼” White cello, black photo, Red & blue stripes, “Rockefeller for President”
1- 1¼” White cello, blue photo, blue stripes, “Rockefeller for President”
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, “Rockefeller Reagan ‘68”
1- 1½” Green & white cello, “Rockefeller”
1- 1” Blue & white cello, “Rocky”
1- 1½” White cello, black photo of Rockefeller
1- 1¼” Blue & white cello, “Rocky!”
1- 1” Blue & white lapel pin, “Rocky Can Win”
1- 1” x ½” RWB lapel pin, “Win with Rockefeller for President”
1- 1 ¾” cello, “Win with Rockefeller for President”
EUGENE McCARTHY – 1968 (Democratic Hopeful)

1- 1 3/4” RWB cello, BW photo, “For President Eugene McCarthy”
3- 1½” White and blue cellos
1- 1 1/2” RWB cello, “McCarthy”
1- 1 1/4” BW cello, “McCarthy”
1- ¼” Blue cello, Eugene
1- 1 ¼” white cello, “McCarthy

ROBERT F. KENNEDY – 1968 (Democratic Hopeful) (New York Senator)

1- 1¾” RWB cello, black photo, “Let’s Lower the Voting Age to 10”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, black photo, “For President Kennedy”
1- 1½” White cello, “R F K For President”
1- 1¼” Blue & white cello, “Kennedy”
1- 1¼” White cello, “Kennedy”
1- 1½” White cello, red & black letters, “Kennedy”
1- 3” Blue flasher, color photo, “Lower the voting age to 10”
1- Large RWB scarf with “RFK” all over
2 newspapers of Robt. Kennedy slaying, June 7 & 8, 1968, Rocky Mtn. News]
5 newspapers, Denver Post, June 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 1968
1 Life Magazine, June 14, 1968

GEORGE ROMNEY – 1968 (Republican Hopeful) (Michigan Governor)

1- 1” Blue & white cello, “Romney ‘68”

HOMER AUBREY TOMLINSON/ Bishop McKENZIE – 1968 (Theocratic Party)

1- 1½” Red & white cello, BW jugate, “Theocratic Party Bishop Tomlinson Bishop McKenzie Deliverance for America”

JOHN SCHMITZ/TOM ANDERSON – 1972 (American Independent Party)

1- 3” RWB cello, black jugate, “American Independent Party Schmitz Anderson”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black jugate, “Save America Vote Schmitz Anderson”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “John Schmitz President ’72”
1- Bumper sticker, “Schmitz President”

HENRY M. JACKSON – 1972 (Democratic Hopeful) (Washington Senator)

1- 1¾” RWB cello, black photo, “Jackson” (over flags)
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, “Jackson for President ’72”
GEORGE C. WALLACE – 1972 (Independent Hopeful)

1- 1” RWB cello, “Wallace ‘72”
1- 1½” White cello, “Send them a Message Wallace”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Win With Wallace”

GUS HALL/JARVIS TYNER – 1972 (Communist Party)

1- 3” Yellow cello, black photos, “Gus Hall, Jarvis Tyner Vote Communist”
1- 1½” Black, red & white cello, “Hall Tyner Peace Jobs Freedom Vote Communist”
1- 1” Red & white cello, “CPUSA Hall Tyner 1972”

EDWARD M. (TED) KENNEDY – 1972 (Democratic Hopeful) (Massachusetts Senator)

1- 2¼” Blue & white cello, photo, “New England Presents Edward M. Kennedy Vice President”
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, “Kennedy ’72 and his skin divers”
1- 1½” Red & white cello, photo, “Kennedy for American Youth 1972”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Ted Kennedy in ’72”
1- 1” RWB cello, blue photo, “America Needs Draft Ted in 1972”

EDMUND MUSKIE – 1972 (Democratic Hopeful) (Maine Senator)

1- 1¼” White & blue cello, “Viva Muskie ‘72”

JOHN V. LINDSAY – 1972 (Republican Hopeful) (Mayor of New York City)

1- 1¼” White & blue cello, “Lindsay ‘72”
1- 1¼” White & blue cello, “Lindsay for President”
1- 1¼” White cello, Red & blue letters, “Lindsay ‘72”

BENJAMIN SPOCK/JULIUS HOBSON – 1972 (People’s Party)

1- 1¾” RWB cello, “People’s Party Jobs Justice Peace Liberation” (Hake 2057)

GABRIEL GREEN/DANIEL FRY –1972 (Universal Party)

1- 1½” White cello, green letters, “Green Fry in ‘72” (Hake 2195)

LINDA JENNESS/ANDREW PULLEY – 1972 (Socialist Workers Party)

1- 1½” White cello, black jugate, “Jenness Pulley”
1- 1½” Yellow cello, “Vote Socialist Workers in ’72”
1- 1½” Black & red cello, “Raza Si, Guerro No Vote Socialist Workers”

1- 3” RWB cello, sketch jugate, “A Winning Team Reagan Schweiker 1976”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Reagan”
1- 3” RWB cello, black photo, “Ronald Reagan Our Next President”
1- 3” RWB cello, sketch jugate, “A Compatible Team 1976”
1- 3” Black, gold & red cello, “Republican National Convention 1976 RR,” Texas Outline
1- 2¼” x 2¼” Red & white heart shaped cello, “Republican Women for Reagan ‘76”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, “Elect Reagan Schweiker in ’76”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, photo, “Reagan ’76”
1- 1¼” RWB cello, eagle, “Reagan”
1- 1¼” RWB cello, black jugate, “America Needs Leadership Reagan Schweiker in ’76”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, “Elect Reagan Schweiker in ’76”
1- 1½” Red & white cello, “Reagan for President”
1- 1½” Red & white cello, “Vote for Reagan Delegates”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Reagan”
1- 1¼” White cello, sketch, “Reagan, The Spirit of ‘76”
1- 1” Blue & white litho, “Reagan ’76”
1- 3 ¾” x 5” Black & white photo of Ron & Nancy (reverse “With best wishes from both of us.
Sincerely, Ronald Reagan, Nancy Reagan”
5- Various bumper stickers

GEORGE C. WALLACE – 1976 (Independent Hopeful)

1- 3” RWB cello, black sketch & yellow school bus, “Wallace ‘76”
1- 2¼” Black & white cello, photo, “Wallace in ’76”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, flag & sketch, “Wallace ’76”
1- 1½” RWB cello, black photo, “Wallace for President”
1- 1½” RWB cello, black photo “Students for Wallace”
1- 1½” Orange, green & white cello, “Wallace” (Hake 2007)

LLOYD BENTSEN – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Texas Senator)

1- 1½” RWB cello, “Bentsen in ’76”
1- 1½” Blue &white cello, “Bentsen”
1- 1¼” White cello, black photo, “Lloyd Bentsen for President”

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Former Vice President)

1- 2¼” White cello, sketch, “Rx for ’76 H H H”
1- 1¾” Green & white cello, “Hubert Who?”
1- 1¾” Blue & yellow cello, “Humphrey ’76”

EUGENE McCARTHY – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Wisconsin Senator)

1- 1¼” Blue & white cello, “McCarthy ’76 Colorado”
1- 1¼” Blue & white cello, “McCarthy ‘76"
1- 11½” x 3” Blue & white bumper sticker, “McCarthy ’76 Colorado” [BS&D]

JERRY BROWN – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Former California Governor)
1- 1¾” Brown & white cello, “Brown for President”

FRED R. HARRIS – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Former Oklahoma Senator)
1- 2¼” White cello, blue photo, “Fred Harris for President 76 New Populism”
1- 1¾” Purple & white cello, “Fred Harris President ’76”

SARGENT SHRIVER – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (1972 Democratic V. P. Candidate with McGovern)
1- 1” RWB cello, black photo, “Shriver for President”

HENRY M. JACKSON – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Washington Senator)
1- 1¼” Red & white cello, “Jackson”
1- 1¼” White cello, black photo, “Henry ‘Scoop’ Jackson ’76”
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, “Jackson”

MORRIS K. UDALL – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (U. S. Representative from Arizona)
1- 1½” White cello, black photo, “We’re all for Udall ’76”
1- 1½” Green & white cello, “MS for MO”
1- 1¼” Blue & white cello, “Udall for President”

FRANK CHURCH – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Idaho Senator)
1-1¾” White & green cello, turtle, “Frank Church for President”
1-1½” White cello, “Frank Church is the Answer”

BIRCH BAYH – 1976 (Democratic Hopeful) (Indiana Senator)
1- 2¼” White cello, blue photo, “Birch Evans Bayh President ‘76”

FRANK P. ZEIDLER/J. QUINN BRISBEN – 1976 (America’s Democratic Socialist Party)
1- 2¼” White cello, “Wisconsin Citizens Zeidler for President America Demo Socialist”
GUS HALL/JARVIS TYNER – 1976 (Communist Party)

1- 3” Brown, yellow & white cello, black jugate, “Beat Big Business  Vote Communist Hall & Tyner”
1- 2¼” Red, white & black cello, “We the People want Jobs + Equality + Détente Hall & Tyner”
1- 1¼” Yellow & black cello, “Communist Party for Socialism”

BENJAMIN C. BUBAR/EARL F. DODGE – 1976 (Prohibition Party)

1- 2¼” White cello, blue camel, “Vote Dry  Bubar and Dodge”  ((Hake 2136)

PETER CAMEJO/WILLIE MAE REID – 1976 (Socialist Workers Party)

1- 2” Orange, black & yellow cello, “Education is our Right  No Cutbacks YSA”
1- 2” Red, white & orange cello, “Jobs for All! Not One Cent for War”
1- 2” Orange, white & purple cello, “Human Needs Before Profits! Vote Socialist Workers”
1- 1¼” Black & orange cello, “Vote Socialist Workers Camejo for President”  (Hake 2179)
1- 1¼” Black & orange cello, “Vote Socialist Workers Reid for Vice President”  (Hake 2180)
1- 1¼” Black, green & white cello, “E.R.A. in ’76. Vote Socialist Workers”
1- 1¼” Orange & black cello, “Vote Socialist Workers Party”

ROGER MacBRIDE/DAVID BERGLAND – 1976 (Libertarian Party)

1- 15” x 4” Blue & green bumper sticker, “Vote Libertarian  MacBride ’76 President”

JOHN B. ANDERSON/PATRICK J. LUCEY – 1980 (National Unity Party)

Anderson was U. S. Representative from Illinois, and Lucey was former governor of Wisconsin

1- 3½” RWB cello, black photo, “Anderson for President”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate, “The Independent Team for National Unity Anderson-Lucey in 1980”
1- 3½” RWB cello, black jugate, “Anderson Lucey 1980 National Unity”
1- 3½” Red & white cello, photo, “Anderson An Independent Leader for America”
1- 3” Red & white cello, black jugate, “Anderson Lucey 1980 National Unity Campaign”
1- 3” Red & white cello, black photo, “Gone for John Anderson ’80”
1- 3” Red & white cello, black photo, “The Anderson Difference For President in ‘80”
1- 2¼” RWB cello, black jugate, “Elect the Unity Team in 1980 Anderson Lucey”
1- 2¼” White cello, “Anderson of Illinois for President”
1- 1¾” Red & white cello, black photo, “Anderson for President 1980”
1- 1¾” RWB cello, blacck jugate, “The Independent Team for National Unity Anderson Lucey in 1980”
1- 1¾” Red & white cello, “Anderson Lucey”
1- 1¾” Red, white & black cello, Anderson for President”
1- 1¾” Red & white cello, “Anderson for President”
GEORGE H. W. BUSH – 1980 (Republican Hopeful) Former Ambassador to U.N., Director of C.I.A.

1- 3” RWB cello, black photo, “Pennsylvania Caravan for 1980 George Bush”
1- 3” White & orange cello, black photo, “Florida Caravan for Bush ‘80”
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, black photo, “Vote George Bush President in 1980”
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, black photo, “Michigan for Bush ‘80”
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, black photo, “Illinois for Bush ‘80”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “George Bush for President”
1- 3¼” RWB paper sticker, “Coloradoans for George Bush for President”

ED CLARK/DAVID KOCH – 1980 (Libertarian Party)

1- 2½” Green & white cello, black jugate, “Vote Libertarian in 1980 Clark Koch”
1- 2¼” Gray & black cello, “L. P. Makes Three”
1- 2¼” Yellow & black cello, “Vote & Repeal Vote Libertarian”
1- 2¼” White & black cello, “LP-10 Here to Stay”
1- 2” Green & black cello, “Clark President”
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, “Vote Libertarian Party”
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, “Vote Libertarian”


1- 2¼” White cello, red camel, “National Prohibition Convention June 18-19 1979, Birmingham, Alabama”

PHIL CRANE – 1980 (Republican Hopeful) U.S. Congressman from Illinois

1- 4” Yellow & blue cello, “Crane for President The Early Bird”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Crane in 1980”
1- 1½” Yellow & black cello, “Phil Crane for President”

ROBERT (BOB) DOLE – 1980 (Republican Hopeful) Kansas Senator

1- 1¾” Red & white cello, black photo, “For President 1980 Robert Dole”

JERRY BROWN – 1980 and Linda Rondstadt (Democratic Hopefuls) Former Calif Gov. & girl friend

1- 1½” RWB cello, “Brown in 1980”
1- 1¼” Orange & white cello, photo, “For President ’80 Jerry Brown”
1- 1¼” Orange & white cello, photo, “For First Lady ’80 Linda Rondstadt”
BARRY COMMONER/LaDONNA HARRIS – 1980 (Citizens Party)
1- 1¼" Blue & white litho, “1980 Citizens Party”

JOHN B. CONNALLY JR. – 1980 (Republican Hopeful) Former Texas Governor & Secretary of Treasury
1- 1½" RWB cello, “Connally in 1980”
1- 1” White litho, “Connally Leadership for America”

HAROLD E. STASSEN – 1980 (Republican Hopeful) Former Gov of Minn, & Pres. of Univ. Pennsylvania
1- 2¼" RWB litho, “Stassen”

EDWARD M. (TED) KENNEDY – 1980 (Democratic Hopeful) Massachusetts Senator
1- 3½” Blue & white cello, black photo, “Kennedy Knows America’s Needs”
1- 3½” RWB cello, cartoon, “Draft Kennedy for President in 1980, Dump Carter in 1980”
1- 3” White cello, red & blue letters, “STOP Teddy on Presidency”
1- 2¼” White & blue cello, “Ted Kennedy for President”
1- 2¼” White & green cello, black photo, shamrock, “You don’t have to be Irish to Vote for TED”
1- 2¼” White & red cello, black capitol, “Teddy 1980 is Ready”
1- 1¾” Red & white cello, black photo, “Kennedy for President in 1980”
1- 1¾” Black & white cello, outline of Wisconsin, “Kennedy ‘80”
1- 1½” RWB cello, “Kennedy in 1980”
1- 1½” Blue & white cello, black photo of Kennedy, “80”
1- 1¼” Blue & white litho, “Kennedy ‘80”
1- 1¼” Blue & white litho, “I am for Kennedy ‘80”
1- 1” Blue & white litho, “Ohio wants Kennedy ‘80”
1- 1” Blue & white litho, black photo, “I’m for Kennedy”
1- Blue & white bumper sticker, “Kennedy ‘80”
1- 1 ¼” RWB cello, “Kennedy”
1- 1 ¾” Purple and red cello, “K.O. Kennedy”

GEORGE W. BUSH/ RICHARD B. (DICK) CHENEY – 2004 (Republican) [X]
1- 24" x 16” RWB plastic yard sign cover, “Bush Cheney ‘04”
1- RWB license plate, “Bush Cheney ‘04”
1- 3” red cello with color photo, “Indiana Republican State Convention,” red ribbon, “Bush 2004”
1- 3” red and white cello, BW likeness of Kerry and Edwards, plunger, “Plunge the johns “The Plungerettes”
1- 3” RWB cello, “Traditional Marriage snd Bush ’04 YES! John Kerry & Gay Marriage Never!”
1- 3” Red and white cello, color photo Bush and scales of justice, “Republican Lawyers for the Re-election of President Bush”
1-3” RWB and black cello, Statue of Liberty, “Republican National Convention NYC 2004 South Carolina Delegation”
1-3” RWB cello, color photo of Bush, “LUVYA DUBYA 2004 For President George W. Bush”
1-3” RWB cello, color photo of Laura Bush, “Re-Elect Laura’s Husband President”
1-3” color cello, jugate B&C “2004 New York August 30 – September 2”
1-3” Black cello, color jugate Bush and Reagan with cowboy hats, “MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN COWBOYS”
1-3” White cello, color picture of Bush, “George W. Bush Bringing Dignity Back to the Presidency!”
1-3” Green, blue and white cello, “I’m for Bush & Coors in ‘04!”
1-2 ¼” Yellow cello, “Vietnam Veterans Against Kerry”
1-3” x 2 ¼” RWB sticker, “Bush Cheney ’04”
1-2 ½” x 5/8” cello, “Bush Cheney ’04”

JOHN KERRY/JOHN EDWARDS – 2004 (Democratic)

1-10 ½” x 17” BW poster, photos of Kerry and the Swift Boat Crew, “Courage Integrity Leadership Senator John Kerry for President”
1-21 ½” x 14” RWB yard sign, “Kerry Edwards a Stronger America”
1-12” x 3” Blue, white and yellow bumper sticker, “Teamsters for Kerry”
1-9” x 3” RWB bumper sticker, disabled symbol, sign language hands, “Kerry President”
1-3 ½” RWB cello, color photo Kerry, “John Kerry Delegate”
1-3 ½” Green cello, “Green Bay John Kerry President 2004”
1-3 ½” Tan cello, color photo Kerry, 10 state flags, “Kerry for President March 2, 2004 Super Tuesday”
1-3 ½” RWB cello, drawing of man with musket, “democratic national convention Boston 2004 Tennessee Delegate”
1-3 ½” Red cello, drawing of Illinois, “Illinois Delegation Democratic national Convention”
1-3 ½” Blue cello, color photo Kerry, “Michigan for John Kerry President”
1-3 ½” White and blue cello, color photo Kerry, “Labor supports John Kerry President 2004”
1-3 ¼” Blue sticker, “It’s Up to thee Women vote Kerry President”
1-3” x 2” cello, “New Hampshire for Kerry President”

HOWARD DEAN – 2004 (Democratic Hopeful)

1-3” Blue cello, color photo of Dean in outline of Michigan, “On the net or at the polls take back our country Caucus for Dean for America”
1-3” Blue cello, color photo of Dean in outline of Iowa, “Iowans for Howard Dean 2004”
1-2 ¼” Blue cello, “Iowa Caucus Veteran for Dean”
1-2 ¼” Black cello, “Georgia for Dean for America”
1-2 ¼” Red cello, color photo Dean & Gore, “I Want Dean Cedar Rapids, Iowa December 9, 2003”
1-3” x 2” Orange cello, “MD for the MD Dean”
1-3” x 2” White cello, red drawing of Illinois, “Illinois for Dean”

DENNIS J. KUCINICH – 2004 (Democratic Hopeful)

1-3” x 2” Green cello, “Iowa Farmers for Dennis J. Kucinich President”
GENERAL WESLEY CLARK – 2004 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 3” x 1 ¾” Blue RWB cello, “New Hampshire for Clark 04 January 27 2004”

JOHN EDWARDS – 2004 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 2 ¼” REB cello, color photo Edwards, “Put Ohio Back to Work Edwards 2004”

RICHARD GEPHARDT – 2004 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 2 ¼” color cello, drawing of iron worker, “Iron Workers Gephardt”
1- 2” square RWB and gold cello, bridge, “Iron Workers Gephardt”

JOSEPH (JOE) LIEBERMAN – 2004 (Democratic Hopeful)
1- 2 ¼” White cello, color photo of Lieberman, “Vote Joe Lieberman President”

RALPH NADER – 2004 (Independent)
1- 2 ¼” RWB cello, color photo Nader, “The Voice for The Independent Vote 2004 Ralph Nadir for President”

DIANE TEMPLIN/AL MOORE – 2004 (American Independent Party)
1- 2 ¼” Blue cello, BW jugate “Templin President & Moore Vice-President

BILL VAN AUKEN/JIM LAWRENCE – 2004 (Socialist Equality Party)
1- 2 ¼” Yellow cello, color jugate, “Socialist Equality party ’04 Van Auken & Lawrence”

EARL F. DODGE/HOWARD LYDICK – 2004 (Prohibition Party)
1- 2 ¼” White cello, color jugate, “Dodge for President Lydick for Vice-President ‘04”

MICHAEL PEROUTKA – 2004 (Constitution Party)
1- 2 ¼” Black, white, red cello, “There is not a dimes worth of difference between Bush and Kerry” – G. W. Brown Vote Peroutka”
BARACK OBAMA/JOE BIDEN – 2008 Democratic Party

1- 22"X14" Convention sign, blue and white, “CHANGE Barackobama.com"
1- 10" Fanny Pack, white, “08 DNCC logo
1- 12"x6" color License Plate, pictures of Obama and Biden, “CHANGE FOR AMERICA”
1- Bumper sticker, “Obama ‘08
1- 6"x4" oval peel and stick sticker, picture of Obama, “Obama ’08 for President”
1- red DNCC Volunteer T-shirt
1- 3 ½" red, white, and blue cello attached to white 2008 Democratic National Convention ribbon, photos of MLK and Obama
1- 3” cello, color photo of mountains and coyboy, “Colorado Democratic Party Delegate”
1- 3” cello, color photo Obama and Biden with mountain background, “A New Beginning, Democratic national Convention”
1- 3” cello, red, white, blue, color photo Obama, flag, Barack Obama for President ‘08”
1- 3” cello, orange, photo Obama with peach behind, “Georgia Peach, Obama ‘08”
1- 3” cello, color photo Obama, “Hope not Fear, Obama for President, 2008”
1- 3” cello, red, white, blue, drawing of Obama, “HOPE”
1- 2 1/4” cello, green, “Nevada is Betting on Obama ’08”
1- 3”x2” cello, black, photo Obama, “Obama ’08 For President”
1- 3”x2” cello, white, ear of corn, “Iowa for Obama”
1- White t-shirt, picture of McCain, “Electile Disfunction
1- battery powered fan with neon messages while running
1- 3” cello, red, white, blue, “Obama Biden 2008”
1- Chicago Tribune newspaper dated November 5, 2008
1- Chicago Sun-Times newspaper dated November 5, 2008
1- Wall Street Journal newspaper dated November 5, 2008
1- Commemorative Inauguration invitation
1- Rocky Mountain News dated January 21, 2009
1- USA Today dated January 21, 2009
1- Denver Post dated January 21, 2009
1- Wall Street Journal dated January 21, 2009
1- The Colorado Statesman’s Inauguration Issue, Feb 6, 2009
1- 3” cello, color photos Barack and Michelle, “Yes We Did!”
1- 3” cello, color, arm with thumbs up hand and MLK on sleeve coming out of clouds, “Absentee vote”
1- 2” round cello, red, white, blue, 2008 Democratic national Convention, Denver, Colorado
1- 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” cello, photos of Barack and Michelle, “Yes We Can”
1- Bumper sticker, Blue background, Obama ‘08
1- White t-shirt, 2008 Democratic National Convention, Denver, Colorado
1- Ticket to acceptance speech with 3" cello, r,w,b, photo, “Denver 2008 change” donated by Jennifer Watters
JOHN McCAIN/SARAH PALIN – 2008 Republican Party

1- 10”x8” photo of McCain/Palrn to Notarianni, thanking for support
1- 6”x4 ½” invitation to Breakfast in Denver, Blue cover, “McCain Plin Victory 2008”
1- ¾” Republican National Committee pin on 3” square card
1- 6” cello, black, color photo of McCain, “Courage-Integrity- Experience, John McCain for President”
1- 3” cello, white, pictures of a motorcycle and a tricycle, “The Presidency Doesn’t Come with Training Wheels, McCain 2008, Ready to roll!”
1- 3” cello, red, white, blue, black, “Beat Obama & Osama, Elect the War Hero, John McCain”
1- 3” cello, yellow background, pictures of McCain, Palin, Lincoln, Washington & Reagan, “Right Place, Right Time, Right Now, Country First”
1- 3” cello, color photo McCain and Palin, flag background, “McCain Palin 2008”
1- 3” cello, brown background with flags, separate oval photos of McCain and Palin
1- 3” cello, blue, photo McCain with Doughboy, “Republican National Convention, Rise Up for McCain!”
1- 3”x2” cello, McCain and flag, “McCain 2008”
1- 12”x6” License Plate, picture of Palin as Rosie the Riveter, “We Can Do It! McCain, Palin”

HILLARY CLINTON – 2008 Democratic Hopeful

1- 3 ½” cello, whit, photos of Clinton and Obama, “Democratic National Convention, Hillary Delegate Voting For Barack Obama”
1- 3” cello, White, outline of New Hampshire, “Hillary, New Hampshire, First in the Nation Primary”
1- 3” cello, grey, b&W photo of Clinton, “I’m in to win!”
1- 3” cello, blue border, color photo of Clinton in outline of Ohio, “Ohio Democratic Party Annual State Dinner”
1- 2” cello, grey, color photo of Clinton, “Westsiders for Hillary, 2008”
1- 2 ¾”x1 ¾” oval cello, RCA Victor logo, “Listen! AChange is Coming, Vote Hillary Clinton President in 2008”
1- 2 ¾”x1 ¾” oval cello, blue, drawing of pig, “Iowa supports Hillary Clinton”

JOHN EDWARDS – 2008 Democratic Hopeful

1- 3” cello, color photo Edwards, “Give me your tired, your poor…”
1- 3” cello, green and white, pictures of corn, “Iowans Support Edwards 08, Tomorrow Begins in Iowa Today”
1- 2” cello, purple, photo of Edwards family, “Our next first family”
1- 2 ¾”x1 ¾” oval cello, red, white, blue, “John Edwards 08”

RUDY GIULIANI – 2008 Republican Hopeful

1- 3” black cello, color photo of Giuliani with flag, “Rudy 2008”
1- 2 ½” blue cello, color photo of Giuliani, “New Jersey Wants Rudy 2008”
1- 3”x2” cello, photo of Giuliani with flag and NYC, “Rudy”
MITT ROMNEY – 2008 Republican Hopeful

1- 3” red and blue cello, color photo of Romney, “Tested Proved Romney ’08"
1- 3”x2” cello, color photo Romney, “Mitt Romney, True Strength for America’s Future”

MIKE HUCKABEE - 2008 Republican Hopeful

1- 2¼” cello, photo of Huckabee in front of flag, “Huckabee 2008, Restore America’s Greatness”

FRED THOMPSON - 2008 Republican Hopeful

1- 2¼” cello, Orange border, photo of Thompson, “Let’s Get The Job Done, Tennessee’s Favorite Son”